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INTRODUCTION.

a

\

"Collaboration: A PromisineStrategy for Improving Educational Practice"

4 the sixth in a seminar series on Dissemination Procesdes designed aria

implemented hy the -staff of the'porthwest Regional Educational Laboratory's

Dissemination Support Service (DSS). The DSS is a national contractor for

the ,Research and Development Exbhange (RDx), funded by the National instit ute
9 .q,

of EdUdation.
"\ \ '

.

0

. Ille planning of Seminar VI* was influenced by,the accumulated experience
c

and knowledge resulting from the.interaotion,,and exchange of ideas with the-
.

A
. .

-
...

t
primary.cliepts of the Dissemination Support Service, the Regional Exchanges

. \
. . . \ , .

(Ex's) and the partioipants of previdus seminars. The selection of the toliiC-
. - -N

\
.

of Seiinar VI took ,into cohdiderationOe needs sending activities conducted
I

N -by DSS staff.wth their primary4clients during the PatignarDisdemination
. _

'11

:-.
..,

a. Forum in August.pf 1978,amt in a planning confeTo.rence 1141d in Chicago early in
, . 0- a .

. .

1979.' The purpose' of-this conference` was to determine the potential themes c
.

...me,
....

l''.
111

and content ofsemtnars in subsequent years. 4 N
w

'
1

,,,Two significant events made &Major contribution to the knowledge'.base
.1

:
-of Seminar VIlansAgave impetus to the selection o/ the topic of-collaboration

.
.

.
,

.

one was the results of Seminar IV-4-"Networking:
.

An Eleential Dissemination
.

' Process." This seminar was held in Washington, D. Coin October 1979: The

second was the study on Interorganizationai Arrangements 'for Collaborative
. . ,- .

C Efforts conductea;by DSS staff on behalf of the Regional Program; Program for

Dissemination and Imprp vement of-Practice of the National Institute of Educa-.
N

. . % .

tion, December 1979, Both ofthese events brought into fOcus.the timeliness
. . .e

,

of viewing Collaboration es a means of, maximizing-the used of limited'
.

,1 . -.
. ', .

. , ..
'resources: Furtheriore, they generated a kAowledge_base which habstimulated

. 7
'

. , 7r

'

.
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iinterest in further exploration and application of the key ideas about

collabdration and collaborativeS.

r
A Word About thethe Design of Seminar VI. The Seminar

0
4 A

.

design has its roots

tin action re arch.mephOdology (Sindal, 1969; Tiannell, 1977). 'The aim was

to identify new ways of. gaining and using insights from descriptive accoynts-
.

(preSeiinar work) and to delielopemerOng theoretical strands,

During the initial stages of the'Seminar, o ant comparisons and

contrasts were made with data Collected in advance, by Seminar patticipants.

.

Usine:the four categories of "commonalities," "di'fferences'," "uniqueness"

and "critical issues," parttdipants were encouraged to identify some common

'properties or characte4stics about collaJooratives and the processA6f

collaboration. Perspecpives from, the fields of anthropology (Sheila Walker),
a.

' disserainatioh theory (William'Paisley).and organizational theorr(Sue Mckibbin)

o

,enriched the findings of the action research groups.
4

Semin"af processes reluired some rigorouS "stick-to-itiveness" so.thaf

7

*! .., / .
. -

sone'nesi themes and patterns emerged from the blending of infoimation.on
, .. '.,..

. .

desciiptive accounts,' formal.presentatione.and, most importantly, ideas end
,

'.
.

..
. . .

egperiendes of the participants. Hypothesizing occurs slowly-:certainly not .
*. ..

.at a 21/2-day seminar.' However,.the_action research process was modeled, and

,

some new knowledge.on 'collatoration. lid emerge. '..The.Key Ideas. from the
Q *76

'42kotion Research Groups sectionof)t
. .

the apparentr,success of the 'effort.
. .-

a

The follywincrpages,present a

and Seminar materials.

s report reflect the contributions to

compilation of the relevant p ;eSeminar

4

.91
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*

k
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WHERE: .

eN,

-ADVANCE ' NOTICE

SEMINAR SERIES) DISSEMINATION PROCESSES

COLLABORATION:
A PROMISING STRATEGY FOR IMPROVING EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

, .

,

Fort Mason Center '(thres and one -half' blocks from Ghi delli
Square). San Francisco, California jr.'

There are no hotel facilities at Fort Mason Center-.
there are numerous hotels within a six-block area.

WHEN: October 21-23, 1980

WHO:

a

Sponsored by

Targeted to

However,

The Dissemination Support Service
Dissemination Program
NorthwestRegional Educational.Laboratory-

Ar
4

NIE's Regional Program contractors.
Other individuals concerned with utillzingdissemina-
tion processes' for school improvement are invited.

RESERVATICNV.Please indicatd your interest by returning, the
ARE LIMITED registration form as soon as possible.'
TO 80;

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

Write or call:

1

`op

Joe- Pascarerli 503/248-6870 tt,

'N'orthwest-Regional Educational LabOrarory

710'SouthwestSecond;Avenue
Portland;` OR 97204

PRE - REGISTRATION -FORM
e

4

,SEMINAR0SERIES:.DISSEAINATION PROCESSES

COLLABORATION:
A PROMISING STRATEGY FOR IMPROYING EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

San Francisco, California
iOctober 214'3,, 1980

r.
,zNAmt

AGENCY

4

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER b NUMBER REGISTERING
,

TO ENSURE A SPACE; RETURN-BY: `Sept ember 5,
,

1980

.

/

/

"
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SEMINAR SERIES: DISSEMINATION PROCESSES -
COLLABORATION: C

A PROMISING STRATEGY, FOR IMPROVING EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE f

"The basic premise.is.ihatiFollaboration with the private sector will enable the
schools to do a better job of imparting-the skills that locar*empldyers need."

Shirley M. Hufstedler, Secretary:of Edutation,
to the National Alliance of Business

"The Regional Program has selected a strategyof collaboration. among existing
organizations rather than treating new ones or trying PO work through single
organizations having a,portfolio of services."

1982 NIE/DIP Regiodal Program Plan'
_

Federal policymakers are increasingly mandating delivery of school improvement
efforts on the basig that Collaboration is more cost effective,fhelps to avoid
duplication of efforts and enhances the effectiveness of the effort& of many.

40THI8 SEMINAR [SILL:
,

Afford you the opportunity tR hear from and interact with people involved in
establishing federal policy.
-... \. . .

-..
.

L

Enhance your.understanding of issu9s related to planning collaboraave activities:
, What is meant .y collaboratidil? What kinds of arrangements and conditions mist

exist? 'What incentives foster collaboration? What barriers inhibitcollabbrative
efforts?.

4 :. 04

'4.
withe Provide you with a framework,for conducting an action research studyon. collabora-

' tives. This approach will enable you tó:' . .
Identify conditions necessary for collaboration A/I- .

.
e

'Gather data mi.:existing collabofatives through a strUctured'interyiew process
condUcted prior to the sibinar

4
4

Identify themes,and patternsfor.e4ploratioD-iduring-the-sbminar__:_

Analyie the, ata utilizing consultant assistance and material resources_
available at the seminar'

Look at applications of your'iearninks to'yoa workplace.

.

PARTICIPANTS WILL: Gain skills'in ethnographic Case study techniques .,
.

° Hear froili "cipertd in'the.field of ethnographic field research N,.
Apply theSe-learnil.igs to plan new approaches -

-
.

. .

... ,

v
N.\\4

. THI SEMINAR IS 'A WORKSHOP. Plan -to attend prepared Wial: - . ,

i

;
. e

CO Completed .case study'Wpw-seminar work study design will be provided)
- .---- . . .

.

Synthesis of .your.kAowledges and experiences
, .

.0 _ , .

Eagerness to
, .

. . . . .

,. A vision of applying ydur learnings to your work, environment
. . . ... .

,-,
,

(. 'S

;

8
, 44 )
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Northwest
, Regional

Educational
Laboratory

September,. 1980

MEMORANDUM

FROM

RE:

710 S.W,Second Avenue Portland, Oregon' 97204 Telephone (503).248-6800 .

Seminar VI Participants'

Joe P elli
. ,

.t?

Preparation for Seminir VI

A Major assumption of Seminar VI is that each participant.l:/ill bring
a set ofdata on collaboration and collaboratives. We propose'tc, make
the ih-formtionyou bring the basic ingredient for the consideration
and aiscussion of the presentations scheduled. - The presenters will' be
visiting the different groups in the seminar and listening carefully to
the .report make by the participants. :Their presentations will then be
'targeted to the majovissueS and questions discussed by the members of
the groups.

We therefore urge you to spend a few hours gatheringthe information
.called for in the enclosed questionnaire. We hope that you will inter- - ,

view someone who_is ,directing a collabbrative or who participates in one.,
.

You may be involved in a collaborative yourself, and chooSe to generate
most of the information yourself. .

In the seminar, we plan to involve
phases of an action research study
will enable yo to:

a. Identi

-b. Analyze

partici
. .

'Identify

you in conducting the beginning
on collabpratives. This approach

y conditiOnS necessary for collaboration.

the data.youbring, utililing the resources of other
is and the presenters in the seminar.

emes and patterns for exploration and discussion.

d. Apply your insights and learnings to your own work situation.

The enclosed intervi,w questions.are not intended to restrict xoll. We
think they constitute a-basic frameWork for beginning to make inferences
and identifying addit'onal.questions and methods of collecting inforxntivn.
Ifyou.have any diffi lties with this approach and find it difficult to

, collect the informetio ; pleas-a- callus collect, and let us Ter alter-,
. .

,native ways of preparing yourself to come to then eminar.
, . ,

10
UAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 9
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SEMINAR'DESIGN CHALLENGE OF THE SEMINAR

-The design of.the Seminar calls for an
interplay between several action research
groups and the presenters,

. .

The group will meet initially to share
find.ings,Identify commonalities and
differences and begin the process of
defining conditions and.circuntences
which are most likely to produce
successful collaboration.

During the group meetings, the.presenters
will visit groups and listen to the
discussions for the purpase'of-collecting
'data Which will inform their'presenta-
tions. ; . -

1 ,
In the general meetings.everyoriiewill
listen to each presenter, paying
particuiat attention toelseway lnlvhich
the presenter's commenxs relate to the
discussions in the action research

. .

groups.

ri.kspecial feature of the Seminar+s-the.,
'introduction of ethnographic approaches t,

for understanding, the phenomenon qt.__%,
collaboration. A report of an ethhog-
rapher's findings about the "cu1ture"
of the Seminar will be the final
presentation just before the seminar
adjoUrns. 'f , a

*IA work in the action:research groups
will be facilitated by perSons who are
themselves sUccessfur collaborators.

IIEGISTRATION.FEE. of $35,00.
. will Help defray the cost of
materivls; dohspltants's expenses
andfacI1-ity,u5e,

0

"The baajc premise is that
collagUration with the private
sector will enable the schools
to do a' better job of imparting
the skills that local eMployers
need."

Shirley M. Hufstedler
Secretary of Edudation
to trie National

Alliance of Business

"The RegionaY'Vogram has selected
a strategy of Collaboration
among existing organizations
rattier, than cleating new sines

or trying to work triirougfi

Sirgle,organizations having
a portfolio of services."

1982 NIE/D1P
: -Regional Program Plan --.

Federal.policymakers are
increasingry.mandating"delivery
of school improvement efforts
on the. Osis thatcollaboration

. is-nbrecost'effectiVei helps
to avoledppTiaation of efforts
and enhances the effectiveness
of the efforts ofmany.

DISSEMINATION

PROCESSES'

SEMINAR VI

illidNIATIONi

A PROMISING STRATEGY-

POR IMPROVING

:EDUCATIONAL ,PRACTICi,

a

OCTOBER 21 -23) 1980.

'FORT MASON:CENTER'

SAN'- FRANCISCO

"_? s $,

MANY.THANKS TO RESOURCE AND REFERRAL

SERVICE; SYSTEM SUPPORT .SERVICE AND

PAR' WEST LABORATORY'S EDUC,ATIONAV

DISSEMINATION STUDIES PROGRAM` FOR '

'THEIR'DEMQNSTRATED SUPPORT!

f

D I $SEti I ilAT I 61%1 SUPPORT SERVICE.

12 .



OCTOBER;20

PK:, REGISTRATION
:

SEE DIRECTORY IN HOTEL1.01:18Y FOR
'''',":11EOLSTRATION PLACE

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21

7:45 To .B:30 AM. REGISTRATION

9:00 CONDITIONStfOR COLLABORATION

ACTION RESEARCH GROUPS

12:00, LUNCH

2:00 CONSULTANT PRESENTATION:

:TOP4C #1

"FACTION RESEARCH GROUPS

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

I.

'5:00 ADJOURN*

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER .22

9:00 .CONSULTANT PRESENTATION::

TOPIC f2 ,'

AcTION RESEARCH GRdimi

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,*

12:30 LUNCH. J
CONSULTANTORESENTATION:

-TOPIC #3,, .

ACTION.RESEARCH GROUPS

QUESTONS.AKD ANSWERS

iiiRSDAY, 'OCTOBER' 23

9:0O AAKINGCONNECTIONSt

--=i,itTIONO1E4EARCH -61101.1PVL , -

,CONSOLIANfPHESENTATION;

ETHNOGRAPHIC REPORT!'

OF' SEMINAR.SETTING!'

00 *AD OURN :

COiSOLTAlit 'AO COLLABORATORS
*

PURPOSES OF THE SEMINAR

JACK CULBERTSON, Executive DJ rector
. UniversityCouncil for Educational

Administration

HARRIET DOSS-WILLIS, Director
Urban Edupation Program
CEMREL, Inc.

CAROLINE. GILLIN
Region IX Commissioner
of Education, San Francisco

DIANE LASSMAN, .Direcior, EXCHANGE
University of Minnesota
Teacher Center

DWO-LEBBY .

Senior PeograM'OfficerA
for Policy and Planning

Department of Education

ERNEST McioNALD, Consultant
tEnv{rioMaental Education

U.S. Forest Service'

SUE McKIBBIN
Associate Program !tanager

.Educational Dissemination
Studies.Program
Far West Laboratorx

VIVIAN MONROE, .DireStPr

Constitutional Righ4, Foundatkin

MARLYS OLSON, Director
Child Abuse Pre4intion,. e P
and Treatment Pi-A:grain:-

ANTHONY ',Eh, Prectol.
BIlingual.,EduestiOn Service

Center, Los Angeles Basin',.,

,SHEILA WAINER; Anthropologist
-7'Univar-stty'df-CilIfo-rnia

Berkeley sir

.

'At

A.
411 TO ENABLE PARTICIPANTS TO

ENHANCE THEIR UNDERSTANDING

OF ISSUES RELATED TO

/PLANNING COLLABORATIVE

'ACTIVITIES

TO PROVIDE 'THE OPPORTUNITY

FOR PARTICIPANTS TO MAKE

APPLICATIONS OF THE

KNOWLEDGE GAINED AT THE

SEMINAR FOR:.

T ENHANCING THEIR

INVOLVEMENT WITH

EXISTING ACTIVITIES

-- INITIATING CONTACT-
:,

AND INVOLVEMENT WITH

EXISTING COLLABORATIVE

EFFORTS

-7 DEVELOPING NEW EFFORTS

imp FOR COLLABORATION

-TO ENABLE PARTICIPANTS. 'TO

GAIN AWARENESS OF

ETHNOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES F

UNDERSTANDING THE PHE NON,

.*,:0E'001L4A0Ripi/ES,
A

:4 4

14144' 4'
:4

Pi

1 4
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SUGGESTED PROCEDFRHS

for
PREPARATION TO ATTEND. THE SEMINAR ON COLLABORATION'

San Frandisco
'October 21,-23, 1980

1. Determine what pollaboratives exist in
your study.', You may. already belong to
it for ydur study. .

-..

2. Make contact with the_person directing
. .. 4 ..,

your area Select onelefor

a collaborative and can use
. ,

-"-

the collaborative or a
participant in the collaborative. Request. an appointment fora

' personal (or phone) 'interview.
-

'3. Mail enclosed questionnaire' to theversOn yod have ccaliplacted and
,suggest-that the interview be guided by the questions in the

. queptionnaire. You may':want to assure that person that the inter-
view Van be flexible'and can depart from the questions yOu are
sending. ,

4. 'At the,appOinted time, make the call and,conduct the interview.

.4X

4.1.-".

5. Summarize, the results of
.you to theteminar..

.

6,, Study your data and list

your interview and brings six copies with

themes or patterns you discern.

INTRODUCTION:TO QUESTIONNAIRE

The overall questions and issues we will'be dealing,with at the seminar

-What-is .meant by collaboration?
. .

'What kinds of collaborative arrangements exist?

What'are the requirements for successful collaboration?

-- What 'arrangements?

What conditions?

What barriers inhibit collaboration?'

What incOntives foster collaboration?

CO

a

a

a

,



INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
0

0

The information collected bytleans of the'interview will serve as the
basis for study and analysis at. the seMinar, and with the assistance of
other participants and the consultants present to'gain understanding,
insights and new knowledge. 444

Name of Collaborative

a

Target Population

Major Concern/Issue/ActiVity

I. Description of the Collaborative

A. Purpose

b. 4

What are the outcomes or goals or objectives or intentions of
the collaborati've?

.,

B. 'Development

1. Describe how the collaborative got started and developed.

2. What is the energy source, the source of vitality, of the
collaborative?'

C. Impetus

Who or what- ovides.the incentive for fostering and main-
taining the yc aborative?

(

D. .-What is unique about the Collaborative?

II.' OrganItation of the -Collaborative

4 A. OrganiiatiOnal Interactions
S y . '..

e
-

.

.,

1. -What are the major actors interacting within
,,* ,c,..% the collaborative? To what extent? In what ways?, .

.A ..
.

.
. ,.

2. What procedures and.policieshave influenced the formation
-and 'maintenance of the collaboytive?

. ..
13: Funding ' ., .

.
.

.

, .
.

-,:*

. What are the sources of funding? What are the funding structures?
.i.

1 '
4 .

$

. '
of

irs

C. Strategies'

N., ,s; .

14 ;C011abOratives can be seem as potentially'eeploying one or
. all of the' following overall strategies:

. --,:$ ..

16



!' 4 o '

.° -- 'Resoukce sharilg:,
4

..11. 11111 Gro up: piobtem solving,
.1

IP '

-- Program development,. ....

-- -erv.... ice--delivery

.

Whi6h one or ones would be most
used? p . .

2. Does the collaboratiye.employ other major strategies? what
:. .. 'ate they? ,

1..--
-.)

.
,..-...

/
.

i

Concluding 4 °
e

..

c,

descriptive of the etrategyfies)

A.- Impacb

What constitutes impact, for the collaborative? ).

B;. Choose one event which you have experienced or know, bout in
collaborative that, in your opinion, tyRifiescollaboration:
Please describe:"-

-- The setting
-- 'The context "
-- What transpired,-
-- Who was involved

7-iiesiiits/effecii/coriseguences
----' What did Tou.learn from it?

C. What are some assumptions made by people in the collaborative
that reflectcertain traditions, roles, values,,ribims?

What inferences would you makabout notions in people's #inds
about'what is expected and allowed inthe collaborative?- 147hat
effect does this have on the

the



t .../
;.' . / 1. .9

0
4 .*

QUESTIONS 014 COLLABORATION 1,' .

.

. .

. . .,
.

.
-

What is the relationship between individual integrit ,,

and group responsibility in.a collaborative efforti
.1

. '' .

What is the relationship of leadership2authotity, and
(role in "collaborative situationi"? How is authority

/_. ,

vested, power shared, and decisions made? Are.there .

models of decision making and optmunication more conducive
to collaboration than others? .*.' , ,-,, .

.,Are,there different levels or kindsof,collaboration,
i.e., personal,,sOcial, political, ectinoM1c?' Are,problems
of collaboration compounded by ethnic and cultural ,

- differences and in what ways?

Are there common elilnents in collaboration regardless of

task, role, or characteristics.of the members? ,Arethere
tasks Which are impossible to a5priplish without joining
with others to work collaboratively? What human endeavors
lend themselves to collaboration? Are there ways of
determining When collaboration is counter-prOducti've?

Do womencollaborate differently from men, and, ifso,
what is the hature of the difference?

What is the_reiationshipf-between,collaboration azid creativity?
Is collaboration socialized creativity?.

4. What effect does-the stability:or the newness of an
. organization have on the collaborative process?

r

4.

JABS; Vol. 13, Nb. 3, 77, pp. 371-372

Multj. -Ethnic Collaboration to Combat Racism in Educational Settings.
Mary Rita Donleavy

. Clementine A..pUgh qt
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COOPERATION WITHOUT COLLABORATION- -\\t
ft. ,

Involves a moral dimension which
raises the issue of social goals.

(

Requires close ideological
agreement.

Requires a serious matter and
significant goals.

Involves a, total entity or change
effort.

Tends to be more goal oriented,
and a long-term effort.

. .

Is a complex,,,multidimensional

process. N

Is likely to be emotionally
charged and involves.more
commitmentof Self.

Is voluntary, requires conscious
decisiOn'and full .awareness of

task; actions and activities."'

Precipitates coercion, collusion
co-optaton, compromise, con-
spiracy and conflict.

,

. .

JhBS, Vol. 134 NO. 3: 1977; p. 369
. .

ituiti=athnicCollaboration to'Combat Racism in Educational Settings
Mary-Rita.Donleavy

,
Clementine 'A., Pugh

'Cooperation--

Does not involve, a moral dimen-

Does not require ideological
agreement.

Deals more with'ordinary matters
'without necessarily significant
gdals.

Involves facets of the total
entity'or.parts of the change
effort.

Tends not to 'e goal oriented and
is a short-term effort.

Is a simple, sometimes mechanical,

process.

Calls for low emotional involve-
ment'and requites lesd commit-
'ment of self.

Can be automatic, without full
knowledge of the task, actions,
and activities.

Ii.a mador component of,collabor-
ation of a different order than
coercion, collusion, etc.
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INTERORGANIZATIONAL AliRANGEI;INTS.
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itEVIEW OF LITERATURE

Rationale for'Collaboration °0
-$1

,

. Conalderable ehcouragement exists imedmgational literature for
..- '5

e 'Y .

'collaborative associations, joint problem.solving and interorganizational
. sb

.% -
.resource sharing. Similarly, in medicine, mental health-and community

,
. it.

$,. . 14.0..

services, conc'rn with successfutcoopykative.program planning and
. ,. ,

-'.',.:
'

. ..

service delivery is a very' real andreoceurring issue. As 'Bertram Brown,_
.

.

fOrmer'director of the National Institute pf Mental Health comkented,
- :-

there is a powerful momentum to,increaselefficiency'in the human services

. and to provide for the most effective use.oeresources available, F;r

many other policymakers, researchers and program admini tors :
7 . .

4 ,. collaborative agreements between agencies, organizatio s nnd tinstitutions

. °.
,

offer the'only probable solution to the prohlems of increasing.service
. 1.

. .
.

needs, decreasing-budgets-and current frustrations with.P piecemeal and
'

inadequate approaches to complex problems. 'There is in-the literature,

then, a general maidate for c and a genetal Consensus that
. , .

C
it is an imperative for institutions' in our incl,tidipg schools;

.
..:

. .

in order to"maintain quality, progrsus, maximize. limited resources and ,

avoid wasteful and ihefficientAuplication of services.
. °

However, despite common agreement on,the real °need-for organitational
0

and inatitutional,collaboration; there are feq documentors ofeor.
. .Lparticipants' iniXhiprocess who 'do not openly recogniste the demands and .

a

complexities of the task, As one federal policyisker acknowledges

in commenting"on,colliboratiOn'among-afederal idstitute,,an R&D centers

and a school SiatriCt.,,"CollabOtation isttough but" needed. It takes

patience and time to build, it and still ,maintain reasonable' productivity ?'
, ,

1Brown, 1477); Other writer's on collaborationl,oint.to a multitudeof

'2

!
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, ..

'L''aotential pitfallq that increase'the inherent difficulty in establishing
. :

.
, '.'... -

.
,

C011aborative arrahgemants.'.filvede.include the allitoo frequentte.ndency
.

.
.

.

'.'
, . ( F4 A

to be ovtrry ambitious and,promise morethan can'be:delivered or to yastly ,,.
,

..
alk , ..,

. . .. .
.,. underestimate the time it will taltd.,-.(Gross, 1.977) .0thers note thdtx'it-

.

T :
.,..,! '''' .. .

.
.

isunrealistic to expect cOoperagon to solde alr:problema and that7indi-
. . , .. -, .

viduals frequently underestimate the time and'energy that needs. to be expended
. . . ,

....

. ..' .
.. V- .

t

to make a collaborative 'Work. (Jacobsen,
0

.

1973; Parrucci; 1977) Moreover
. _ .,

effective add thorough planning may be the most vritica --land often most/
, a

v4' ,

overlookedingredient in any,successful ibipt ifiterorgenizational
=

'''

Venture. (Gross, 1977) Program deielopervin;the area of, human service
° ,:t:,, %., 1.

integration similarly note thatialthough 'integration of services can

increase the efficiency and resou ve availability of .providers, many, groups
, , -y.

. .
kill-fight integration beca- tse it m#y",mean a loss. of organizational

l

autonomy and program visibilit;.':(leelY,..1976)"

. - ,,;- t _!._______,
e %

ese wor s o caution and .idntification of potentiat'obitatlea
.. .

-
f

-
'' * *

.t .- _ 1
. .,

. .

;

. .

existing in.interorganization collaboration\are included in this intror

#011-4' ' ,.-. .., .%
. Auctionito provide amore balanced' perApective on the demands involved in

.. '
, .

, ,

the col 'collaborative effort. As one author'nOtedr !Collaboration is. by rio
....°

means a panacea to arriving at qnglity 'dec*sions or toimplementinghigh
+" in ..

,I, ., , -'
. ,

oaltre projects.". (Crandall, 19/7) Despite;, this, most authors conti ue
-

. ,-
..... .

..
to agree thaaeorefully planned and ptruotur d interorganizational effort

,
a. ° . ,

offer one of the most effective method& of .identifying and implementing,
. . , , ,

.

-t
, .

programs that are more, comprehensive and inclusive in-scope than could:be

deVeloped or undertaken by any single agency or institutioN,,,

-
Although collaborative efforts in educationand other human services .

- . .

hold rich potential rewdrds, the more relevant current literature cautiona_4t
,.

.

that collaborati;ie success will occur'only if:We Olearly.understand=the
-

e



.

. potential harriers and the requirements- for successful. yeritilres. The
a

'
jiteratdre,also,aclinowl dges that we have -just begun. to attention

' .
. - Ji

' .46.

to theamEure'and.characteristics of thg collaborative process: As
_

'

Hall and Eord appropriately comment, ". .' , not all collaborative4- - .
. ..v.'

e

relationships art the same; as 'a matter of fact, very little is understoodv

about how to eatablishand maintain'working,collaborative relationships

:between fortal org anizations." (Hall and Hord, 1977),

The purpose of this'paper,.then, is to determine what promotes

successful collaborations, and what pitfalls interfere With its-occurence.,

From this analysis and discussion,, it shoula be possibleto move one

step closer to understandihg wheh collaborative approaches may be

advantageous and what kinds of personal and organizational requirements

are called or to make them work.

'In preparing this review of the literature, some of the questions

used to guide the analysis of collahbratioh included:
7

. *..What is-meant by cOlfaborati.on2
'4.'Whae kinds of collaborative arrangements exist?'

What are the requirements, for successful collaboration
to occur?

Whatbarriers inhibit collaboration?
What incentives foster collaboration?

'Exam ples of subegafd collaborative efforts' were sought_ in education,
a

medicine, tental'healtti and the social sciences. .Drawing on-experiences

ro in multiplediscipiines was an attempt td arrive at a more varied approach
. A

tadetermiiiing when and how collahorationbifers resolutions to intern

organizational problems. In doing:so,however, the underlying purpose

is to increase understanding of hoTif 'collaborative efforts can work to

23
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' Defining and Describing Collaboration

tk.

The literature on collaboration describes a considerable array of

interorganizational efforts involving resoUrce.shking, group problem

solving, program development and servi e delivery. Organizationshave

applied collaborative framewOas in var ouS settings to carry out a range

Of'functions_incltding: plknning- more ef ective interagenty staff,

Aevelopment; developing intercollegiate r source sharing and inter-'
31.

20

institutional curriculum arrangements; involving business. and. industry. in

$

preparing studentshfor the work place;.inco orating community organizations

(forts to improve the-schools; and integ sting and coordinating

community social service agencies to provide c ntralized referral and,

followup.

op

More frequently than not, the term collaboration is used inter-

Changeab ly, with the terms cooperative, consorila, al lance and serviCe

.

-Integration. This illustrates the wide range of par ters; in collaborative

efforts and the continuum thatexists between eollabora onEi emitasizing,
_ .

%-

communication and those focusing on prograreintegration. ()Ile' author_

illustrates this by noting-that organizational arrangements may -vary -from

ad hoc advisory-groups with little power to -governing boards with the

ability to set priorities and.iffect the allocatio n of resour
7 o,

(Mittenthal, 1976) For the Orposes of this paper, however, interorgani-

--4-zatkonal collaboration is viewed-is distinct from organizaLional

cooperation. As is aptly pointed out itra'paper on collaboration between

schools and business and inddstry, cooperative associations invoive.
.'

institutions :serving together id'an.advisoricapacifi. Collaborative

groups, on the other hands -involGenrganizations participating in shared
-AW. .

decision making, where negotiation becoMes the central 'process in working

together. (Rath, 1978) description of collaboration in the health
r%.

P.
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services fUrther identifies important aspects of the p ocess. . It
-

specifies mutual -determining of service delivery needs nd,priorities,

ta

O

s-carrying out jointprogramming and coordinating and centralizing agency

functions such as client intake a nd followupc (Parrucci, 977) These

descriptions indicate that collaboration involves.interage communication,

$

mutual determination of priorities' shared decision making and the
- ..

development of'an action'plan that requires activeparticip tion from
A

the-Organization& involved. In other words the-group itself has power'

to take' action and through specific agreements,tn arrive

,of the existing organiiational-commitments of participating institutions.
.-",

Crandall contributes further to a'definition of collaboration byO ,

;

commenting that it is: '
-1

.

. ,

. . . the process of working together to solve problems and
. act on the solution under circni4ances where all parties

-.,.,- believe that a mutually agreeable solution is possibleA ,

and that the quality of its implementation;,- as well as the
level of, satisfaction they will.experienceopswill be 0
improved by.virtue of engaging in the process.. (Crfindall, 1977)--

.
.

. ..
,..111 this definition the author emphasizes group problem solving'and program

ti: . , -- . /
implementation which can be arriv,ed at in a mutually advantageous manner"c'

.,
, . y

. . -.
allowing all partitipants*.to benefit eqVally and devise outcomes that

e
. .t .

areasuperior to ?hose of &ftysingle_individual or organization

yverating on its own. is . ..

0 .

In an AERA,ptper.on "The State Capacity Buildingtrants Program inle .

Dissemination: The Federal Evaluation Perspective,", Mary Ann Millsap
, :-:-,,

. .
.

sAurther delindates,some o the importhnt characteristic's of collaboration:' .
. 0 -..

'1. Each party's decision to becpme involved inthejoine.menture
results from choice; participation is voluntary:"

''''A

-.... 4'
T. All'parties have an equal stake in the activities undertaken,
, usually involving the contribution ofequalamounts of money,

time and effort. ''
..

. .s

25
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'

3., All parties have an equal stake in 'the consequences of the
activities, whether good or ill.

. ,
4; Within the process'of collaboration, dLision eakihg is shared,

Or each party has veto power over wWat is undertaken, 5,
.

. , .. ,

,c.5. Each party is dependent upon the others for the accomplishment'
of the workr-that each, on its owh. Could not accomplish.

.

. 4
6. Lastly there -is a common understanding of expectations of what

each party is-fo do, including knowledge of the constraifitscOr
litaitItions'under which-each party is operating. Ofillsapin,
Rath, 1,978)

) i
. -,,. -. , .e S..

Mill;40s characteristics oircollaboration emphasize voiwitary participation;
e ,. . _. . . .

44
t

equal participation in,decision making, in assuming responsibilities, and in
..z . ...

sharingmork assignments; -interdependence and persoAal interaction; and common
.,.

, ,;..

I a

understanding of obligations and.constraints. Other.authors'stress that-

collaboration must invdlve
.
an orgale nized/effort with clearly definedaplans for

t

actionsubstanti..;ve io yhich elicit mutual involvement

o. e

Barton) Collaboration also caps for a willingness among institutions to

from pll participants.

,.., , P.submerge some of their - own self-interests to accomplish larger goals (Rath,
.

,-
,

,

1978), as well as a'mutual belief that collaboration willliesult in benefits
<Zak

4. 1-

to individual organizations as well as thleo arup as whole..
,

,
The definition's and descriptions of,collaborative effort illustrate the

,

!. . . . ,0 ,I
.

a
. key'features or characteristics of collaboration that are emphasized in thi

,

literature. These include:

Active, working partnerships among individuals and i-./ .
organizations e3 - .-.
Shared responsibility and 'authority for policymaking
Equal investment and benefits for participants, -..

Common Understanding of-opectations, responsibilities,and
constraints . .

,
-%

Interdependence in carrying out activities . .
Organized format for comisuniCating and planning,. "\-- .

.
, Shardd information and development of .a common plan of action

,, ' ,,
,

=§
26
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A,Perspectiveson Barriers to Collaboration
,,..

1 -

In the introduction to this paper we referred to a few of the
.

.

difficulties involved in carrying out successful collaborative'arrange-

ments. This section takes a closer and, moredetaileelook at some of ,

-ow ---
. .

theta issues in an effort to understand the-process'of collaboration and '..

where current attempts'may be falling short. - :

4.

According to current authors, one of the ;lost prevalent problem

,areas for those undertaking collaborative efforts 'is a failure to

recognize -the high level of demand collaboration places on participating

individuals and organizations. At the onset most initiators are spurred

on by an,ebstract visOion of improved service,

-better utilizatibn of resources. In light of

few organizations or,individuals take a hard,

increased efficiency.and

these potential assets,

Critical and evaluative

lodk'at whae'cin realistically beiacCOmplishedhdw much time it will

-.. take, and what resources, both human and financial, are available for the
.

. ., _
-

task. (Gross, 19Y7; Crandall; 1977) Moreover, the absence of clear.

...-

. 1
.

parameters and realistic objectives for the,collaboration increases the
,

possibility that the initiating,organization will be perceived as a
AW

,

threat and forced to spend a major portion of time convincing participants

of the need or the project rather than, focusing on accomplishing tasks.

(Parrucci,'1477?..-

- Consequently, those experienbed in developing organizational

collaborations note that initiating collaboration on an ad hoc basis

without cateful.forethought, planning and,selectibn of participants can
. .

%:bring`ahoAt:imMeaiate and far, reaghing difficulties. 0-

-
A;- second =potent,' , -, -

attemptitg to collaborate with
Y= ' i

.

, - A , l V'F' V4 ..

insfitdtions and organizations without givingcareful. consideration to.

9

+Y.



ground rules. Organizations with potentially conflicting agendas
* - 4.

and differing gdais'apd objectives must be assured that.decisions will be

arrived at by consensus and hot coercion, and that all organizations will
,

have equal power.

group divisiveness

1.

Consdquently, authors on collaborition related internal

to the failure to determine how conflicts will be resolved,

the abgence of skilled mediators and the inabilityto confront differences

e p . , -- .,

one: and disagreements openly. As ne documentor commented, although resolving
.

, ,

differences can be constructive and lead tO formulating new ideas and new
'q.'

relationships, these resolutions often.resuIt in revealing new differences '. ,

which call-for additional negotiation and problem solving. (Congieve, 1969)

Finally, the probability of successful collaboration is diminished if

institutions fail to identify participants that have the potential for

43",

meaningful commitment and followthro "if organizations lack internal

stability, strong, competent leadership, and are focusedon"internal power
101k o

struggles rather than eternal activity, the chances Of coordinating 4

collabbrAtive undertaking are minimized. (Gross, 1977; Hall and Hord,*1971;

Rath, 1978)
A
As Hall'and Hord point out in a discussion on collaboration

-involving an R&D center and two school districts, collaborative activities ,

are. impeded by, organizations that are .focused on-internal concerns and
,

unresolved power struggles. (Hall lel Hord, 1977) ..0therouthors note that

if Support for the collaborative activities is lacking, or if the organiza7

tion is saddled with regulgtions'and restrictions, followthrough for the
...,.. , ..

.

collaborative effort is'indeed%unlikely. (Crandall, 1977; Gross, 977).

. ,In summary then, some of the issues identified in the literature that

.
4 ;,

Impede collaborative efforts include:
.

- : it, . .

.1. :Confusionfabout what'is possible and whatis desired from
the activity. -, ,

.,..

"UnWillingtiess bo take time to plan andorganize.theeffort.

f.

-4
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-A-- A

. ,
lure to establish operating'procedures thatat ensure

equal power and participation.

Inadequate negotiating skills among participants.,

ction of organization( that tare unlikely to.,be
to chrty,through an activity.

..,

-

,

. Considerations ior Successful Collaboration ," .,
- , -..

"Only" a limited number of the studies" on collaboration analyze the

collaborative process and identify factors critical to the success of

these. activities. The three alithors sele4ted, however, give a range. - . -
of perspectives' on the variety of forces that affect = interorganizational -

. .
... .t. -..

collaboration and the issues that foster collaborative arrangements:t

In a description of collaboration ambng a university, a school-

district .add a community organization, which, was formed to improve

urban education, Willard,Congreve outlines, some of'the-critical tasks
, .

---- ne ed-to----builst-zgrodri commitment and solidarity°. At the outbet of the
.

f . . I
-

. .. .. .
. .--effort 'this: irOu0'. Silccese fully challenged a proposal for their_ activities..- - ....' ,,. a ..k

rejected by USOE. Sucoess in acquiring funding provideda tangible

and clearcut reward for the group. and 'resulted in an impetus for

further call 2rative action:, other important experiences in the
' , . . ,- .-. , . --

collaborative PrOceas. inclrie4,: .*

1, : Establishing group,ground rules which require4 concurrent
approval' of all three institutions for all decisions, -

'eqnal `ripieaentation#from,each group- and: .rcitating. chairman.
1.. ;_. 7:- ." . . ,

:iDefining. the :generalParibaelO:f _the giOnp _and_coiiing. to .'
teiiasf'*ith- 'Cleili-differences.on' certain .goals and, ,: ,

these':-.accommodating: these' differeiiCei.. ' '
. .Carrying out _a. 'grouti,:taik which involved assessin4.educational

needs -and-pr;ob ems- .in. e district ., ...-, 2 , -
:-. *.. _ . , .

ettetOp'ing-aliliin to address these educational. -seeds and
'3, - ,

.,:actitiiiini'aiiiiroval for an experimental' program... , . ...,

.4.
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Congreve stresses the importance of having the uoup deal with real issues:

"'Without issues the bodtd members cannot create mechanisms neeessary. to
.v

convert differences into collaborative relationships." He also documents

the importance of begifining with a visible accomplishment, developing

activities for real participation for members, and concluding With a plan

that could make a real-difference in the educational' delivery of services.

Two other papers,`-one by David Crandall

Mojkmookt and Neal gross, also provide usefGl

broadei personal and Organizational issues in

his -personal perspective on
. .

collaborative organization;

for effective collaboration

and, the other by= Charle

insights into some of the

coliaboration. Crandall, in

the challenges of being involved'in a

'
makes some incisive points.abouterequirements

. Collaboration, he notes, seems to work most

easily when the tasks are rather straightforward, but Nt so easily when

they are highly complex. Moreover, for success, the participants m ust
tl

believe that they and their organizations can achieve their most important

Crandall also focuses on some of the important iritraorganizational

characteristics in collaborition which include a need for:

1. A reservoir of personal energy availabletto promote and sustain
progress during-setbacks and conflicts.

A

A level of organizational stability Which encourages 'a
."freedom to risk."

Commitmentofindividualsto the task at hand and
understanding of"its reiation-to'the'organliational ission.

. 4:. A wide repertoize'of systematic problei solving skills.
. .

,

-I,
5. Advocates in the organization supporting Xollaborationa

Finally, Mojkowski and. Gross provide a thorough assessment of problems

in interorganizationalrelations that may interfere, with effectiv e°

.
. , - .
. ... - . . ..

COl/aborative efforts. They note that organizational,role definition
I



ti

4

And staff competency are of iajor importance. More specifically; an

organization initiating, collaboration must clearly state its intent,

rv.e
Arrive at;a specific division of labor among agencies, allow for clear

rewards And benefits from the commitment, and establish, realistic and

. 4

mutually useful parameter* for its activities. Mhkowski and Gross

also call -for realistic planhing of collaborative efforts, including

Careful staging or sequencing of tasks'and anticipation of barriers.

The authors caution against making unrealistic promises and state,

. . it does not take long for- participants to realize that they have

become involved in a collaborative activity,that will draw uponiheir

limited resources but hats' little°possibility of achieving its stated

objectives." To be successful, moreover, collaborationcallf for

highly competent leadership, participants that.are not already experiencing

role overload, and ability to give the effort priority status within

the context of the organization. MojkOWski and Gross also pay particular

attention to the kinds of organizations that are effective in cbllaboratives.

These include groups with organizational flexibility that are focused --

On external issues rather. than internal problems and have competene

leadership and staff with strong negotiating skills.

Implications for Future Collaborative Efforts

institutions bust pay. close. attention the proposed level of

/
OollatbTtive involiement-to be. undertaken. Activities will potentially

'occur at three levels: 'the fir.st is brokering and technical afsistance;

the second is phicy'developnientani Advocacy; the third. is coordination
,/

. .

and
,

-.
management. i(Ungerer in Rath, 1978) Each level requires an

- . ,-
increasing,degree Of organizational and individual commitment from

. 4

fArticipants. The organizations anticipating collaborative' enterprises
' -0

13
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. .

.

should be urged to orieically assess their anticipated leVel of involvement

C.

an'd consider the potential benefits and liabilities involved in carrying

out the dollaborative venture. A'number of authors, caution institutions

not to assume that mostiasks lehd. themselves to collaboration. They.note
4.0

that some projects in fact do not warrant the psychic and economic costs

of its use. Moreover, collaboration may work'effectivel in certain

settings for planning, but be undesirable for iiplementition.,

,197.7; JdCObsen, 1977)

1

The liter ure also clearly indicates that successful collaboration

activities must have priority status in the organization and not be under-

taken.ifi a casual, ad hoc manner. Time should,be allowed for planning
4

4

and-development, and recognition should be given to the need for colla-

boration to develop in graduated stages. Furthermore, acquiring skill

in negotiation and cooperative decisio making is vital. Doing so may

necessitate technical assistance during the formative and maintenance

stages of the grodp effort.

If collaboratives are to be effective means of resource sharing and

N
'program development, they must provide clear-cut benefits to participating

. -

institutions. 'This includes striking a balance between interdependency''

and interagency sharin, and maintaining autonomy appropriate to the needs

cit. each institution-. Attempting to undertake any tasks that will substantially

reduce the ildepende e cm visibility of any single organization will increase

'the potential for-internal resistance by participants.

'Careful.selection of organizations to participate in collaboration is-
.

r,

also -a-vital consideration. Organizations selected should -hive a level of

internal stability and organizational flexibility, Edilled'leadership,

adequate staff thus-for participation-and a recognition of the collaborative
.

effort as an activity directly reffted to their organizational mission.

r r,
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COrigreve,'Willard, 3. "Collaboration for Urban Educ4tion in Chicago:
The Woodlavih Developmental Project." Education and Urban Society;
Februiri,1969.

* ;

. .

' This article describes specific steps involved in establishing a
41?

working collaborative among a university, a.schooldistrict and a

community organization, The collaborative was formecyto improve urban

education ItsdeVelopment, illustrates some of the critical tasks ..

volved in building group commitment and sclidari0 t

. . -
.

The group s.xultia success in accm.ring funding was, accordibg.to

'the autilbi, a taicfgible and clearcui,rewird that provided impvus for
V ci

furthei-action. Other important steps included: ,A.tahliNing mutually

acceptable grounkrUles;ApeCifically.defining the purpose of the group. .

'

and accommodatiAg differences in goals; condutti!Ig's.,:group assessment of

educational need and problems; -and mutually deveibping a plan to address
a ..

the problem areas ideutif2ed:' Congreye stresses the importance di having'
...

.

4.

;At-Atte group deal with real issues, not,thebretical concerns. He also

iikdocuments'the significance ofbegnnnewi a iwith visible accomplishment,

,

developing activitiessfor theaningfUl partici:pation, and concluding with

alan that.could. make a substantial differeiM in thf educational

livefy of services. o ,

tl
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Calidall,,-Da4id P. . &"Ail Executive.Director''Struggle to Actualtze-
--I ----.'.*;hts--Comatitment to CollaOratron," Applied Behavioral` Science,

.11.Ol.A3,.November, 1977. : %.

. ,

: -. , ,,,,,_: -
4 %

being" In,this personal assessment of the challenge's; of i involvedin a
. I

. '
collaborative_orpnizcian, Crandall makes,sOme incisive points about

v
.

1

requ eralints for effective collaboration.-
0
Re comments ,that collaboratidcollaborations

. 4 , -

Work
. , . , , , '

11:77-777-7R4mopt-easil -whenAlve tsski are rather straightforward, but
,

__ ...._. . '....V...-ki..,; ..i......._,....f,

not so easi y when they afe highlteomplek. . -"
.., . .

o

r

Crandall algb outlines somaof the important interorganizational

cbaracteribtics in collaboration.' These include a need for:, (1) a ,

.i

reservoir of personal energy to sustain Progreseduringsetbacks and
. ,

\conflicts, (2) a level of organititional which encourages a

-'4freedom- to risk," (3). aommitment,ofindivi uals to the task at hand and

. .,
understanding'"of its relation to the organizatIonal mission; (4) a wide'o

,

,

-repertoire,Of systematic problem solving skills and (5) advdc4es *the
. .1:0 k, ., ,

-organization supporting colliboratioii.- .-
,.

0 , -

; , . . ,

Not all tasks, Crandall concludes, lend
i

th nselves to collaboration.

Some projeets do n6E-warrant the-psychic and economic costs of its,use.

CollabOr4

ation,-moreoier,,mey work:effectiiely duringlyitain stages of

.4 development; for example it may 1:ciik well for plannin, but be less

..;aes:ciablefor implementation
,

.
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Mojkowski, Charles and Neal Gross. "Interorganizational Relations:
Problems in the Design_and Implementation of the Research and
Development Exchanie." Information Dissemination aiid Exchange
for Educational Innovations: Conceptual,and Implementation
Issues of'a Regionally Based Nationwide System, December, 1977.

This paper provides a thorough analysis of interorganizational

problems that can interfere with establishing effective collaborative

- efforts. The authors assess organizational capabilities, identify

potential problem areas and suggest alternatives for overcoming barriers
46,

.to'collsborative activity. In doing so they urge taking a hard headed

lend realistic assessment of the new role demands called for in

. collaborative effore's before engaging in them.
, acola

In-c4termining the capacitya5 an organization for collaboration

these issues'.are significant: flexibilityof the organization; dispositioh

toward innovation;-the organization's stability or instability; leadership

capacity and staff, competence and ability to focus on external activities

rather than internal problems and conflicts; Organizational effectiveness6

in a collaborative setting relate directly to.these qualities.

the authaitip also point out that establishing viable interorganizational
-

.

relations and minimizing threat torestablished agencies calls for a clear

division of labor among agencies; agreed upon ground rules;.a mod est
.

i
'c'

initial Vroj'ect that will validate roles of the collaborative organization;

and clearcut rewards and benefits from participation.

Finally, successful- collaborative ventures are often blocked by a
.. , , .

4 t. .*
fallurQ tot carry out comprehensive planning at the onset. This includesP

.0 :
v.' . ,

considering the potential barriers that may be encountqred during .each stage

of deve opmentand preparing altelnative strategies for dealing with them..
,

WI
.

°
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flis Susan:41nd Rek Hagan-is' Collaboration Among Schools and Business
and Industry:, An Anablais of the Problems and Some Suggestions

.for Improving,the,Preeess. Northwest Regional Educational
-Laboratory, 1978. . ; -

'N?

.

Collaboration b education and usiness is currently viewed

. -

.

aialmost, a necessity. But7few,.contend these authors, know what'

_. , . , . . .

-tollaborati've efforts require' or how one goes about accomplishing them.
. .

'-In an effort, to further understand the prucess_this,paper presents

.

,

some current definitions and assumptions about coliaborhtion, assesses

".'
.

ahome ;of the barriers to its accomplishments and examines the reltionship
. .

. 4..

between-collective bargAning and collaboration,
.i.

.

).

(' C011aboration, note the authors, is distinct from cooperation.
.. ,

,

voCooperation involves groups or individuals . acting -in solely an advisory

capacity, while collaboration calla for them, to share mutually in the

decigiOn making process and to negotiate solutions to issues of mutual

contern: 'ColiaboratiOmja,:moreover, difficult to foster. "-Problems
.

such- as poor commuuieation,insufficient authority,, lack of strong

leadership,'inabilitrto focus on a specific project and-unwillingness
. .

to share in.the decision making are'obstatles that frustrate'rieny
y

i
attempts to collaborate. Successful collaborative efforts, on the sither

hand , -involve the investment of 4participants , sharea7creC is ion making,

common understanding of roles and responsibilities, effctiVe leaderAip

--and-careful planning-and:Prganization.,

The second half of this paper examines the col/ettiye bargaihing

piocess and how serve as A basis for developing more effective

----,--7.tnethodsofcollaborating7---To--do so; contend the authors, requires that

individuals develop an-understanding of negotiation and7-acq\ uire the
.

prereciuisite skills to use it in collaborative-settings.



Yin, Robert; . ChanginkUrbaliBureaucracies: How New Practices Become
RoutinfEed, Executive Summary. Rand'Corpotation,- Washington, b. C.,
March, 1978. Alt'

. t
In'order for practice in any orginization to be changed and

ostensibly mppved, organizations must-thoroughly incorporate new

' activities: Yin's study provides insights into\the process used by

Urban bureaucracies to Integrate new practices into their operating

procedures.
A

Similar to conclusions in educational studies, Yin found that

-inierTliticOnditions rather than incentives (i.e., federal

initiatives) have a major impact on incorporation of new practices.

Specific,ifttdrnal conditions that proved critical included haying

individuals ufiethe innovation, as frequently as possible and as a regular

agency practice rather than as aSeparate project. The new practice,

c--

niCreoveg., had .a bettelechance of surviving if-it completely displaced,
. _ .

the old procedure.
,

'In Iddition to constant use of the new practice, it
AP

-

must -also continue to gain Increased-support from agency practitioners:

.Yin determined this was most likely to happen if the innovation operated

effectively in the eyes of the practitioner. These benefits, the author

notes,' might well be different than those evaluated by external evaluation:

Along with practitioner support, successful innovations equired the

sp4fio support of top agency admlnbtrators. Without their advocacy
.

new Rractices sip= were routinized and continued to be vieWedis

special projects.

P
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This paper derive; front the authors' imierienceilvith nenvorking-formatiori .- In. ...." . } .,.-
N ? 4 e

activate; wlych ha* beetkeoitductedby Seymour Samson of Yale Universit$, for :";

the last four years. AMOii complete view of their understanding ofnetworking ,-.:,.,;

may be found in Human SerVicel:and Resource Networks, by S. Samson, C'
carroll,x..maion,:s.:Obhen, and k, Lorentz, San FrandlcoIpsSeY7Bass, 1977.

.: , , ..,.,

Much of what gets done in life is accomplishedsthrough.foose,informal arrange- `-, . .... .... , .
, -,

mentstliat expleitlets of aohnections, among people. In effect. ideas and actions, , e , . , - ,..
,circidete, within and among networks of people. They are enejgized lupported,.

, evaluated and modified, in wayfrominceptio-ktd:trithiementation.
Sometimes people networks ire-voryclose.knit,-defme Yleiass,profession or
eccatorrikstatus-1.04 colleieTaltnriior Will Streetlawyers. At other times
'netviOrkiii**1,40;.0611;b:41:01113:Okiiiiiiiiiituitvadd %blips, frons.varying back!: - , i..:,:-.;;',',
,giotitids,WhO'deVelopielitjOnSbiOs out Of _a common experience-e.g., the Civil
Rights or ariti=yiefaitiiViKinoveinems. Networks are used to a job, ...
to start a fnisIiieisAifilicti -house and to organizea campaign.

MoStinetWo' 'ries Ait-'4*..9kie people just happen:41wough accident of birth. ,
educatibtial setting. orthroughjob tracks. Theylare rarely planned- auctingi-
neered. On the other-hand, networks itivOlving:`thinp"-from iransportation to
teleconunuideations:=areoriade from sctatch. They are planned and eUgineered.
These engineered networks are, closed Systems' . Every node and link has a fune-
lion deligned,tcinjeet an overall objective; Opening apachute4o the unexpected, --Y.

the unknown or the Unessimilabie can cause thesYstent-tO'grind to a halt-e.g.,
sand in in,"iiitorriebite carburetor, or a bibvin'flise 114 spacecraft.

1`,.erssillbsepeopte networks Which:seek-10e closedto outsiders can /sever
be hermetically Sealed: When such networks approach the state of _being closed
systems, they tend to and liornentum. Shut off from the influx of
new people and new ideas, they ate likely to wither on the vine and die/The
iliost,0ccOft414 long-lived people networks (like the most successful Civilize-
dorii) arefilkoorthActon*.open to newcomers. These kinds of networks
provide multiple othways along which jndividuals can establishlinks, with, one ,

another and 1,Otbitdrpartiel and beyond. ".

The planning and of people is still in its infancy. While
socibliiiiits,inklocial anthropologists have recognized the -
network-rand have analyzed their modes ofooptration, the attempts to engineer

" sack networks lave been reletively few. Yet it seems to us that the deliberate
.creation of kopie netwiilia represents a ,major-opportunity for advancing a
VildOerietty of national objectives.
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Theory and Structure of NetiOrldirs..
"People" networks are vilmtary usoci-

ations, in which individuals from a variety
, of jobs, class, and personal perspectives ,

participate out of a sense of grill toned

other members as resources oin they
self=interest. Network mem define

can exploit in.-tackling a problem. The
larger the number of members, the greater
variety of ways in whiCh the talents of
these members can be clasiified, the higher
the number of interconnecting links, and
the more systematic ,,,the direction of the,
flows that connect the linksithe mord

' powerful is the potential of The network.

Networks are.not groups. of people
with identical'interests. They consist,
instead; orpeolt.le who can tafkle a prob.
tem in common-frliin;differentyantagit
points, whO can exchange different
of view, and who can find stre
certain amount of challenge and tai=
don. A network is algroup, then, t .

'finds ways of pullint;ttigether, deriving .
strength from overcoming forces that tend
to pull the group apart.

Because.the network should consist of
cyst/miler people searching to attain a com-
mon objective, it must be continuously 4
open to the entry of new members, as well
as initially opento diverse persons. If a
group's membership is fully defined and
closed off in advance, it is not likely to be
receptive to the of new re-.
sources and energies, especially those that
appear to threaten and challenge the state

. .,.

quo.

.4 What so often leads groups to develop
.an "insider-Outsider" dichotomy, and
therefore to become parochial, is an over-
riding concern with hierarchy. No group
is ever completely devoid of hierarchy.
The question fin netWorksii whether the
hierarchyjs rigid Or flexible. For people
networks to work, the structure must en-
courage flexible hierarchy. On any given
issue to-which the network addresses itself,
it should be possible to change the bierir
chical StrUcture to take-advintage of in&
vigualselources and talents. Flexible hier-
archy also facilitate's shifts in topics and
issues. '

°'

Networks are functional systeni, deal-
ing. with inatteisOf..actuaLorpotential
need. By being able to adopt new missions
and objectives more easily than organize:
lions Which tend to become ends unto
theruselits, networks avoid becoming

ado/2

"Milet",-sYstems. Because thesis networks
ale functionilly directed, Continuously,
adopting new, talcs, they may-seem to be
unstable as individual-interests change and
the roles of individuisisehift within the
hierarchy. Such short -term instabilities
are overcome, however, by the common
interests of the members in focusing on
the flow and interchange of ideas and=
activities, and on the emphasis on the Oat-
ities of the individual as resource...Under
these conditions, network members can
tolerate delayed gratification. They are
able to grin and bear a particular problem.
of relatively little interest to them,for
they know that their interests and worth
will eventually be tapped by the network's
steins its action focus. Thus, any short=
term instability is really an eleMeni that
makes for long-term, dynamic equilibrium.

Who are members of networks? People
with something in common who have stable
bases in their professions, jobs, or commu-
nity's organitational life, bist are not satis-
flea that their home bases offer them the
variety of resources they need to exchange
information, to.leam new things, to give
and receive help, and to form their' desires
for personal development and for self-ex-
pression. Networks provide a framework
of higher-order motivation.for perceiving
self and others al hunian resources to be
tapped and exchanged. ",

In many ways, a network permits us
toiscape The constraints of our day-to-
day life systems by tackling higher level
'issues. But this does not mean that the
network's operational environment is any
less real. On the contrary, networks have
to deal with real-world problems that are
of direct value to the. individual. Networks
are not aliterary salon, a sensitivity-train-
ing session, or a, think-tank. Thtf ire an
idea,exchange in action settings. Mcause
the settings are detached from theindivid-
tfal's day-to-day operational base. a wide
variety of probl be tddr led
effectively.

Thy Structure of a Network
People networks operate in settings

structured Co facilitiite interaction: This
structure has sever eleinents:

1) Mechanisms for identifying and cata-
loginfthe members (existing and potential)
in terms of what they have to offer as re-
sources (this is both in terms of individuals
and agencies).

2) Techniques for mapping or chart ing

' '42

the sequence of actions that emerge as a
result of the network's bringing individuals
and agencies into contact with each other,
either directly, or through Third, fourth,

t.ancl even,inore 'removed parties. Aka cep
UM point, this mapping ceases to! $e mere
description of what his serendipitously"" -'.
occurred. It becomes The of a plan
for generating working contacts that will
help the network achieve particular goals
and purposes.

3) Resource exchange banks which bal-
ance out the demands upon individual
members who'are called upon to tap the
resources of institution:or agencies for ,.
network tasks..The resources exchange in-
sures multipli-Wiy rather than one.way
flows. The exchange is a ledgerbook. Its
Members' accounts are balanced by ex-
ploiting resources to the fullest through
the combination of direct and indirect
calls upon individual talents. ,

4) Membership recruitment policies
that insure that the boundaries of the net=
work will remain open, by deliberately
planning for infusion of new people. The
most rational way of expanding network
boundaries is to bring selected indirect
contacts (i.e., third-, fourth-, or more-
order contacts) directly into the network.
For this the mappinguf working contacts
is crucial. Both the construction and, ape-
daily, the expansion of networks require'
planning. Individuals may serendipitothly
become involved, btit the network's gen-
eral direction has an intintiorialty to it
that gives it coherence.

5) Building in structural flexibility by
organizing network sub-groups as opera-
tional groups. Here the analogy is taken
from the medical and psychiatric fields,
`.where terms are established consisting of

Vit%tiduals with differencskills to work
with a patient.-As the patient'icircum-
stances and needs change, different mem-
bers of the Operational team take on-greater
and lesser) roles of importance.

"However, unlike thrnedical settings '-
in which patient remains a patient, in the
education context, the client-an and
should be able to Play an active role in;re-
focusing the work of the operational group:
The client does not remain simply a re-
ceiver of services, but is also a giver. The
client, then becomes part of the opera-
tional group. In a localized setting, the .

Operational group drawn from a network
to work with a teacher in setting up a new
prograrh might consist of a deer, a proles-
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Social network from perspective of subject (5). Leveton, Lt, Schouela, D., Steinberg, L.M. ? and
Wapner, S. Pibt study on environmental transition: Entry and exposure to a college environment
197S-76. (Unpublished status report,Clark University, 1976J -

)

af

. -
are integrative networks these are
the people networks of i.vhichwe
speak4 .

Networking as arharacteristic of
Programs Supported by the Federal
Guenutient

We Would like to recommend that
wherever possible, projects and prograins
supported by the Federal:govarnment b
required to develop the networking pro-
cess as part of their operation. Other than
funds to supportfull or part-time coordi-
nators, and communications through tele- =
phonesadll meetings, networks require no
special expenditures. On the contrary, it
has been outexperiente with networking

at the volunteerism inherent in them -
permits far more to be accomplished, than
can be accomplished by theaddedppaid
personnel requiredito carry out most fed-
erally supported educational programs. In
other words, we see networking as a way
of reducing per capita costs as a means
of achievinggrearer cost effectiveness.

, sional from industry, a student, a parent, together people of different talents, to
a community social worker. As the teacher's help them grow and develop, to be sensi:
needs-change, new operational groups are the io new problem areas that need Lo be
formed around newly formulated problems. addressed by the network, and to be the

' Indeed, the teacher may shift role from scorekeeper. Coordinators, then, need to
be group leaders, trainers, bridge-builders,
(within the rietwork and between the
network and outside institutions), and

.managers. There Is room in a network for
a variety of coordinators full-time and
part-tithe, professional and community-
volunteer. To carry out functions as a
generalist the coordinator must be able to
understand the work of several of the spe-

receiver to giver, as an operational group
is developed around the problem of re-
cruitirig adolescents. for the job market.

6) Settings for the, network and its sub-
, groups (the Operationargroups) that are

4
never fixed. The setting chosen is the lone
which is most apprppriate for the Problem
at hand:Thus, the setting for a problem in
graduate science education might be an in-
dustrial laboratory; for teaching children cialists (on the model of the.physician-in-
art, a working artist's studib; for training tethist). Such 6ackgroUnds as socialzy-
college-undergraduates to be kindergarten chology, group work, systems analya;
teachers, i conuhunity health center, or a operation!, research, and policy 'administra-
hospital children's psychiatric iiiard. Ntuv lion seem especially useful.,..
.tral ground is the key phrase here the,' Typologically, there woUldseenito be

. -

I' network belongkto'etieryone and thus to . three types of networks:: -
no one., - . .'. a) Those,with matitherkof like interests

- '-, 7) Organizing the network requires the, (eig., a Great Books Club).. *. ,
services of a Coordinator someone : b) Those Viithinembers of differing status.-
trained in organizational-tn atching'and ' who complement e antithef, but in ..

. Id -
administrative skills, who can see things a dominant-subor4inateccor4Ae-way
froth the standpoint, of the generalist, relationship (ei a. Medical School. .

identifying situations which nee tithe help -. Training Systeli4 ,,, :.- '
of professionals and recruiting ese pro- c)llose whose Members 'work on a full
fessionals for the task. Pi:Sic:Ay lhe role £ eichange basis -,- each fulfilling self-'

" Of the eobrdinittor is to'bring and keep interests while helping others. These,4

In applying networking to individual
prtljects, there area number of Preiondi-
dons, thriftSve' to be imposed:

`1) The setting for.each project must
be on `5:eutral" ground If the network
is concerned with deveroping a magnet
school, neither the school administration,
nor a college which may be responsible
for developing programs, hor industry
which is helping with equipment, train-
ing knowhow and internships oughtlio.
serve as the nerve center of the network.
A-separate office, with an ability to.keep
doors open to all, is the appropriate base
for housing the coordinator and for
administering the' network.

2) In order to articulate fully the reality
that the environments within which educa-
tional networks operate are total environ-
menr all aspects of in-
dividual develop Int cognitive, social,
psychological, health, physical and
therefore all community agencies that are
concerned with these issues), tequiring
educational impact statements from each

r
pioject couldforce its initiators to think
'through the consequences and to appreci-

._ ate its ramifiCations as a system. Within a
network context, the preparing of an im-
pact statement could lead to formative
planning for not only would people, be
forced to think-through the impact of an
aition,,systemicany, they would also col-
laborate in shaping the project to respond

5* 55 5 5
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to the breadth of need and interest repre-
tented in-the group. We see such statements
as predictive devices,obUtmore important,
'we see them arstatements of the process
by which mutually supported develop-
ment can occur.

3)Networics are voluntary jorganiza-
dons. Networks can't be given from on
high,they have to be developed.-The strug-
gle for-identifying and using resources is
participation at its best, the emergence of
the voluntary system balancing off the .1
greed of the individual and the tyranny
of,the organization.

4) A locally rooted project is.best
equipped to develop multi-party networks,
networks which combine aids (profes-
sional/lay pcsons,helpersrlhelpees," el:.
derly/younpters a) in such way that they
become integrative and synergistic. Multi-
party networks, inatchingatrengths in re-
lationship to needs, are networks in which
producer-consumer relations are not fixed.
Instead, as the network hegins,to.bring
out diversity of needs, the client/consumer
may well shift roles in becoming the sup-
plier. Thus, the teacher becomes aware of
needs that can be supplied out of the corn-

....nitinityas a whole through the resource ,

exchange bank the social-workevtht.
nurse; the local little League coach. Motre-
over, using the operating group concept,
the school cotiniellor gets to rely upon
the school nurse, a teacher,a student, or
ajoreman in.nearby industry.

. aPart of the strength of network 7 °-

awnless lies in the organizational base
with which they are connected.0ften
individ are invitedsto join the network
because o the irroks within agencies,
-irtstitutio committees, and clubs. It is
important that the connection between .

the individu and his/her organizational
ban beclearly\antropsnlyeipressedio

. thatthe re%otiree exchanikin be broad;
ened through conta4"With the orgeniza-. -

dons. k ,

. *.r
There are rainy programs now organized

to facilita eec.) ng togethir of people
' connected wt different Organizadqns

'for the ptirpaies of information-exchange:
and training Most of these programs
need to find Ways of translating individual

. :exchanges into agency exchanges....

6) A triejoecibjective of looking at net- .
works ii.proce,stis to encourage individhat
expression; mutual help. If we.. .

0/4

can generalize, it is that networks operate
on the assumption the world inot divided
into.two: the givers and the takers. Instead,
all both give and take: Thiimeans that
there are ho rigidspecial classes.. At one
level,' all persons have in common both
their strengths and their weaknesses. At
another level, all persons aie unique and
networking helps to bring out this,unique-,
nen.

7) Finally, networking demands andin-
deed produces an open system. This has ,

significant progranunatic implications. A
project with finite objectives that must be
rigidly met, is a project which is by defini-
tion self-limiting, a roject-whiCh cannot
take advantage of thesesources exchange;
whose pathways cannot be precisely top-
coat lit advance: Thus, in additiOn to pro-
ject education impact statements, which
would make their forecasts upon present
needs assessments, federal educational
policy should encourage its projects to
strike out in the direction of the unex-
pected. t

This recommendation has implications
for evaluation. We currently evaluate the
success of federally supported projecti by
the way. in which they hatre succeeded in,
achieving initially stated objectives, thus
leaving little room for individual and social
tiny/thin process. But an evaluation. that'
does not test success by analyzing tinex-,
pected directions and pathways is not a
complete evaluation.

Here, then, the reference is to directional
change within a project. Just as we would
reqUire thlt a portion of all project sup-
port beset aside for building networking,
so we would require that each project
build in the consequences of networking.
Call this the Ten Per Cent Development
Factor. This is a factor that would beunal-
located at the outset coca project. One-third
to halfway through thelikef4het Project,
the developmenefactorftioadha,velo be,
implemented as a new direction hope
fully as a higher level of activity that will
propel the remainder of project along

NetWorking can be used to describe,
the' obviput:-'exploitaiiiitt i con
charactedie a system of physicaliflows;
to articulate an abstract model of an open .
system; or to engineeia process of human

,interaction. -It is this latter which we seek
to promote Is practical policy for, overn-
rnafit to implement. 4 .
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THE USE OF ETHNOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
. IN EDUCATIONAL RESkARCH*,

Summary of Key Ideas.

This article provides clarification on the use of anthropological tech:-
niqueb in educational and psychological research., This kind 4f research
is. called qualitative, phenomenological or ethnographic. It is important
to'clarify its-rationale and its data collection processbs.

The Rationale
.1.

The:-rationale underlying this methodology is, based on two setsTUf hypo-
theses about human behavior: (a) thematuralistic-ecologidal,hypothesis, i
'and (b) the qualitative-phenomenological hypothesis. These\two, accepted
-together, provide a strong rationale for participant observation research.

.
.

.

.
.

The Naturalistic-Ecological Perspective
2-

A ':I. Study psychological events in natural settingS
. ,,
k.

2% Settings generale regularities that transcend differences among
indliyiduals- ..

.

.., .
3. Forces generated both by-the physical arrangements of the settings

.'and by. internalized notions'in people's Minds about what is expected ,

ei&alloweec.haSsignificant:influence oh behavior ..
.

.

.. ='.: l' '.
1
-4., The context for research exerts a great influence on behavior of

:participants. The interview, the -questionnaire, the laboratory.
influence behavior

-
, . ,...

, ..- 5.. Under the conditions of naturalistic observation, the behavior ,

Studied La. subject to the influence of the natural setting rather
. ..

-:,,
- than the specialized infibendes Of research settings. ,

.'-'- Qualitative-Phenomenological-HyirothesiI,

1.- Human'behavioi cannot be understood,without.pnaerstAnding the' frame.
-work within'which4the suhjectsinterpret their_ihoughts, feelingS-a d

, .

actions.. t - , I : ..

,. ,
,

. .( '' : I.
, .

'.

2. This approach abandons traditional dedUctiveiprocesses such .as a. priori
,

.. .

hypothesis formation. .
, .

.

. ,

",

':".;' s' ',Wilion, Stephen. 7Ti* Use of Ethnographic iechiliques in Educational

-- .1.710: -14,.pp,...2451,-265..

,...- ',:fleseirOW-Revieng ot`kdudational*Restarch. Winter 1977, Vol.
,--

-,
,- ..,,

.J.,,,.,.:' "4.1..--
`.., : ;,-. ''"'I''',>-,-;', ;

'-'-
,.--,,,-.,'!.",.-,

'..;'

,..- '
...

, -.
, ;14. ',. .,- , ,.. ,,.

. ,

..A.) ,"--,44,,,: :.. , ,

_,..,,.... -,,._.,,,:,, .--i:.,,:-..:.,7,--)-, -0,-- ,- . , . _ _ .
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3., The customary declucttVe activities of framing hypotheses and defining
categories a priori before undertaking the study, .zuld'dT analyzing
prespecified'frameworks, are seen as inappropriate.'

11001r

A. An effort is made to standar e the interpretations that observers
(any observer) attributes to'd a perceived by their senses.,

5. A coding scheme and a framework for interpreting observed'behaVior
*ca.nbe developed andcgommunIcated so that anyone who has learned the
scheme, with training, and practice, will interpret the behaviors in
,epproximat4ly the same way.

-Q, .
3

6. The researcher must-develop a dynamic4ension between the subjective'
role Of participant and the role of44bserver so that s/he is neither

) one entirely. The fesearcher uses the tension between participant
data and observer analysis to constantly refine hisiher theory.
Formal theory should enter only after the researcher has become
convinced of its relevance.

Or
...

7.- The anthropological tradition calls for the skill of suspending
perceptions. The researpher studies prior resear5h and-theory as
much as the traditional. researcher, but s/he then' purposely suspends
this kriowledgelmtil his/her experience with the research setting
suggests its retie/ace,

8. The participant observer systematically works to be aware of the-
meanings of events.' There are critical aspects of human behavior
to understand; _The qualitative researcher learns some of these'
perspectives by hearing participants express them in the flow of
events. The researcher must ask -the participants questions and
become acquainted mitractOr-relevant datgtitaes that-are rarely
expressed. Thege are7cal;ed perspectives or-meanings, of which
participants ate not conscious.

Researcb- Process
b

The underlying Principle guiding ethnographic research is the assumption
that individuals have meaning structures that determine much of their
behavior. The research seeks to discover what these meaning structures
are, how they develop and how they influence behavior°, in as comprehen-
sive and objective a fashion as possible.

Cr

° The ethriographic process can be presented as a series of issues:
.

- ,
.

t.
1

.

. a) . entry and establishment of researcher role
,- b) 'data collection PrOCedures

. .c .
c). objectivity -.

d) analysis olkdata , .
4

t (4,..) . t

'Entry and Establishment of Role \

1
1. Asdumption: What peoyle day and:do is consciously and unconsciously

.shaped by the%ocial situation.
( _ 'I,

5,



2. The ethnographer must be sensitive-to. the way s/he ehters a setting
'and must be careful in establishing a role that facilitatet the

oallectionof data.

3. The researcher must decide how involved s/he will become. S/He must
monitor how his/her entry is initiated officially and unofficially
S/Hdimust be concerned about the way his/her' activities influence the
people in the way they react to and see him/her.

.,, -..

.

4
,,

. .

.

4. The researcher tries not to be,identified with any particular group
in the setting:

5. S/He monitors, the views participants have of- him/her throughout the
study. S/He wouldnote carefully the difference between what people
say and do with .each othbr in his/her preience d what they say and

0 )do when alone with him/her. ". 4

6. 'Participants must come to trust and value the observer.enough to be
willing toshare intimate thoughts with him/her and answer his/her
endless qUestions.

Data Collection i
't?w

, o

A keY.1..1:15.T2a1.-P.5 !thr.T.Yrqelic res.2=S-1...ji-A.A.PR414-444.11.!g..g.lat.:....--...------
constitutes data and what the customary' methods of obtailing it are."

_Basic anthropological inquiry. is the discovery, of meaning 'structures t,:,(
of participants in whatever forms ,they are expressed.- ,This1esearch is
multimodal. All of'the following are relevant data 1.; ., :" ...

fr ,
. .

1. Form and content of.verbal interaction between participants

,

,

,.

2. Form and content of verbal interaction.with the research r

'1,
3. Nonverbal

t
f

3

behavior. ,

..
.-,;

.
,..

",..,.
k

. .

4. Patterns' of actionaand nOnactioneb-

5. 'Traces, archival records', artifacts, documents

4..

The researcher bust constantly make decisions about where to be, what kind'
of data to collecand to whom to talk. ... , *

.- .,
. .. ,1 h

. .
. o h4.

Must learn the formal and informar.psychia schedulea'and geo-
. .graphieg.of the par%tioipants

-4.s .

b.-Must become aware of all the be vior settings in,the community

c. 'Must keep his/her ear tuned as where and When significant
...eVentaare'likelyto'occur .

,.'_

'
-Must develop saimpling proCedures that reflect the research goa4

. t

.

4

-
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1. -Must make calcuiated decisions about whab kin4 of dhta to collect
and whether or not s'he should engage in Active field interviewing'

f. Must decide whom to talk to, based on his/her awareness of various.:
persons' roles and the personal matrix through,which persons filter.
information

The ethnographic researcher links together the information s/he gathers
by various methods-in a way that iellerly impossible *ith other approaches:
For instance, s/he compares the following:

a) What a subject says in response to a question; b) what s/he
says to other people; c) what s/he says .n various situations;
d) what s/he says at various times; e) What,s/he actually does;
f) various nonverbal signal6 about the matter; and g) what those

-Who are significant to the person feel, say and do about the matter.

The participant observer cultivatesan empathetic understanding with the
participants and shares the dai y life of participants, systematically
working at.understanding their eelings and reactions?'

Objectivity

The _well -exec ed ethnographic research uses a technique of DISCIPLINED
subjectivity that is, as thorough and intrinsically objective as are ether
kinds of research.

*

.1) 'Human actions haVe more meaning than just the concrete factsof who,
'What, where and when that an .outsider can observe,

X
2) The researcher uses the described techniques to be-in touch with a

widerange of participant experience.
\

ta
3) .S/He makes sure his/her sampling is representative.'

.1 4) S/He interpfhts the data in terms
,

of,thesituatiOns where they were '

gathered. .7 .
, .

.:1
.

5) The researcher must learn to systematically empathize with the
,,

r

. participants in order to understand hidden or unexpressed meanings. -

1,
. .

.
6) S/He must synthesize the) various experiences of participants, to

. . 'comprehend dubleties of their actions, thoughts and feelings... .

,.21 The techniques of 'empathy and nonstandardized observation'ara not
used in an impressionistic manner.

4.

8) The searcher never abandons him/herself to the participants'
perspectives. -wr

9) The researcheriMistCOnstantlymonitor and test his/her reactions.
I

' 10) 5/He attempts to view actions from the perspective of the outsider:.
f

4
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0

11. S/He -avoids getting caught

to understand actions from
groups of participants:

12. S/He maintains the, tension
groups of insiders:

Analysis of Datb

.
in any one outlook by systematically' Seeking)

the different' perspectives of various

between insider and outsider and between

0

/
Some ethnographic research is. very similar to traditional rdsearch in

.

deductive use and developmentiof theory. Other kinds of ethnographic
-research', however, are much more AnductAve..

I.

its

1. The anthroplogist seeks to understand the meahingd of the participants,
avoids having hip/her interpretationa prematurely overstructured by
theory or previOus research.

2. S/He is more ready than other kinds of, researchers to accept the
possible uniqueness of the various settings, groups, organizations,
etc.

, .

3. S/He must be thoroughly acquainted with related reso.arch and theory
so as to'Use it ever helpful to eiplain events.

4. Participant observation includes a constant necessity for testing
--theory against real data.

,. ,0

Another way participant obaervers.refifie and, test their theories is
-through"the search for negative_evidende: Becaupe's/he knows the
setting, s/he realizes that"the situation is likely to'provide.
discordant infOrmation. S/He entersto confront this,possibly
negative evidence, probes to find why the theory cannot account for
whai is observed, andd-gradually develops his/her theory.'

. - . , .It makes sense td think of paxticipant observation as a series of studies
that follow each other daily and build on each other in a cybernetic, 4
fashion.

t-

4
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September 5 ,'1980

MEMORANDUM

. .

710 S.W. Second Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 Telephone (503) 248-68007,

1
400: Dissemination Process Seminar Participants

'.

FROM: Joe Pascarel/i
-1

T

RE: San Francisco Hotel Infdrmation

,We're delighted that you'll be able to join us at our Seminar on
Collaboratijon.

To assist you with your decision making regarding hotels in
San Francisco, 'we have gathered the following information:

'1. A list of hotels/motels--with prices--which'are convenient
4 to the' Ft... Mason Conference Center.

2. A reserved block of robms'at the Quality Inn; 2775 vah Ness
Avenue. The rate for th!sse rooms is $40.00 $48.00
°double. This lockwill be heldAintil -September 29. DSS is
going to use the Quality Inn as an informal conference
'headquarters. The Toll Free ,Reservation ph 'e number is
300-228-5151. This motel is 3 blocks from F Mason Center.

3 A map of-San Francisco which' will enableyOu, o make accommo-
dation choices in 'other areas of theity.'

.1f-you've already registered as a Seminar participant,. you'll be
receiving,-within,the next ten days, a Pre-SeminarrWo kpacket which

-willkinclude a detailed.agenda, some recOmmended read gs, and an
interviewing form to use as you gather information, on collaborative
in your own area. . .

- .

IfMrou haven't yet registered and,are planning to, we 'urge -you to do
so asabon'as possible. Upon registration, then, you'll xeceive the Pre-
Semin* Workpacket,. ', , . .4.

We are-excited about working with you at,the Ft. Mason Conference Center!

.

53
AN EdUAt OPPORTUNITY 01.4P19YER

. .
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\
710 S.W. Second Avenue portland, Oregon 97204 Telephone (503) 248-6800

October-10, 1980

Dear Seminar Participant:

We certainly are,lookingrforward to working wish' you at the Seminar. The
interest around collaboration and collaborative appears to be increasing
day by dayl we're,certain that,, the topic, the agenda, the design and,
especially, the participants and presenters attending will'result in a
highly stimulating, informative, and'challenging 21/2.(14S. Furthertore,
San Francidto is not the worst place to play after work.

Here are some "tiers Wised on some.questiqfts you haveh't asked but we,
in our final planning stage, hive's need to prbvide:

A

Registration. We will conduct fegistration,f0r-two hourd'on Monday
-eveningbetween the hours of 700 to-9:00 at the yore Mason. Center
lobby. LindaGrupp'and I will be- there to, greet thosepof you who wish
to register. at :that trims.

'
--

A **

Regidtration will also occur on Tueidar*oining 'bitween*7:30 a.m. and
9:00 a.m. We are saeduled to begin the Seminar Ormally at 9:06 am.

We've" scheduled longer than the usual, ich

,,and Wednesday. The.Center is located a.,ta five n
Chirardelli Square where there art-many- ,ating plac

3. Dinner.'kWe'll have a list of some interesting re*a ants in the aria
7i5T7Errose:of yOu who want to exnlOre.

.

eriods'on'i'Tte=?
e,walk from. .3/4t.4.

* .
' ' .

,.. . ..

.-We*invite yOu-to dress'informally. The Fort Mason Centeris.an
environment-conducive to productive work -in.a relaxed setting:.

J ',, . -11. '.
, ,

0..
, ,

_--

.5. The fort Mast& Center offers activities.in-ae arts, humanities,
recreation; education and ecologx., Acti'vitids ocCur.continuously7--
day and night. Calendars of schedhle4,evints will b available to

.,,--- .

you. . , ,.

, .
,, . , ;,

----.. !. _ ' t
We're renting' at the Quality Inn-6tNanlqess. ,Ihis'id-

,.-)

available 'as a cOsifint stop to those of you whol,commuting.
. ,..... . f

. ,;-
.

., . \

'0

, -

4
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:TO Seminar PaitiCipinta, October 10, 1980.-- Page Two

r

We've had somelast-minute
Cbliaborators!, We're very

%le

Professor
Stanford- University
Palo Alto.*

. Caroline` Gill

A
Commissioner
Region IX - 'San

Harrison
Coor3inator
1.1rbaii Education, Program'

CENREll'Inc.

changes in the list of Consultants and ,
foleased to present-this final list to you:,

Education
Francisco

Diane Lassman
Director
EXCHANGE .

. Univeraity4of Minnesota
Teacher Center , -,

.
. -

EaetiCk Marti.
Director
DIsliemination Management Project
'Council of Chief state School
. Officers,

Finally, we.urge-you to bring along to.the Seminar the information in the
,Predeminir Work 'Packet; -along with.the information you've gathered ciiiihe
'collaborative. We realize that the interviewing prObably Was time Consuming,
but we ,;also assure you that it .will add-to the quality of ,#e Seminar.

Ve

Ernest
,e

McDonald,
Consultant

ta" Anvirdnmental Education-
tr: S. Forest Service

Sue Mali:43in'

AsiOciate Program Manager
Educational Dissemination

Studies Program
. Far West Labbratory

Marlys Olson; Director
Child Abuse Prevettion

and Treatment Program
Tacbma, Wishingeon

Anthony Vega,' Director

Bilingual Education per-Vice
Center '

Los Angeles
.

Sheila Walker, Anthropologist
University of California
Berkeley

e>

We-will see 'you at San ,Francisco.,

Sincerely,

-

Assistant/Director
'Dissetination Field Services

to,

A

d

*Ow

Cc: Tom Olson, NWREL
Ethel Simon-McWilliams,\NUREL

,
1.
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: WELCOME ',to out Seminait. on.Cottaboruttion., W hope that. you &halm cui,th u,6,
. .

the inteiceat, inteaton and .thgeirne6 p.umue the, 4tudy of Cottabonation.4- ''
7-4.6 StmihaA Lo deiigned to equip- you with in6onmatiort'about the pftenomenon .

.
, -4.- . -

4icArip.. oi eaLtabottation, :46,,enabLe you to derive -imptization4 as .a ne.6u.et o Vu.6
etao< a

..ttletunati..on and° to pnouide you with the appon,tunity to maize.' a_p_4 6ona.e.
.

contizibu,ttan to the ongoLng au .6' .\o 6, Cog.aboitati.orl.
,

-

4

141 1.1

the, Seratnait.1,012.Z tiorunal..ey. begin at. '9:00 o' ctor.k. Tuesday mauling. We kook

4 OftatAd .to grte.e.ting 'you. thael

a

. 11'
.i

e

134C
aaca5 tek,e1 , .

41.
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DISSEMINATION PROCESSES'AMINAR

'OCTOBER, 21-23; 1940 SA FRANCISCO

4..
. .

COLLABORATION A PROMISING STRATE.FOR IMPROVINGW
EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

MONDAY > OCTOBER , :REGISTRATION AT T:HE

740 TO.uA :00 PM ,FORT MASON CENTER LOBBY.

T-UESDAY - OCTOBER 21. WELCOME AND:INTRODUCTIONS

9:00 AM

rt

:9:45 Am
.1

Y 10:W.:Am

0

J
O -

'JOE PASCARELLIr.DiSSEMINATION SUPP
-SERVICE.", *

CAROLINE GILLINk-COMMISSONER OF
-EDUCATION -"REGION IX-,

ROBERT RATH,:EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,-NWREL

BREAK
.

-

WORK SESSION

ACTION SHARING DATA
COLLECTED .A ',EXPERIENCES', CLARIFY-. .

'ING%THEAS,S' AND THE PROBLEMS;
IDENTIFYING 'COMMONALITIES; DIFFERENCES,:
UNIQUENESS' OF COLLABORATLVES

12:00 NOON *% LUNCH

2:, 00.0m. PRESENTATION: COLLABORATION AND.
, . *DISSEMINATION=,

I ,

cella I AM SLEY

BREAK,
. 1



TUESDAY OCTOBER 21 dOtrroue)..-

Z:45 Om

PM

5 : 00 PM

WORK SESSION IT

.ACT ION RESEARCH -GROUPS
KNOWLEDGE 'PRESENTED
IDENTIFIED; RAISING

,

!
QUESTIuriS AND ANSWERS

WILLIAM PAISLEY /

ANNAN

CONNECTING
WiTH ISSUES
THE QUESTIONS, '

1.+.

W EjN ESD AY ocroBER22 , C .-- t
,

9:00 .AM. ' X ,PRESENTATION: COLLABORATION AND. LOOSELY
. ,COUPLED SYSTEMS ,-:

,

,

.

10:00 Ahl
.

SUE MCKIBBIN-

JOE. PASCARELL I
.

"

. BREAK

WORK. pEss ION I I

. ACT ION '"RESEARCH GROUPS :- RESPdND I NG
'TO PRESENTATION AND. CONNECTING
:THE ISSUES OF COLLABORATION

--r
-

11:15 AM QUE TIONS AND , POWERS

BB I N

' JOE PASCARELL
..

NOON

1:30 PM SENTATION: LIVING SYSTEMS-.STUDY I NG
COLLABORATION

SHEILA WALKER



WEDNESDAY oCToDkg 2 (c0NTiNLED).

2:b0' PM Wow SSION- IV'

r 3:`00 PM

`3:15. PM

,4S

"Y

"ACTION-RESEARCH CROUP'S: EXPLORING
THE IMPLICATIONS OF2APPLYNG
ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES TO

' COLLABORATION

BREAK.

QUESTIONS-AND ANSWERS

SHEILA WALKER

-
4 :00 PM PANEL:. .$'EMINAR- FACILITATORS.

TIPS FROM ACTiYE :COLLABORATORS.
41

NELL I t HARR I SON

o DIANE, LASSMAN
PATRICK MARTIN'
ERNEST MCDONALP
MARLYS OLSON .
PENNUI REILLEY
ANTHONY ,VEGA : 210

5: bo: pm ADJOURN'

THURSDAY OCTOBER 23

9 i15- Am

30 Am-

PANKI SEMINAR FACILITATORS

,S

TIPS FROMACTIVECOLLABORATOROCQNTINUED)

BR

-WORKSESS'Itgi

ACTION RESEARCH GROUPS: MAKING
;' CONNECTIOWAAD APPLICATIONS

,

11 30 ETHNOGRAPHIC. REPORT

"Akt SHEILA WALKER

2 :00 NOON ADJOURN
A

4
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DISSEMINATIOgPROCESSES.SEMINAR VI

igoit'iMason Center,, San-FrancisCq t

.

Purposes of the Seminar:

To enable'Perticipants to enhance their landerstanding of issUes. 't 4

related:to planning collaborative activities.

October 21-43,'1980

.,.' To provide the opportunity for participants to make applications
of, the knowXedge gained at the Seminar for:

.
.

r-- enhancing their invOlvement with existing activities .k.. :. .

, .

-- initiating_cOntact and involvement with existing collat6fative
efforts I

/

'4
.developing new efforts for collaboratiOn

. ,

,..

To .enable participant's to gain awareness. of ethnogeapliic techniques

for understandin4. the phenomenon of collaborAtives
.

,
.

.

,

.
.

\

1,..3.

.,

, %20

Basic Features of the Seminar Design: / /.

.

Theicles,jvi:of. the Seminar calls for an 'interplay between sevrakadtion'
resealikih.gtotips and the presenters.., . '-

% ..''
.

.
-- , .

The group will meet initially to share findins, identify commonalities
...

and.differenees and begin the process ofcdefini:ng ccinditions and ' 4-

''circumstances Which are most likely.to producesuccessfa_collaboratiok
, .

During thegroup.meetings;_the:presenters.W1114isA,groups and, listen,
tovthe'discUediOns for the purpose of collecting'ciate which will inform, x...,, t
their presentations._ '---

0

r ,

Inthe-generaingetings,, everyone will lister to eedh,Kesenter, paying
particular attention-to the way in which'the presenter's conibents relate
to the'discussions inthe action research groups:'

A special_feature_of=the_SeminarAz_the_introduction_of_pthnographib ,____,__

approaches for understanding the phenoinendh of collaboration. A report, .

-"'-Of an ethnographer's findings about the- of the Seminar will be.. ,-.

the final presentation just before the Seminar adjourns:
.

.

The work in the,aCtion research gioups.will be facilitated by persons who
are themselves successful Collaborators.,

Mfany.-Oenks to Resource and Referral Service, System Sopor47
Service indjPeryeit Laboratory's RduCat.lonal Dissemination,
'Rtudiep_prOgranifor their demonstrated support;
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GUIDELINES,AND INSTRUCTIONS
7 e

F/OR:;GROUP FACILITATORS

/.

I

,

a
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!
GUIDELINE QUESTIONS FOR FACILITATORS

!

After each presentation, the Action Research groupswill'meet for one
.

'to two hours of discussion. The purpose of these discussions is toenable

participants; e .

To Connect the content of presentations with the-data 'Shared during
Work Sefsion f,

To identify a .feW crudial questions to ask
,

he presenter following
g;oup meetings

;.

' To identify specific action implication's and meanings-for back home ,.
use -

We think 1u can influenCe the direction-and the quality of the

discuOsioneby using three types of questions: 1) generic questions,
.

2) probing questions 'and 3) .questions- that connect directly witlt the'
. .--

presentation, - N:

Exampi of Generic Questions:

A

1. What is meant by collaboration?
.

2. What4kind ofcollaboration efforts exist?

3. Whatare the requirements for successful c011aboratiOn'to occur?

4.44y0What barliera 'inhibit collaboration?
.-.

. ,.../.

5. What'incentives foster collaboration?
. . -

-0

Examples of Probing Questions: -- .4
I,

1. What 'demands do collaborative s place on participating individuals
and organizations?

.

01.

2. ;What are ways to decrease the threat of collabbration on partidl-
.-pating organizations?

'What are helpful criteria for selecting participants in-a
collaborative? .



O

'

,. .. r.,- .
. . ,,

? . ... 4
r

(4. Aiesthem tasic.Auidelines and ground rules fpr anticipating
and deaiing 'with issues''of yower/authority, competition, bonflict/

,,

5. 'Ake there 'specific'sqlls needed for the kinds of problem solving,
decision making and n'048tiation required tor successful collaboAa-

1 0'?nZ

i

.

'a

Questions to Elicit,A'Respinsel

° \cs the, previous picesentationand to generate questions td be
4ddtessed.to the presenter...: *..

,

'..' :, .-, , ,
Amor-

The fici1,itator'wi11-Use 'his or heir' own appro4ch
..?,....,, .

response. teAk discussion of presentations:
4 .. '..-'

` r '`'' .-r' o IC

, .

ToPic #1 -- .Collaboration and Dissemination
I..

.
, ,-.., .

QUestions:', ..*
rici

.

/..,

. ., -: t .
4

k

,'Topic #2 --=. C01,1aboration:k and Lb sely Coupled Systems
,--

-

foreliciting

A

0 0

, :
41 Questions: , . .

-.3- op
4 .

J e ,0 ,0 r4 f.,

f, 1
Topic #3 -- Living Systems--StUdyin Collaboration

-

Questions:

Before each Action Research group meeting is over, be sure to check
_......

f .. , .:
r ,

with_the group about two or three key questiobs.they would, .ike to raise ,

1

so.

,

, with the previous presenter(s). We are_requesting that you represent your

group in raising thellitestions during the Question and Answer session:

V

*4.

Dissemination PrOcesses Seminar VI
October 21-23 1980 San Francisco

4,

1



EACILITATORS!',GUIbE SHEET AND INSTRUCTIONS
PI

9

WORK SESSIOR: Action Research, Groups

The purpose of this first w9rk session, is to establish e.focus on

collaboration by sharing findings, identifying commonalities and diffdrences,

. -

sharpening the issues and beginning to,Oefine conditions required for

successful, collaboration.

We request that you capture the information shared by participants

by using several newsprint sheets. The following captions should provide a

way for capturing. in.summary form or a synthesis of what people are

.reporting:

f.

I

.

e--
ComrOnaliti es

---. .

. -
.

.

.

.

.

Differences
4

.

i

-

.

.

,

,--.

Uniqueness.
.

.

. .

,
.

Critical Issqes
.-

, -

.

- -

...

.

.

As a result of the'presemfnar,assignment each participant should'be
,

ready to scare something.

wi ose w o used-the questionnaire and are ready to
report the result'df their survey.

2. There will be-those who will use the questionnaire,as an. informal
APide.to'report wilit they know-plout collaboratives',

'3. Others will report their own, personal experiences with collabora-
tion:

4. 'Still others will contribite their own ideas.

,

±



t

r

1

We think that the first work session should be very significant in-

the following ways:
gi

1. Helping people get acquainted 'With each other and with the
facilitator'

2. Setting a climate for constructive discussions.

1. Building anticipation for the ideas and interactions in the

&thlar .

4. Laying the information'Andwork for listening to presenters
and exploring the issues

-
In addition, vie think the first work, session will enable the

. -

facilitator to get hold of basic information that can be used as follows:

To share notes newsprint data with Dissemination Support
Service staff

.. To use as a che klist..for probing questions and stimulus in
subsequent discussions

. .

To wovide feedback to the group.in future sessions

!To. derive ideas and tips for the panel of facilitators orb
Wednesday and Thursday

,

t
(

r

I

Ns

Dissemination Processes Seminar VI
October 21-23, 1980 -- Sari Frincisco.
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DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING WORKSESSION V

This is the last work session of the Action Research Groups.

In this session we:would like to proNiide the participahts with the
)J.

opportunity to integrate their learnings and findings. 'Attached you will

find a copy of the Integrative' Model Work Sheet we would like you to use

with, the. ioipants.

-

We are suggesting the followingoprocedure:

1. Ask participhnts to make connections and prepare for-a

discussion by individually filling.n the blank circles,

and,sguares on the work shdet. You may want to allow

10 to 15 minuted to do that individual work.

..4:, 4 P -;. ,

2% Prepare newsprint in aavatice with a copy of the

Integrative Model. ,Ask participants to share inforlia-P , . . .

-..
. .

.
.

tion fromAheir work sheets. Record on. newsprint key-
,

.

., .
. . ,

phraqes and facilitate, a discushion of
,Aale.integrated-

'-ddeas:
o

1

Dissemination Processes SeminaNVI
October 21-23, 1960''San r' ipco

.

t /1 .

is
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' DIRECTIONS FOR INTEGRATIVE MODEL WORK SHEET

MAKE CONNECTIONS AND PREPARE FOR ADISCIUSSION

ReView

t

the 14st of ideas, theories and concepts presented

'luring the Seminar

Select those which yqu can and expect to connect to what you do
.

,.....,

. Identify the ways in which you will make the conndEtion
- ..

'

)

Reord . each item from, the list you have selected, on the Work '

sheet attached
eir

Select one" o of your "connections"-for the disCussion

. .

..-

.
,,

. ...

Discuss the way in which you plan tb connect one.learning from
t'

this workshop to whal"-you do. Please elaborate on the,
4

iroleyou will take and the tasks you propose.
A .

$

O

t,

,

C.

0
'

Dissemination Processes Seminar
,

,

, October 21-24, 1980 -- San PrariCisco
.

O

. ,-'

e-



.

What:

4,?* .

With. Whom:

, 46%

INTEGRATIVE MODEL WORK SHEET .

MODEL FOR MAKING CONNECTIONS -1

Clients

41

%-

Concept:

Idea:

Theory;

4"-

'

What:

,

How:

,With Whom:

Work

What:

How:

With '

Whom:

4p)

Professional Developmeat .

Superiors

A

a

0

e

'S.
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PRESENTERS MAIN POINTS,

William Paisley
Department- of Coximunidation

Stanford 'University
Palo- Alto, California <4

Sue McKibbin r
r

Far West Laboratory
'1855 Folsom S eet

)0+% San FrandisCor, alifornia

Y=s,
.

pr.' Sheila Wal
ASRAli
School of grdupatiQn

University`of kCalifornia
Perkeley; California.

4



COLLABORATION AND DISSEMINATION -- William Paisley

Dr. Paisley presented Stimulating and innovative ways to study, collabdra-

tion.and raised some issues concerning the relationship betweell the process of

collaboration and the world of dissemination. These'provocative insights were

'based on:

Some personal experienCis With .education and social service agencies,4

(4 Consideration of functional dependency,

, Definition _of .t procgss
-0-

. f 9 ,

pnderstaildigs of aollaboration from twoNrspectives:, structural, .
analysis and *functiclnal -inalySis °-

.

t
Alit

The flow of instrumental IL -symbolic messaggs in collaborative
. systems .1 .-1.

.
4

.Ways in which collaboration 'den supppri tlie,diffusion of inriovations
----...

Some key ideas:,

There are good and bad examples of collaboration;
.

. .

e,

, ,

o, One of the most inieresting.examples'is the shared-faith kind of
dollaboration that frequently Ocpurs'among'social Service agencies. .

A new term like collaboration-(new to.thefieldl generates rich
images of potentiality. .

. .. 1
o

'

o- The challenge is to define Collaboration in such a Y that people;
. get°excited about the piAsibilities but, are not oversold.to Alm- i 4

.extent that it bebomes another fad. - .
e

Stakeholders in edubational collaboratives need to Analyze the
nature of .their functions. To, what :extent actor's in icollabora-
tives'engeged in functional dependency?

.FunctiOnal analysis Of.collabOration has to do with, what flows .s
between the agencies; 's ctural analysis'explains how, the entities

'relate to each o
* .

, Two kind? of'prOlems exist in organizatiOns:g re urring ones 'and
episodic (unanticipated) ones.. Drganiiations sol e these problems
In two ways--using convergent solutions' livaintain g equilibrium)
and'divergent ones (creating novel or different res nSes). k.
Recurring Atterns provoke an4lyzinq and pacing beha iors; episodic
patterni provoke troubleshooting reusonlms: dad,thie four-part
table be. useful in anticipating' or understanding behavior in

a'rt .

7.2

)

J

1.

.
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Two kindsof messages are pieAnt in the communication flow of
collaboratives. Instrumental messaies are moretoognitive in nature %
(e.g., resources, goalsWaymfoolic messages are more affective in
nature (e.g., feelings, concerns, - feedback, reinfotcement). 'Both
should be further studied.

Collaboration can helpthe diffusion of innovations by:

Enabling "multichannel" synergyto *occur '

Making multiparts of organizations accessible to each otIer

-- Helping agencies engage ih reinvention (as contrasted with
adoption) so that.endorsement rather than dependency occurs

-- Providing skill lerning

Collaboradiag (Sodial, learning io'enhanced through role models,

rsal and4r-dback.)
41' I

The traditional. modes have acknowledged anaware:legs/comprehension/
trialand-evalUation flow; wheras this newer perspective attends to
'skill feedback and mastery.

he traditional method of establishing a cdllabOrative has been to
identify a function someone needed and."to sell, it." A newer
approach (especially' with respect to. mandated collaboration) is to

sign, ?or example
4.1).

a rnsortium agreement and then generate traffic.

1

COLLABORATION AND LOOSELY COUPLED SYSTEMS -- Sue McKibbirk

Sue McKibbin synthesized some of Karl Weick's ideas iSo'cial, Psychology-

of Organizing, Addison-Wesley, 1979) emphasizing his;ehreeageprocess as

applied to the development of collaboratives. The flow acknowledges the

"evolutionary irOOess as fluid, dynamic and in constant change. The essence

4
of the presentation encouraged participants to retainthiskind of attitude'

as they Assume roles in developing, collaboratives.

The variation stage of th4schema is concerned with recognition of,a
.

O

"something new one wants to try." The selection stage has to do more with
')

organizing or -"tinkering" with the parts, s haring ideas, creating trust and

stimulation liOng the actors. -Finally, the retention stage ackieledges

institutionalization. McKibbin cautioned:

,

1: Don't become too rigid, too structured with the collpborative
. too soon.

73 4



2. .Be 'willing to tinker with the parts.(in contrast to engineer, with
a deliberate \goa'l, certainty Of direction, clarity of outcome).

3. Retrospective sense- making enables one to articulate a goal after-.
the-fact. (This does not deny planning but allows. the actors to
participate in the ambiguity, constanryfonsidering new Ways of
fungtioning.)

. When we think of gollaboratives, let's think more like tinkerers
t1.14,,,like engineers. We should permit ourselves to play around
creatively 'with ideas.

*

This new attitude can be threatening, risky, time-consuming, expensive,

potentially disastrous, upsetting, uncomfortable. It can also be creative,

.

energizing, gz'owing, serving/healing and,becoming. Tinkering in large

organizations is not easy; it takes commitment.

Look-coupling, as an approach to collaboration, enables one to view

the organization as comprised of independent subunits that have optktions of

functioningindependently, of decoupling from the organization. This is in
.

....=.
. .

,contrast to a tightly-coupled organization whose,subunits are interdependent.

In the latter, there are tight interconnections among the subunits,_

along with strong boundaries, surrounding the organization to'buffer it from

the environment. If athreat.or potential change enters the organization
.

, .

.

and any 'one the subunits; changes; the;-whole system has toadapt or change,

due to the interconnectedness. On the other hand, a loosely- Coupled system
f

can, "permit a subunit to engage in creatively experimenting with outside
'

.

forces without, im sing forced changes on the total organization. Loosely-
.

ifr

. ,

coupled s its ,can work separatelX in small 'groupings, or as' one total,
. e>

org zation.- 'The loosely-coupledsyStem (or,collaborative,,in this case)
,: . . .

.

has 'the advantage of exercising 'flexibility, choice and responsiveness in a
.

changing world. .

O .N

)
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AN ETHNOGRAPH/CPERSPECTIVE TO COLLABORAT/ON -- Sheila Walker

,

This presentation. identified the advantages and the appropriateness of

using an ethnographic or anthropological perspective to understand the

behaviorsof people involvedin collahprativesi. Though difficult, participants

were urged to view themselves and their behaviors' objeCtively--to step out of

11111

the immediate interactions and consider the ways in, which an outsider or non-
..

native might view them, their language; thelinteractions, etc..

'Firsi, language was considered. What meanings do'terms like "living

systems" connote in their basic etymologiCal form? Are the co],laboratives
.

' engaged in dynamic interactions? If so,'what synerqies exist? What haiPens

when a collaborative becOmes institutionalized? Does this stable state then

modify the life stage? What meanings.do wordslike "organization" or

"live organism" connote? When does an organization stop "developing" and'

began atrophying?

Cultural relativity (our tendency to assume that-one's way is the only

correat and acceptable way of functioning) was a second area discussed. When
V I

engaged in collaboration, it is necessary to share the unique world views of
.. .

each organization. Not only should commonalities.be examined, but so must

the differences in order to ensure understandings. Reality is arbitrary Auld

negotiable; it is dangerous to enter into a collaboration without agreeing on,

shared realities, as wei as acknowledging differences.

)
Participants were encouraged to view collaboratives as minicultures

. ...,,

:with; their unique social structure, myths and perhaps cultural areas. This

. ,
, I

kind of wholistic view is more concerned with'behavioral patterns, incidents
- .

-;--S and meanings.
,3,

1 Parallels were drawn between ethnograppyand the partitipants%studieS
.

.. ,

of collaboratives. A "polyocular vision" or "triangulation" approadh was



: . c.;.%

ts
.

I . - I .
. * '..a

- recommended. That
0

is, 0 understand collaboratives requires looking at
. .

. . 1
.

...

.

,them from many vantgge;p6ints or pngles. Interviewing actors, observing
,..

' ...
'0

s behaviors, studying the data and identifying the .6t04-lization!s Aythology
. ,-

.. -,.
are but a few tecfitiques.,K

A
, <

Finally, Lose eng ged in collaboratives must ideneikeach other's
,

,

:, ol - . ,. 7. °
.,

"categories" (waysofunderstanding and labeling part$ of.their world).
. . ,

. ,,
It cam.be,assumed'that various actors (indeed; entire%CtsanizatioAs)

.
,.

.s ,

define thrusts like "school impibvement".quite differently from ea4h.other.

o some it ;night mean more job opportunities; to others, increased equity;
I ,

.
. .

and'still to others, improved reading scores. Therefore, if collaborators
......

.

.1do'not deal w ith each other's Meanings, collaboration Is virtually impossible

to achieve. *,
. - ,

..

ti

O

vre_.

0.

A.

-

1"1.,

o 4`,.

t 1

0

0;

1
)

11.,

V

0,

V.

.
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TIPS FROM ACTIVE COLLABORATORS
,.;.

ips shared bYpeminak Facilitators
"'pane]: presentations

Wedne
Thur

ay, October 22, 1980
ay, October 23, 1980

Facili Ors:

Nellie 'Harrison

'Patrick Martin
Marlys Olson
Dehnen Reilley
'Diane Lassman
Anthony Vega
Ernest McDonald

41.

, e
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alellie Harrison
Coordinator
Urban Education Program
CEMRHL, Inc. t
St. Louis, Missouri

1. Define "collaboration" twpoitential members.

2. Belief that it is worthwhilenot opportunistic.

1.
Have accurate data base.

Be honest about constraints.
.

4. Encourage information exchange.

Clarify exliectations.k:?.

6. Be a functional leader.

7. Be responsive ..t.o...the need 'for' closure.

8. Be clear/realistic about who does what by when,

9. Ensure equal access; recognize that availability may be unequal.

Collaborative: Urban Education 'Network

Patrick Martin
Director

Dissemination Management Project`
Council of Chief Ste- School Officers
Washington, D. C.

--1--. Members need to khow what the m'anager'ban do`?

2. Members need to depend on accomplishments.

-3. Tap individual motivation, incentives and style.

-4. Maintain members!, feelings of. control.

Encouragemultilevel communildt n system.

'Collaborative: Texag Dissemination Coordination:
.

.



-- Marlys Olson.
Director,

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Program
Tacoma, Washington

.

.

.

4.

.0 a

1. Examine own values (Why are you 'initiating?).

2.. Know every resource and use it to the-fullest.

3,. Solicit suggestions from all participants and involve them.in joint
planning.

4. Provide tide,to-reflect on quality of effort.

Collaborative:, Child Abuse 13reventidn.pro3ects

_Dehnen Reilley
.,Director of Field Services.
'SphoOl and Society Programs
Educational Development, Inc.
Newton,`Maine,

Share goals, values and hopes.

.

2. Epcourage participation and ownership.

3 Provide ppportunity for shared responsibility.

I

Create'a climate conducive to growth and development.

5. Woa toward group maintenanceand.individual participation.
. .

.

.t. °Maintain channels of communication. 4
4. ; .

.
.

0

-' 7. Involvesall relevant people and organizations.

4
., .

8. Make provisions for flexibiiitl, (people come and go),'

.

1.' mairitain a-realistic perspCtive (dontributions will be different).

10. iWild for,the future.
V,

Collaborative:. Tri-State Parenting
p.

Dian sman
Direo .' , _,.

.411e, E . c"
!

.. '.
."..Uniyeis y.of Minnesota Teacher'benter
,

..'MiripeaPolia, Minnesota . .

-!:,

,--1.*:: Avoid vetting involved unless indivitual goals
. :,,,Kkk.P, :organization. 4i .'

. ,

, .

*

match those'of the

s,.

4



2. Recognize-risks of failurb.

3. 4ovide supportive environment for staff inVolved.

4. "Recognize that much time and energy is required.

Collaborative:. 'The EXCHANpE, ',-,-

,

Anthony Vega
,....

0-
...,

:-- Director .

Bilingual Education ServiCeCeniedr. 4

California.State University at Fullerton!' :

inlieiton, California' -' e'
.

.

, v

1. Deal' with the issue turf. Who owns what? Who can'do what for whom?
....___1- . Define responsibi ties, determine,structureoset boundaries.

.

: 9' . .
r4

2: Deal with issue of communication and visibility (defied as PR) letting.
people know about yhe importance of bilingual educatiOrir

--
, P.

3. Deal with issue of apilication.
. /. .

-.4. 'Be concerned With resource allocation.

-
Collaborative: Bilingual Education projects

Ernest McDonald
Environmental Education Consultant
U.S. Forest Seility

'Portland, Oregon
-r

Provide an outlet for personal-g wt and development.

Encourage individual commitment.

3. Use the .resources of the h4 y' and creative people.
.

,,-4.''CaPitalize.on mixture of ypes'an1d istyled among members.

0

. . .
5.'.Produce strong role identification (leaders, analyzers, doers:followers).--

, -
*

. 6. EliMinate agenoy duplication.
:"'-----..r.kc ,

' f7, .Provide higher quality product.
.

- . .
.

----"---76. Product oriented, doncrete, immediately applicable skills an techniques,
.

,

y. Maintain loose organization;

10.:'14(iiide funding required.'

interaction. 80.
'Collaborative : Interagency Workshop: 'Environmental_ Education inResource

Management.-

: - _;

< r

,
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KEY IDEAS FRO

Report of Work Sessions

The infOrmation that follows
.

;

ACTION RESEARCH

421

t

NN,

as produced. by seven acti

4
duTin4 the worksessionv of Seminar VI; 'Several. weeks 'befor

edto gather informa
. f

,cenducted,.eachjerticipant-Was a

'directinsi A c011aborative or fro
. ,

\

DisseTfhation Sppport Service provi

colreetion of information.
>4 ,,,I,

.

.'

Marti pints repo'rted their findingsN,,
.-

. . .

about colleboraIives were summarized
...., 4.

sons participat

n research groups,

the bellinar was

on-from persons
.

in a collaboAtive".

65.a questiorinai e: to fabilitqe the

Iv"0

During,the first k sessions of the,Seminar,

in their, r spective groups.
4

°a

These reports i

,t
and recorded under the following catego,-

a' of
ries: CommOd lUies, Differences, UniguOesb and Critical

46
1 *,

initial collection'of,infortation about collaboration and collabaratives

;slues - This

served
...

as a data'basept.,:theaubsegnentAiscuSsions illthe,work groups, and for
1 , .

'., 4 .'

interaction aridex0angt 14it1 'yresenters a d facilitators. Some o4the basic
,

.

40
cOnsiderations were What are the concli.tions necessary ford collaboration?

\
-

t* . 4.4, , 4 .*
rs'WWbat'are the themes patterns iii calgaboratiqp and collaboratives'that ng'61.

'further exploration and study? Whq ara ."tbe applications that can be made now.
r . ...

to various wok situations? The following;reports from the action research .

groups represent two.2ciads of summary- products: ly the key Andings about
. 4

-

commonalities, difference d' uniqueness of'collaboratives, and 21a. syntbe-

. 1

/ ,..
. .

. . .

sis of the key, ideas ands cone visions reached by each grog', with resplit to.

key issue's; key questions:fox IbriherAstUdy, guidelifies.fOr successful
w

collaboirationr-gnidelines for self-apalysib, c

. ,

I

.

J.

I
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4.1. COMMONALITIES .

,
. . .4' I .
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'''fiXFTEI3F.NCES

' 0 : 4:6' .14UNIQUENESS . '
.

1- 4

CRITICAL ISSUES-

"Cominitnient sto:
. . - .

- .--: "Building a-' -abOrative
- - Congiffing ,
. -, Complementing.

- . . .. "
F.ntitig'went, authority ,.

support .:: 1.
... .

...' -7:.'Symbiptis,,relation-ships, -- , . ....
}.among - members , --

'03,.car7'.- records for .

. :4'''CdllabbotatiOns ::'''', ...
1:-3,,,..- -.4

- - .4: .-'.":- ,.. ' -.`'
;,140).-itioiking; , 'able. to "- .
'.,"deatl,,,,,With -the, politi.cd '"---f'

..- . ..-;r1. - -; ,,,, ...-:of the 'managetaent ' ,
:

' ,.'i)erSo n: dependent',..'
' ''' ' :4..?;:, '' ,

'Recognition- of . "serendipity ",
as- 'a' resCarCeffeCtor'in- s

collaboration'' ':, -4, .

1.-'

'i -

., ..

..,-
: ...

. .

, .. . -

,
,,, . , .

. .

.

,,,,

, . ,

. ., , ...

Different sources of .
'fund_ing - .

4

(Some are 'Sanded, others ,,- ,-,-
are notwr _ .. , ... c.,
Voluntary/ dated

.,. .
4 : . ,: "-

;Various. level of paretner-_;.::',;:iaktner:'has-Shipr-local state, ,region;:,
. ,nation ,.,,.

'

-FOrmal/infoinal . . -
,

buration.--frOm two weeks - .
.'o seven years .
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.%. ,
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. ,"Coinpetiti,"911" ' 4: 7 7."

_ -
,

'WillingneSs to disbuss .
frankly issues of turf -

'' .-...,,,,
, ,.Recognition- that _each .

something the.
other :wants -dr needs .. -,.. _,.. . .

.,.;.:The intent to vc.&k
tOgethe-i's_aS "Primary as
the work tO- be 'ab,corkiiiished

- , ,,

ghemete-d2ifferences.amo4g
'agents iln agencies do not
impact .sIgnificasitty. the -.

collehorition2+. ' .-'" .. \- .

*

-SOccessful colliboration
increaSei .,-,a- c6nipetitiain:

e-,

:diminlisheS ..:-. .

e.
Can gain -or 'lade ,.

credibility, by -7, -.,......, ,,,.

t'collabdAting ..- -,.'.=.. - '
"reollaborators",fari. .
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Critical4Questions.

4

,GROUP A: SUMMARY PRODUCT

..-
°

-1. Is there a developmental pattern of stagesjgrecOliaboratives similar at
that proposed for networks (e:g., Parker)? Is ther\a,lire cycle?

,

-..
.

. .
2. /s there,a collaborative moment ai'opposed to a continuing collaborative-, _,

'moOde (Iiving'together vs. marriage)?'What,are the values of each? '

- . . -.,

Q,.., t

Arethere differences betWeen collaboration-and cooperation? 'If there ,-

are,'what(iS the.Si4nificanpe for the way thecollaborative functions?

I *

° ,' . 4,--

4. Is there a role for a "Third Party"..to4Oilitate collaboratiire efforts?

If so, what are ViA."in4redients" of that support0e relatiOnzthip?
* . .

.

What leadership style and skills' are impdrtant in a' collaborative
effort?

,

. zg

6. Are the foul strategies (resource sharing, problem solving, prograM

'development andservice delivery) interrelated and/or 'sequential in the,
.life cycle- of a collaborative?

. e

.

4 . .7, What'- kind of orientation" and/or training is required to -enable partici- .

. - pants in a collaborative to succeed in their effortsT,.'.. .., , or. .. .. .

'? k.- ... ' ,p. , . ... .
. 1..

.?; y

ti

3
3 --K

1a

, . A!"
,

-

11:

-

1- , .,
t.

r

It '. 4,t,. i. ,. i ...14 --71.
r 0.2''': - , . #1 ' . .., .0 - , - .4. 4 , ''' i o

I i
:kN%''

, i;- ; 44 / ", 4.. ' .°. * / .
4 * '," '.,--':- ':t. ; e . ..k.
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, ilk., .
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GROUP B: KEY FINDING'

.. .

k . .

`.,-COMMONALITIES
... _.

. . 0.... ...DIFEEREOCE___--i-__T.: ;---;--
.

---=-.-"--7iNIQUENESS . CRITICAL ISSUES
,4

.y 'Common clients
. 4

COMmon gikals
.

.

External,-

.

Independent funding
apd're'Sources
- N:7 -

.., J.
.

lit)eg, iation, ofigoals,

-relatidUships,.
TConteibutl-6Tis

. .

'Acceptance of leadership' '-

,Arld authortty -'-

k

:14,W4otlaibion-for services .

with clients
.

1
, ,

q,. y . '.
<.

%..e ..

-4

,- .

/ .

i .. , -0

.,

..

i.

.

. i-

.
. . ,

. ,_

.

.

'. 't -
. . -

. . . -,:1 ,

Duration .
.,._

Levels of involvement
:ofictorsl. '

. .

%Function -,

Responsibility

i
Expectations .-

Deiinftion

. .

Funding
, . ..

e

Power .n
. " ' -.. .

.

.
.

,

_
.

e -
f <- ..

,

.
.

.
.

-,. # -..

.. . .<, r

.

..-

.

.

.

.

°

el

0

.

.

.

it I

. Agencigs imvolv'ed, 0

' e.g., NDNI Teacher Corps.,
v

Personalities

: Ladetship
,

Sustainingiiembership
... -. .

A state department and
school district joined,
together to pork,aeross`

t a state ,

,

.

. e
.

.
__-____.....- ._-

."
.

.

. 3,

,
''

.
4 4

.. ,
.

.

-
. .

.

a.

. ...
a. 7

'
t

'

. -
.

\ '
... ..

fir

.

.

.
.

. ...

.

,

r

Time requirements

Timing-
.

Voluntary .

Mandated

Interpersonal skills
.

Turf/ego

Los4 of,autonOmy
s

DiStance
s

Perionalities

Lpadershp
. .

0

.Intept

Life cycle

, Political climate
4.-

.

..

I. e
..s. it

6 '.
..

.-
.

.

.
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.
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000MMONALITIES

_
.,

y.ti, 4 DIFFERENCES '

i._

UNIQUENESS CRITICAL ISSUES
,,

f
biOg needs ,.' %--, ,..-,

',
._' 4 4 i

' Tiiih- -
.. :-.. , ,

..,,

-;

.1-
.Impetus.f9F collaboration

'4,1,',71,-7.,':'
..,.'''41

. Informal/foiMal ,

3,
.'; What's in it for me?

-----1

'

\ .

, ,

..
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GROUP C: -.SUMMARY; PRWCT

:4

{
1 A ..t

Questions for Further Researth Into the Phenomena of C011aboratives
.

. Can a "collaborative" be, cisidered a subculture?'-' (What.
.

identifying characteristics or attributes of subCultures?) I so, can,
theadentifitationianalysis of the degree to which these attributes
exisb in a particular situation. be used to strepgther0(troubleshoot?)

, .

a collaborative-effort?. .

... , ... . .
. ..

2. .What factors ,affect the life cycle of a dollaborative? .

3. What'are.somel6f the more/less effective communication modes:in'loosely-,
coupled vs. tightly- coupled organizatiorial structures/' ..,;

. ,
,

.

4. 'Can a Collaborative system be successfully generated if all groups, do ,

.Inot agree on "the need" central to.the proposed function of a collabora-
tive . .

.

. ,

. ,
. VVt . .

--5.- How`does the nature dftlie collaborative change if" ft is mandated A

.. rather than voluntary? Generated from the top down rather,than''from
the bottom pp.), 'What are tHecharacteristics'of collaboratives
lenerated from top levels of cooperating.organizations rather than

-k from "the 407 or other ,levels'? How we4ild these characteeistics.
- affect effort.-to, design and. operationalize a collaborative to, perfOrm
pi paitidular function seen as needed from these diffsrent perspectives?

. --z.
. ,..

6. Can a cooperativ e/collaborative system created to se,
need also serve another need whiCh may evolve or ari.

. in time? If sip, what kinds of mcdifications'might o
-plossibl&t9 plan for (build in) flexibility ,for this,
collabgrative's*YAtemi so Ueed-speciflc" that: they are
.life caio.le?. ...

. ':'

.

4
ea particular
at a later point
dr, Is it : -- '

purpose or are
tied-to a unique.

I

I'

a.

m

" I

.44
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GROUPfn. -KEY-
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. DIFFERBNCES
' \
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GROUP D: SUMMARY PRODUCT

'

Necessary Conditions for Col4laboration'

, Some mutual benefits

Two or more peisons froi different organizational uqits

Differentiated equalitarianism
.

A-problemsolving Mechanism

Organizatkon %nd-Context

Organization
A

-.,..
A *f"'".ff I -

3

0

-. ,.
.

.

=Organization "'freedoms "and,,constraints
for tht-individual

. . -
.

Interorganizational freedoms and
constraints )

- , c. . - *

:=Collaboitigyp behaViorftioncoliabprative
behavior

?IP' ,C o 0

r

.-.:

.

-
",DESCRIPTIVi DIMRNS ONS-

/ : . Continuums,

Tine Duration.
. formal --- Structure.
voluntary -..--

A- : 'Normsprescribed
1--

--
_ _ (codified behavior)

operatidi.,-F.,;;----,,-.'- 2!---., -,-Modus----:----.-': - 'Avandi,
. .

long

informal
mandatory
'an4chy

VL.

-
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GEOUP E: -KEY FINDINGS'

- ______COMMONALITIES '. . -
.

DIFFERENCES UNIQUENESS CRITICAL ISSUES ,

, ... \ .,
.:Corson dais ..

-

Effective communications
.,, __,

Visibility - -, 4
_... .

',..,,,Cooperation 4n spite of
'. vested' interests

. ,

Resource sharing
,

Interdependence .

..
Flexible ener4y source..

--

Communications structure
.

Formal 'and informal

collaboratives
.

Roles and responsibilities

,
.

,Inter- and'
.

' intraorganization
.

Style of leadership 4

.,

Criteria for success- --v

; ...
- -

..,1.:, .

. .
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. .... .. .
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.,,

Interdependence--"the sum
is greater than its parts"

,

Equality of, control ... .
among members .

-. *AP .,,

,,Fte.iibleiirganizational

structure. ..'
°

Presence of formal and .

informal channels of .

communication (vertial/,
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I

Indiviclual benefits.
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GR9UP E: SUMMARY.PRObUCT 4
= s

Key Ingiedientsin Successful-Collaboration

0

-1. Interdependent aChievementcof give0n task
.%

Ettiphasis on consensus, rather than coercion

,

3. Maximum use of av ailable resources and' expertise,
moral support

4. Sharing -- lateral and hierarchical
O . .

k"' .

..,,

5. ContinuOus redefinition.
. ,

-

:

sr

a

t r.

h a

L.

tual respect,-

15,- Need ,for time, staff expertise, absence of evaluative press

7. Functional -- flexible -- strong

r

\ -
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GROUP F: KEY FINDINGS
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.

.

COMMONALITIES DIFFERENCES' '

.

IA UNIQUENESS CRITICAL ISSUES'

-.

.

'Technical assistance in
masterpaan'development
statewide

Inservkceltraihing,

.

Exchangeand
..

'. dissemination ,

.

LEA consortium:

.

-, Coordinating
- Diisemination

InserVice and preservice

.../

,

'- .

.

. .

,

.

.

.

4,

New roles

. .

4:
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.
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.

.

.

.

'

.

/

.

.

Cutting' across

traditional lines of
demarcation

'Face-to-face communication

tndepth technical
assitance to LEAs based
on individual neeis - -
state level

.,

Standardization of
training programs

Interaction between
agencies that .

'traditionally have pot
interacted
i (

,.

.

-
.

.
.

.

. .

.

. .

.

,"
.

. .

.

. .

.

. .
.

,

Entitlement

,

Turf
. .

Involvement

LEA willingness

Norms
.

$

Incentives
.

,

,

Dollar value of
services

_

Lack of communication

AO
Definition of role

. ihterlintra

Governance
.

Leadership

I

Visibility
,O .
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.Application
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GROUP F: SUMMAR!OPRODUCT

r. . jt,i,jrO ' . 3

Considerat'ons for Successful Coilahoret,ifn
1

7

\
...

.

Clarification of rationale fox participation of, all MembersZ.

I Voluhtary vs. inyoluntary 15articipation

O -Perception Of benafit
-e'

2. Clarity of .goals

3.

4.

t Establishment of goalSf°

,^ Review process

Amenable to change

iii .
Willingness to plan aid orgalii. e collaborative

Operating procedure

4

Turf

Governance

Organizational approva/P
Y

4

,
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GROUP G: KEY FINDINGS

...
COMMONALITIES 1

.

1 ,
DIFFERENCES .

.
..,,,

UNIQUENESS CRITICAL ISSUES

Exchange of.ivformation

Joining together for.
common purpose

1

-Benefits:
.

,

- Pr6duct %

- Servide
- Process -

,

*.i' . . ,

Some typeof effort by
eac4participant:

- Time
---'Money ,It

.

r People's piawer.
,

,
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.

.
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Level of collabdration

Degree of formality
,

Voluntper activities
/1.

Mandating activities

Philosophy. A
.

...

Type of staffing_roles
. I

Process -,

Content
t

Temporary task forces

Permanent work groups

Spinoffi
.

. .

.

,

.

.
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Iotra -focus of NWREL
....

Develop collaborative .i,

.

over time

. . ,

% Short-term nature within
a larger collaborative-

Role examination for
accomplishment .

A
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rNo external funding
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Turfdom

Establish right climate
for collaborative .

.

Identify key elements

Define responsibilities
and priorities> s

Different expectations

How to build into
r

funding requirements.
opportunities and-
flapibilfty for

-'1uccessfill. collabOra-
.,

tions
,

4

Establishing decision
makinkrrule stemming
from heterogeneous .

peer groups
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Incentives
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GROUP G: SUMMARY PRODUCT

, Collaboratives
.1.

o

.f,
. ,

, v SJit-analyzing 1pestioes:
, , .

'1. To what extent arethe actors function'ally dependent?
,

2.. To what,ext. ent are. we working oil recurring or episodic problems?

.

1 ,
.

3. .Are we preferring convergent or divergent solution 7 .-

.
.

..4. To what extent do we have an apPropgiatermix of work styles? .

5.,Are6eresincentive structures to keep us going?
..

.
4

. 6. Tp what extent do we, have mechanisms for exchange of
information?

.

,... A
1

r ,
7.1110 what extent are we clear about our purpose and to what extent.

o we ie7e2amine ourdaurposes?
,

.

8. To what extent are roles of the various organizations i.differentiated?
.. . ,

1 7 ''

9. To whet extent-can time be allowed to,test,aliernptive
%.

strategied?
. .. . -

.. ..-

, .

. .

.

i0 To-what extent do.or can the partiolpatinagenciee opdate under a
1oosely-coupled ystem?

,

.J :
,

-- -

-0

:
. :5;

,

11. Uncler which systeisor cOMpinaii;n of 'iyseems (Yoodely/t4.ghtly) might 1

the collaboration jp question be most successful?
,

'12: -To Vhat,ektent has,collaboration, 5so far,-bee a corporate decision?
..

1, .
],3. jvt'what levels in each organiAation as decision and commitment to

,.--.-- Collaboration been made ? ''
.

,

14'., -What kinds` -of organizationlinkage characterize the collaborative
(e44f;derate vs: corporate) ? . .1

.., w b . . .
.

'
,

Z' ..,7- ,
1

15. At what stage are weln,Our life'cyclejyaiiationiselectioniretention)?
.

r , .
, ' . , .. .

. 16. What style ofr leadership is. currently exhibited (charismatic, '

engineering, menageMent)? ." .._

,''.. ,

-
..

. ,. ,

.

. .

.
!' o

0, ..
- .

.., ,--.'i.,,,,,-.

,
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
ON INVESTIGATING THE CONSEQUENCES

: OF EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION

7

Cultures within Cultures

'Sheila S. Walker

o
Unillersity of California; Berkeley

Thinking up ialtemative methods for evaluating educational phenomena in the Midwest of the- United Statessounds rather out of character'for an anthropologist, whom One might more common-ly expect t find examining the ceremonial practices of an exotic'group of people living 19, a remoteandfaraw place of which few have heard. In ,additioNtto the fact that the anthropologist seemsout of place in an American 'classroom, the style and methods of 'anthrOpological research arediametrically opposed to thoseof the traditional educational eualuator of the pretest-posttestvariety. Sojourrling for extended periods of time -with unfamiliar people in unfamiliar environments,(learning the litigu'age, seekin/ to understand different kinship terminologies and behavidrs,tangling complicated socjil structures a'nd systems of authority, bbserving the Ways in which theecology 'shapes the culture, anti trying to perceive the logic and meanings of a totally new beliefsyst-elil and woldview-are the stuff of anthropology. In fact, the extended fieldwork experiencein.some exotic place-has tradiqnally been the'rite 'of passage that has transfof med a student ofanthropology into 'a true anthropologist.

.'So, whit are anthropologists doing fobkihg-at something as.tow on the exoticism-Scale as anAmerican school system? Even in its More,novel elements, such as the non-trdditional (eveh some-.. timas anti:traditional) experiential education programs, American education hardly seems to tom--pare with Tiwi puberty rites, for example.,Butthen mai.be it does through the eyes.pf an' anthro=.polowst.
,

:- .

Trained tcyleirn tcounderstand unfamiti r cultures 6y seeking to-distinguish and analyze theirconstituent elements they Can use their tools a d theories to,i.lbithe,same thing in a more familiar'culture, ev'their own. The basic premise of anthrOpolOgy is cultural relativism, according towhich all societies-, from -the most technologically simple hunters and gatherers, to the mist tech-hologioally compticated'post-inthlitrial societies, involve the same baSic functions and institutions..Theee is 'alWays a linguistic system able-to express-complicated concepts; a social structure that-categorizes individuals into gropPs and prescribes and proscribes, certain behaviors and attitudesvis-a-vis different social categories, a POlitioal Systefn that regulateisOcial bebavior,-a sciehtlfic andtechnological system bi_means dtwhieh humans49'6re out and adapt4natUre:to their-needs as theydefine theft), a system of beliefs abduttrieliatbral
and spp.eingtOrakitvOilds arid their iny.errelation-14v ships, and a systern.of socializatibMeducation that shapes_ children to become proper members ofthe society. As a result of studying otheiv rocieties,'anthrOPologists-icquire a novel peripective thatcan enable them to anaryziltheir oyttii:society.as if they. were diecoyeripgit for-the firie-time. Thus.they should be.allie to see the cbramonplace as well as the unti- suarevent in a familiar setting as aresult of learning to see bOth in,an 'unfamiliar setting: .. .e.

39
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.PULTURES WITHIN
'CULTURES

Horace Miner's very astute article entitled, "Body Ritual Among the Nacirema" (1956), is a -
prime example of the anthropologist's ability to describe a very familiar society in the same terms
as he/she would any other exotic society, since exoticism or familiarity is basically a matter of
perspective and style of description. Nacirema body rituals include payinidaily homage to a sacred
shrine, a private one of which is.locatedin each family dwelling. At this shrine the males of the
society scope the hair off their faces with sharpened bits of metal;' the females paint their faces,
several colors, and both sexes put bundlesrof pig hairs in their mouth in order to assure their sex
appeal. Periodically the Nociremayisittile more sacred shrines of the holy mouth men %Who bore
holes in their teeth with sharp pieces of metal and introduce unknown substances with magical
powers into the holes. The Nacirema, who live between Mexico and Canada, have numerous other
bizarre sounding customs.

In recent years many anthiropologists have begun to 'study c.fose to home phenomena with the
same perspectives they use on foreign societies, even making comparisons between the'two. In fact,
in.the earlY days of American anthropology, one reason for studying smaller, unfamiliar societie
was to see how they dealt with certain social issues also facing Western- societies to offer alternate,
possibilities for the latter. With respect to education in the United States anthropologists have taken
two basic approaciges using therri alone or in tandem. The first approach is to apply the kOds of.
theories andperspectivei gained from learning about socialization/education in other societies to
similar phenomena in the UniteciStates, using understandings from the former to better see and
analyze the latter. The other approach has been to actually do observational field research in qu-

..
cptional settings, treating the school as a small socio-cultural system containing the same kinds
df institutions found ifi the'larger community while at the same time being a very important ifisti-
tution.of -this larger society. This latter approach has proven very useful founderstanding.asPects,
of school behavior not'accessible through standardized tests Qr statistical survey methods, but only
through direct observation and iQteraction with'the actors. While this research rnethodeisperfectly

.t ,valid for the. analysis of traditional educational institutions, it seems especially-appropriate to use
such a still n9n-traditional research style to analyzeand evaluate the kinds of non-traditional edu-
'caeinnal institutions represented by the myriad experiential education programs spread across
this country. Since these programs are, by definition, designed t&aCcomplish different ends than
the traditional educational system, add to pursue their goals through different techniques, one

. might reasonably 'expect the methods developed to evaluate the outcomes of traditional education
,--to be maladapted to these alternhtiye programs:

It is appropriate at this juncture to askexacily what an anthropologist might do if requested
to evaluate an experiential edUcational program. I will give-you an idea of what I.did when our poly.
disciplinary team visited two experjential'education programs in the Columbus, Ohio area selected
for us by the staff of the National.Center for Research in Vocational Education. The purpose of \
the bisit to the two well-selected sites, as well ass subsequent opportunity to meet with people
from different types of experiential education programs from all over the country,..was to give us
a common basis for suggesting new methods for evaluating such innovative programS from our
respective disciplinary perspectives. The Staff of the National Center told us very little'about the
programs, wanting to allow us to discover them for ourselves,They indicated, however, that they

othc1s involved with these alternative programs felt that they were producing posilive results,
bUt that the traditional ¢)aper and pencil pretests and posttests used in educational evaluation had
proven unable to document these results.'CorNequently, new methccis were in order that were
better adapted to understanding the qutoomes and dynamics of these programs, °

:5-
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Short of going to an exotic place, this opportunity c uld pass for an anthropologist's dream
the opportunity to go into an unknown subculture, quite nfamiliar in.jts specifics even though
()art of a common larger culture, with the assignment to just "see, what's going on." Such an oppor-tunity to just observe, the "native cultuie" with neither any preliminary seeking of data about itnor efforts to examine a theoretical question that it just might exemplify is rare in this era of tightlystructured and even more tightly scrutinized research proposals_Thus, I ernbal-ked upon this ad-.'venture as much as if AA were a trip to &remote South Sea'Island as was reasonable, given that itreally was Dhio.

, :. .

I mutt preface any, illustrations of methodology dravIn on the two sites visited, whic'h I will
Call White Collar School and BI6e Collar;Scisloolby saying pat our visits to them were each madein balf a day. Consequently any observations were of necessity.incomplete and superficial, as well
as hot entirel7 comparable for the two programs.VVe naturally observed and weretolc.I more about
some aspects of each program than of the other; the aspects focused .upon in each perhaps reflect-
ing their own emphases, or perhaps reflecting more a momentary concern on the part of program
participants as a result of recent events, or maybe a special interest on the part of the researcher.The only way in which the researcher can get a sense of enduring, as opposed to temporary, con-cerns and emphases in thq'program is.tp spend more ,time observing regular patterns in the pro-gram and interActingswith participants.

This fact points upa very important-methodolo§ical issue with respect to using anthropologi-
cal techniques for evaluating educational programs. The ideal length of time, for doing field researchin an exotic culture is eighteen months, The first six months ale for gaining entree,, to the,society,acqU king a familiarity with the language, getting a 'general idea of the social structure and generally
settling in and 16rning.the ropes. During the next twelve months the anthropologist can observethe entire yearly cycle of lifethe day to day routine, theAarrges in activity due to seasonal -\changes, and the special annual ceremonial events. (-

It would be a bi't exaggerated to expect an evaluator to spend a full yearly aycletbserving
an, experiential program since much of the activity is very familiar.to'qne vyho has gone throughAmerican schools, although were the intent to do a complete bthnographic analysis it might not betoo long. However, in order to firre. a sense of what actually happerMuring the yea;- to producewhatever outcomes are obtained, it would be ideal for him/her to spOnd perhaps the first andlast two weeks of the year observing student behavior in both their in-school and on-the-job set-,tings, and in talking with students, facuity,and work supervisors, in order to get a sense of the
changps the 1Yrogram has made in the students. In addition to focusing on outcomes, the researchershould spend at least two full 'weeks in the middle Of the year Observing the program and talkingto
the participants in order to get a sense of the regular functioning of its various components. The
researcher Should also be present at significant events. For exarriple the. weekly townmeetings inwhich all members of White Collar School discuss and propose new activities, changefs, etc. in,their.prograpis clearly an important event for bncferstanding school- dynamics.

Before beginning to be able to think of evaluating these programs, en anthropologist wouldtry to gain as broad an understanding of the program as is whole as possible, focusing on the sameelements on which one would focus in any societythe social structure, the culturalvalues, thelinguistic system, etc. One might begin by using the kinds of unobtrusive measures employed byarchaeologists who cannot interact with members of the societies they study, so thexmust try tounderstand them by observing the physical setting'and the cultural as7tifact,s The physical settingsof the two programs observed in hinted at fundamental diffeie sin the programs.
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Both programs are high school programs involving in-scl cademic training plus an out-
of-school work experience (usual but not absolutely required i White Collar School),as part of
'the normal school, program. White Collar School is located in a isity afftuenvsuburt of Columbus.
There are tree lined street, large, attractive houses and well-tendeCaw,ns. White Collar*Sohool is an
-alternative program that is p rf of the traditional high 'school in the town. It is located a distance
from the traditional school i a house that immediately, suggests the adjective "funky." Upon.
entering the building one is struc. k with a sense of relaxed disdider that suggeits a creative, do your
own thing type environment. Walls are painted odd colors and one sees remnants from artistic prof-
ects Students seem to move around the building freely,. The rooms seem-to be multi-functional,
and a very large ro'brn.With a stage appears to be not only a performance area but also the locus of
small and large groyameetings.

'Theye are large, brightly colored posters'on the walls,-particttlarly in the friendly and informal
pdministrativ. e office, with sayings such as "Following the Crowd Can Lead Nowhere," "Behold
the Turtle Who Makes Progress Only When He Sticks His Neck Out."The faCt that these particular

- posterswere selected suggests a-certain cultural orientation with an emphasis on individualism and
personal risk-taking and resporgibility. Other posters With what-might be interketed as an ego-

': supporting theme said '4.-.-ToKnOw You: Is' to Love You" and "Today Many 'Beautiful Things Will
Happen to You."

Blue Collar Sdhobl isin a very different kind of suburb of Columbu's in which small frame
houses seem randomly placed on mostly-untenaed lots. The office of the-alternative program is down
a longcorridor in a wing of a very institutional looking red brick building. Although we did not see .

the clagsrooms,:l would conjecture that they are the itandarcl oblong eye-ease green rooms with
desks in rows with which those of_uswho went to public school before someone came up with the
great idea of alternatives to therh areall top familiar. The halls are emiltV of students. Film can-

,. nisters lying on a desk display,yery inspirational titles, but a coordinator later says that they are
ientirely inappropriate to the program since they present unrealistic role models, Like the Kennedys,
to children of welfare and unemployment compensation parents. The regular students are inclass;

' those in the alternative program are on their jobs. Thus the physical settings in which the two
program's are located and visible cultyral artifacts already suggest tp the anthropologist programs
with different world views that be peopled and structured very differently.

I. 4

e
Haying unobtrusively gotten genera( i-mpressionspf thesodio;physical ecological niche in

which the program is situated, the anthropologist then seeks to know more about the formal struc-
ture and cultural values of this minkociety: who are the studenls and why are hey.there, when and
why and by whom was the school founded, what is the composition and hierarchy o f'f?leu Ity and
stall, what is the nature and schedule of curricular and extracurricular events, what is the relation.
ship between the alternative program and the regular school program, what is the school com- .

munity's-self-image, what do administrators, faculty and students like/not like about the program?

Some of these answers may be gotten through reading the forthal documentsof the institu tions
- and very importantly through talking to people in different roles. Inspection of written records

and both forthal and informal intgrviewing are essential compongnts of an anthropological ap-
proach, supplethenting the researcher's observations of I?ehavior. Written statements of purpose
give a vision of the philosophical ide'als as well asthe ideal structure, functioning and intent. Other
written statements, such as student publications, posted-schedules and announcements, forms toll;
filled in, and Memoranda can orovjde an idea of the actual workings of the mechanism. Memoranda.
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,can-be particularly useful in giving 'a sense of what actually goes on, significant or repeated events, :

day to day concerns, and often elements of the program, or aspects of behavidr that might be_.im- ,proved. Any kinds of assessment reports of student performance done by faculty membermr work
.b coordinators would provide very useful data, if accessible to the researcher-evaluator, is would heik

/ any written comments by students concerning their wort( placements. >=or example, in White Collar .
School the students draw up contracts with.their faculty-advisors indicating-the:cOurses they will -'

take, and describing their, work experience. These contracts are,sigried by She student, his/hat , ,faculty adVisor and his/her parents,-Who are thus also involved in the process. Posted notices reflect
.. .the fact that students May suggestnew courses by posting desCriptions to ascertain- the degree of : -

interest in their idea. In addition, adm,inistratien, facUlty and students -at White Collar Schot have
collaborated in writing up selfeyalUatiOn. It isa perceptive document that points up both posi- ,

.

tive.and negative elertdnts qf the.prograni 8 viewed from the differ:& perspectives of the pagici- 4_
pants. It reviews the goals

r

Of the various categoriestof participanti, the changesin these_goals as
the program evolved and faced clay to day realities as well as the proctsses set up to 'implement them andthe changes that were made or sfrould be made in these processes for a more satisfadtocy program. (-

The documentation to whickwe wereexposed at Blue Collar Schtolconsisted of a very-detailed
program description setting-out the goals, rationales and specific objectives of the program. This docu-
ment would provide the- researcher with-a very clear outline of the program. While such a document 4-
could guiclelhe researcher-evaluator in examining the Process of the program and the intended out-
comes, it-should not limit his/her sphere of observation and inquiry, since actual procewand outcomes
often differ from the intended. Even if they coincide, however, it is important/to ascertain the process
throbgh which the intended outcomes are implemented in order to evaluate effektiveness. In addition,

;surely the intended outcomes do not exhaust
noted

the effects,
$

that partiCipation in the program has on-the
fstudents, and these unplanned putcomes should also be oted In an evaluation.

,

The essence of 'the anthropological method is its multi-faceted approath, manifest in'the
tendency to:look atthe same issue from different perspectives and to gather information via dif-
ferent modes. Thus, in addition 'to .the relatively unobtrusive methods mentioned earlier of -pure
ollteriationtf the setting and of cultural artifacts and of reading documents, observation of social
interaction, both formal interviewing and more informal talking with people, as well as just hanging
ardAind and getting the feel of life in/the society are major elements of art anthropological approach.
In looking at the externalities of these programsbe researcherbegins,to draw certain inferencFs..
Reading printed documentsfrom posters to program descriptions adds further data that may sup-
port initi4impressions or lead the-researcher to develop new itpressions. Participant-observation
research, beCause the researcher is constantly surrounded by the data out of which-his/her -- hypotheses grow, involves a constant process of hypothesis development andodIfication'as the
researcher learns more and more and re- evaluates previous,more partial, understandings. The re-

.

.
searcher'Sgoal is ideally to -learn to understand the society, as its members'understand it, end to be-
able to describe it in a way 'recognizable to them, even If his/her interpretation f certain aspects of

. it differs from that of Some members because of differences in perspective. Cons quently, talking ._
'witli the members of the society is the single activity that consuines most of anthropologists' re-
search time. ...

. ,) .-
In order to g aet real sense of society it is imporlant to unclerstand'the role-structure and to

try to talk to people in cigerent rolei to understand how people, in different ttatuses experience
and perceive their society. In the alterqative pregramsvisited the major' role categOries-were
faculty /administrators the two roles-usualll overlapping, students, and work experience coordina,-

. tors. To understand the programs well, it is essential to talk to as many people as-possible in each
..-..
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category, and to talk with them when .no members of the other categories are present, as well as in
conjunction. with Members of other categories, Ms easy to understand that students might no/ betotally candid in expresiing any. non-positive feelings they may have about aprogram in the

- presence of the person or people who judge them.

In White Collar School We had the opportunity to talk with students alone, in small groups andin a formal group with the chief adminjatrator of the.prhgram. On the basis of, these conversations ..I had the impression of.a shared community of between students and faculty/administra-tors, and a definite candor in disCussing what was good and bed about the alternative school, theirteasons for'being there, what they had hoped to get out of it, what they were getting out of it,and What, if anything, was missing ana why. One student even tdok melt() visit his work site, a tele-vision station. The students who chose to talk ab'out the program were those who thought very
highly.pf it, and who felt that it had had a very beneficial effect on many aspects of their lives. Itwould have been interesting, for a sense of balance, to have talked with students who did not likethe alternative school and who planned to return or had retusmed to the traditional school. It also
would have been good to talk to faculty members alone, and so talk to parents about thedifferences being in the alternativeschool had jrnade for tha children. However, although the con-tact maiqUite brief, and a researcher can hardly expect people to tell all in an initial encounter, I
had the impression that, given the ambience of freedom and candor reigning in White Collar School;the people I talked with did give me an honest picture of the program.

. .,In Blue Collar School students were out on their-vvork assignment when we arrived so we first /talked with a faculty member who then accompanied us to dne work site to talk with a student,whO never showed up, and his work experience supervisor, who had been working with the programfor yearS and expounded on its benefits for the studentsfrOm his perspective: We went to a secondwork siteand talked with two students in the of the faculty member and the work super-visor, a rather stilted situatiqn. The students mainIN/ expressed their pleasure about'the benefitsof the program in brief responses to direct questions and the faculty member and work supervisorassured us ofthe great benefits of the program for these two model students.

Although this Was an expedienfway,,given the structure of the program, to allow membersof. our team' to encounter program participants of all eategdries and to see the students in their worksite, the Immediate anthropological reaction to such a scenario tends to be the impression that the\ researcher is being presented with an ideal image-6'f the subculture,in question. Having seen theideal, the anthropologist wants to know how, the day-to-day repljty corresponds to this idealpicture and becomes even more Curious to obserVe the functioning of the in-schoOl part of the pro-gram, and.to talk to the members of each role status, especially the students, separately, In talkingwith the members of the three role categories together I had the impression that,the script of theconyenation followed the program description very well. It is quite possible that this is precisely .the case since the progratn is very highly structured with very specific objectives. Perhaps the real.meanirigof our encounter was thatiVe program is functioningexactly as intended.
...,_

-.In any case, whether or not the ideal and the real correspond exactly or not, it would be in.structive to observe the processy which efforts to arrive at the goals are implemented. It wouldalso be good to talk with'students who would like to leave or haireIeft the program because of their`dissatisfaction. In contrast to the candid and very verbal style chi White Collar SchoOl students,Blue Collar School students appearedmore reservett and less PtIto comment at length about itPerhaps more elaborated 'responses would be possible in a less stilted setting/ and Perhaps a
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researcher-evaluator would have to spend more time becoming a familiar member of the environ-ment, a situation usually anticipated in doing participant-observatioX research. The researcher musttake into consideration the fact that his/her own personal characteristicsgender, age, appearance,status, etc.will influence responses, and try to evaluate the results of this factor. In addition, theresearcher must realite that if he/she. associates more with one..category of people than another,for reasons of receptivities of common personal interests, he/she maybe seen by the others as shy-ing OP representing the interests of that category and reacted to accordingly.

In using formal and informal interview material as data it is, of course, necessak/ to tryweigh the Meaning and veracity of people's statements. Certain guidelines are useful in thiS en-deavor. The researcher will often find that if he/she talks to people in the formal context of the*,research in question, the respondents will gisie formal, "party line" responses, whereasA a lessstructured setting the same personi.II give more natural responses that more clbtely appteximatehis/her own real reactions; attitudes, etc. It is good to compare answers gotten from people in a'group setting to those given by the'same individuals when they are alone to get a sense of gtuupattitudes as compared to those of the individuals composing it, which may or may not actuallycoincide because of individual circumstances.

The researcher will undoubtedly find that some people are more anxilus to talk to him/herthan 'others, and should seek to find out why in order to judge the informationelshe provides. Isthe person just open ana/or loquacious, does he/she have an axe to grind, is he/she trying to en-hancesthe portrayal of his/her status by the researcher', ins he/she .a self-appointed spokesperson
. determined to create a certain image of his/her subculture, or is the-pguon someone who happensto be particularly interested in and informed about this subculture anAlonsidered knowledgeable.by his/her peers? To decide whiCh is the case the researcher must talk to many people, weighingtheir responses on the'same issue against each oilier, taking theirole-determined perspectives intoaccount, and comparing data githeied-iri-different ways about different, aspects of the socio-cultural system, to test for consistently or inconsistency. Findihg inconsistencies, the anthropologistshould seek to detect their origins and mealijpgs-rtrysee if they represent problems in data gatheringor interpreting oi-If they rather, representcontradictionsin the socio- cultural. stern that ,must beaccounted for. tonsistencies in

data_gathered-front-differentsourcessboUhisuggekthattheanthro:pologist it getting an accurate image of the socio-cultural system.

_ _ Also it is reasonable to expect that as the researcher-evaluatorgetsto krlow_the subjectsher research better and they him/her, their -rapport,. assuming-it is positive, will become marecandid. The researcher must also remembej, however, that sOcial-groupings-have-seCrets, myths,coritradiEtioni about, which they are not prdcd, and what Wilson (1977) refers to as "sacred cows,"aspects of belief or behavior that are not readily open to discussion-Or-Change. When touching onsuch items the researcher may expect avoidance of issues, polite non - responses, defensiveness,= hostility and the like'when,touching upon sensitive issues. Lich.rtactions should suggest to the re- '"searcher that heishalias,.touched upon an issue that4.nce so sensitive, must be of some importance.- CircUrnspection and indirection are required of the researcherwho seeks to understand more with --out offending or alienating -his7hesources cif inforMation:FirticularlY when doing an evaluationthe researcher should be conscious of the fact that people may be hesitant to share informationwithhim/her for.fetrof possible repercussions for the program or for the individual, particularlyif this information itnot totally complimentary. The reseaMher-eValuator must also be conscien-__tious and responsible in handling information that is sensitive, shared in strictest confidence, or.'potentfaltydartaging to the program or individuals. It is not essential to tell'all in orderuto present ,,an accurate and scientifically valid portrayal or evaluation of a sociacultural'system-A sense of-social etlirds mtid accompany one's sense of scientific duty. .
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t he Whi collar School and the Blue Collar School have very different dynamics. The former 4

has a very re xed, creative,
non-traditional style in which faculty and studentspartickiate in the

decision-m <ing process and faculty as well as students feel that they are in school tb learn. The un-'
paid work 6eriences for these children of professional parents allow them to explore possibly "'

t,:t .

iriterestin , more professional
career dptions. The students see themselves as more individualistic

. and adventuresdme than the students in the traditional school they chose to leave, some because .

they did not feel that they fit.
. -

"7
The Blue Collar School program, in contrast, is highly structured, and the relatitinship between/

students and both their faculty and adviSors and their work coordinators is strictly hierarchical and
authPritarian. The low income students in the program 'were/are potentiaL high school dropouts
who;however, were or have become aware of the value a high school diploma can have in their
futures. The purpose of the program is essentially to prOvidethem with the basic personzl skills ., '4
and knowledge

necessary to be able to get and hold an unskilled job. and make them eligible for a ',+ 0
paycheck rather than a,public assistanc e'check. 1'6s the structure and intent ofeach program is in
harrno,ny with its sociological settinij. The general nature and style of each program might have' ,

., been predicted from the initial unobtrusive' observations of its soClophysia
ecological niche.

'''i
A

.
4,

6

\

> .

.

text, sociological characteristics, structural qualities, and purpose'bf the work
experierice, belies,

however, very #imdamental commonalities that were also found in the other high school experlen-

Thjs apparent diametric opposition between the two programs with respect to physical con-

...

. tial education programs from which wmet with representatives.' These commonalities were dis-
covered as a result,of what was of necessity a rather superficial

linguistic content analysis of the
comments'of particiantrin allof the exPeriential'

programswhether they represented opportuni-
ties to explore caiee,roptions for the affluentor last chances to acquire minimal skillsfbr the less
advantaged:ln,all of thrograms the students said that what they acquired as a result of their .,- a

4

can't experience that taught theM about "the, real world," they learned about "life." Frankly, I was
quite surprised tar hear participants from elf of the programs, wherever they fit on the socio-
economic scale, using.exactiy the same language, exactly the same terms in talking about what they

-.. had Totten out of the program.
. ...,-.

. , .
. As -an aside before elabOrating on the implication of this striking,linguistic

characteristic, it
:...----:--.--; , ---warintelfitin6tcy note that the great majority of -the programs with which wet had contaet clustered

at the tdp and bottom of e socioeconomic scale. They were directed toward either pThviding basic

. skills focpotential or form r hightschool
dropouts that would perhaps allow them to work in a box .

. factory or a dinie store, r toward allowing studentS 'from schools in affluent areas to_ ditcover .

:, through practical
experience the kind of professional career they might like_most,at television

Y stations; as business
executives, and the

like...Therew6re.fewyrograms represented that were directed
°toward allowing atie.rage kids from average families to explore the world of work, perhaps precisely
bedause of the very averagenewof such an idea. Programs like Blue Collar S`chool allow-adoles-

cents-with few options in life to develop their potentials for being empldyable on a regular basis as

'Two postsecondary
programs were represented that involved work experiitices within an

;Ilk academic context, but other than this basic
characteristic, they, had nothing in common with each

other and not enough in common.with the high school, programs that are of primary concern here
to have kplacein_this analysis. in this context, they were interesting anomalies..
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well as givinq themsexposure to aspects of life and a style' of life for Which thatr home environments'could not prepare then". 'Programslike.White
Collar School allow young people kvho have thepossibility of having,,rhany career options to discover what they are, and which ones may suit thembest, thus allowing them to besfactualize their potential. . r -

Such polar differences in the kinds of experiential education programs that are most prevalent
peke the linguistic similarities their participants exhibit all the more striking and suggest that thislinguistic feature may provide a key to evaluating the effectiveness of the'various programs and the-realnature of their effecteori the students: Initially, the language the students use about thea-pro-

- grams sounds as if they have all memorized the same.scr.ipt, which was clearly not the case. Nor .
had-they acquired the same terminologies through association or cultural diffusion. Rather itappears, on thebasis of what is admittedly nowhe(e near an exhaustive investigation, that althoughthe styles,-structures and methods of the various prograTs are very different inconformity withtheir different socioeconomic milieus and exigencies; their basic cultural values Are quite similar.

° Initially the similarity of the language usage makes one wonder if the students have just learned
the.jargon of their program goals or the jargon of the school community well. The important issue
for investigation is thus whether the students hale just learned appropriate -sounding.key words to

- .usein talking about the effects of the program on them or if they have actually
internalized in theirbehavior and attitudes the rvanings that such words imply. Now does a student in White Collar'

/School or in Blue Collar School manifest to himself/herplf Or to others his "sense of responsibility"
or increased ;'maturity?" What specifically does he/she know allout "life" and "the real world"
that he/she did not knew before, how did he/she acquire this knowledge in school or on the job,
and precisely how has he/she begun to "take charge of his/her life?" These words expre,ss the out-

, comes that the linguistic
evidence suggests to be uppermost iri the students' minds. Since a princi-

pal characteristic of the anthropological
research method is to try to understand a socio-culturalsystem as its members would, it is important to try to elicit the

students' perspectives on these
issues, ideally as the result of open -et ded questionsand free discussiondombined with the:corn-

. ments of significant others
qualified to comment, and with the

researcher's-observatiohs of thisctienge process from the beginning of program to the end, Thus, without entering into the
specifics of anylef the programs, an Obvious area of evaluation, empiridally syggestdd by on thebridest association with them, is ta investigate to whatiextent thetbehavior approximates the

' language and how this came tube.
,

*These experiential, eciucation programs, like most educational efforts, are concerned ,w,ith .
something greater than just teaching specific skills. They are also concerned with socializing the

,individuals participating in them to be certain Itirvis of people. In the two programs observed, as
well as in most of the others from which we talked to representatives, the purpose,of the programs,

' in addition to prOviding students with experience working in the real world,.was to build theirself-image and self-confidence, and to give them a sense of responsibility
and,rnaturity as,well as

realistjd knowledge about the world of work awaiting them. The programs were designed to effect.behavioral, cognitive and-affective changes in the students as a result of their Work experience,
the style and conten tpf the ihschool curriCUlum,, and the nature ofithe social interaction between
students and both th'faculty and the work-experience supervisors'. The participant-Observation
research method isparticularly appropriate for evaluating both Whetherluch changes do take place,
and equally importently, the precise nature of the prercess through which they take place.

This emphasis on the "process of change is perhaps the most important unique contribution
of the

participant-observation method ro the field of educational evaluation. Its'significance lies in
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the-fact that this method allows the researcher- evaluator to ascertain il-tich el ments in the program
areopArtidularly functional in 'promotin§ positive change, which may be dysf Ctional, and whiCh
may hale little or no-impact: This aspect of th's process-oriented approach evaluation is par-
ticularlyimportant if.the purpose of the evalu tion is not only to judg the prOgram but alseto

. provide feedback for improving its coontin,ued nctioning, and perhaps suggesting a.rnodel tube,
replicated in other. programs. Such data on th dynamics of the program cannot-be gotten at
Through the ptetestposttest evaluation style. that is oriented toward measuring Outcomes rather
tharytheZProcetsesieadingto these outcomes. The an thropoloiStal approach allows Oth fol. the
evaluating of outcomes, and for the understanding of the process. By its focus on,tfie actual? as
oppoiedto the ideal-, Structureand functioning. f the program, this method allows tfie researcher
to assess Whetactually happened, Whet factors, events, structures, and values in the. program
actually ma'de a difference, and perhaps which ones were lacking what might make a difference.* Is
it the tact of actually working in the real world, for pay or not, of feeling like an adult, or is it the
more individualized attention, encouragement, and instruction received by students in most of the
progr s,'is it the "relevant" nature of the academic content of the program, or-is it the relation-

,ship' een the.structure of fhe program and the social context in which it is located that makes .
the rence? Such Answers are crucial to the evaluation of such a -program; and can best be
go a at by using A research method involving the various components of an anthropological

proach.
4 r
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-EXPNIENTIAL
EDUCATOR

tCONCEPTUALIZER
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.

.

..

.The group likes .the idea of the anthropological
methbd. It it extremely useful to coriceptualizers as
a method' of getting-inside a program for a feeling of

, the thickness of it, the dynarnics that often do not
appear in tables' of data and conventional evaluation
designs. Triangulation of interview data it a useful
technique, becatise it will,usually yield a discrepancy
analysis of. what-people intended to happen, what
they think is happening, and what is really going on.However, this is often ne§auve and therefore sometimes politically dangerous. Consideration ofthese dangers is recommended. The alternatives-of being rigid or exploring are interesting to con-,-sider;One person's rigidity is another's sense of structure. One person's exploration representschaotic massing-around to another. I t They be that the blue collar programs help lay the ground-_ work for upward mobility later through

establishing good work habits now. Running a tight shipis not necessarily synonythous with being a Simon Legree who allows:no freedom.

EXPERIENTIAL
EDUCATOR

ACTION' ORIENTED

'It is ascinating field. The basic strategy ofhow to o rye Without bias as anthropologists dois one that would be very difficult to implement.'There are many examples of individuals who havetried to implement this strategy in. their p'rogramsand they havb had a diffidult.time. However, our
,group thought it would be a good way to 'see what
really happens throughoUt a program, to increase,
generally the perceptions of everyone involved.-Practitioners COcrlduse these strategies for internal revision by teaching them to both staff and .gu-'dents: The toolsPtanthropology, especially observirig, are really what programs are trying to teacha lot of our sttiplents, at least at one level of experiential learning. The group would like more infor-, motion on thit:type of measurement.

.
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The thinkers abput evaluation fdund this a very
'exciting alternative. It seems the,kinds of questions -

-, . ' this appidach answers are those that people ask when -----.

they, arelhinking,about addptinga model program and
that evaluators often haVe difficulty answering. How-

CONCEPTUALIZER..ever, itwilt not get through JDRP. This seems tote
tile biggest single problem at the moment, although 4 - \

-"-theie does seem to be.a trend in the direction of C\
,
,.

-..aCcepting these kinds of resulti. It is very hard towrite* pp
p % a fundable design usi9g such methods. Also, there is a danger in jumping into this too quickly be-

-cause at present, personnel with the skills to do it pioper,ly may not'exist. .
2. , . . - . ... .

The group had major problemsalong the moral - ethical line. Often,tients who are trying*to(. work on evaluation designs are told, do not ask the.question unIgss you are Willing to hear the
answer. A 'potential exists here for finding. things that should be recorded, but that might pose
difficulties.; For example, if a discrepancy between the organizational chart andthe true lines of.
'authority is reported, it is going to do some damage in theprogram. The group feels that before,a
study of this sort is done, some decisiongwould need to be made about what will be reported
formally -et informally. The group would like to learn more about this method. /

n .
"r f

EVALUATOR

...

The grOup spent some time dis8ussing the myths --
of our culture and various subcultures; among which .
'is the myth that.truth comes in numerical form frith k .,
statistical treatment.,Ever4o, some program staff. EVALUATOR 4aid members of boards of education in fact make/ ACTION ORIENTEDtheir decisions-for the most part do the ilasiS of

,

aneddbfal,descriptiVe evidence, sometimes-in-spite of - .
,

.: the existence of numerical data-to tile- contrary. Also -
noted Was a congruence between the kinds of ap- .

.

.
g

proaches and data that you are desc?ibing in terms of anthropological methodology, and the source
of programs in experiential:education. The educational settings of experiential education programs
are rich miniature cultures, and it is appropriate to use inth,rOpological apprbeches to figureout ., ,What is going on. Ho-Weyer, the-esources required to gather these types of data are yery substantial.

The group tends to think of obseniation as a process tool,..,bUt there is no reason why it can,,not be used to assess outcomes as well. That is to say, if one is describing very carefullymtlit -
. _people are doing, over time data ian he interpreted'in the form of behavior changes that are taking

place within a Program. .
i
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This set of materials consists of quotations and paraphrases considered
relevant to collaboration and coordination.' Thirty. ndocumehts were . . .

--selected from literature on_ educational change,-
i
management and .organizac

tion; and social systems. Key statements ,iromothe'seI:locume.pts were---'
noted. The resulting collecition of quotatio'ns.was theh analyeed (using 7,
a phenomonologi,cal,alproac.h) to determine emergent categor Within
each category, statements were clustered and sequenCed, n prder to
present ideas systematically. The, cate.goriea are: .'-. .,.

COLLABORATION AND COORDINATION" .

- <

October 19f30

CharacteriSt Jos of, Par ticipaitug 'Orgaitizatilnia*

....Power_aftd:Ihfluence ^If

T
.

_ Innovation

The ioformatiOn.is-presented in this 'form\to allow readert to draw
-Own conclUai-onS, ideaS fOr actIon, and "to indicate
the- various perspectives .of the writers cited.

'Interdependence

their

a . ' -..
.. ... . . ,.

*An organization may be a .conTletq..coiniany or agency, or may be a unit. , ..

or:'divi'sicri of a company: CollabOration may occur as an interagency
effOrtliii-.betc:leeti, arginizational'units of a'.sihgle' agency.

. . .,, .,

0

*Jane Roberts, Relsearch for - 'fetter Schools, ,Inc, ,'Philadelphia, Xrctober 1990:
.
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The assumptions. stimulating collaboration or coordination, are .that. * -4,

shaved resources and cooperailt ,Efforts- wilt, produce a more fotceful .

.., impact; especially when 'participants hpfe a common interest in a
significant, goal. , , -. 4

. , - , 4, (Rubin-, 1980) -1, .

. The Increased intensification -of _riee ds for greater esources makes
such ail alternative increasingly attractive.,..' - - .

- '.-' (Aiken & Rage, 1968)
.Tie time mUst-be rAght; thereonust be a reill need and readiness

action.
. ''''.:(:igniE.."',.L 1.980)

,

-:i
..

e" . , , . -,,` .
In initiating planning/navels on 'or'.',coll'Iboration, there must
be... .
- 1 clear statement 'of intent °(Grosd.S, Hojkowski, 1977) .w

. .
,

careful plarming, and organization ^(Itath & Hagans ,' 19.78) , ....
-- anticipation of barriers (Gross & Mojkowskfi 1977) -
- establishment of lutually `acceptable ground, rules (Congreve, 1969)

Identification of common grdup, interests (Rubin, 1980),
-: goal congruence between the -ikew ,dollaboratiVe ,organization'

-and the meiabei.e.omponeiller_or 'agencies, Rubl:n; 1980) ':'- . '''.*".

to take

'

° r

. -,
A'

In determining the area*of'&illaborati,ye astivify; participants should:
ly devej.op the plan (CongOve..19,69i,

realistic parameter's t (Gr'.Oas & Ifojkowski\s19.77) :.
- deal.with real issues .(Cortgreira, 1969) ",

focus, on' a speciffc.p'roject (Rath 'Et Hasiiits% 1978) \
detefiiine a. narrow focus; with'few objectives, leading to
accomplishments that bring afiout clear improvements and 'whiCh
Pro.vide products or-ser4idesontliat-"Vould Otherwieie he...unavailable)

- (Rubin, 1980)
40

' In planning for implementation., the..,0 laborators. should:
make 'aims widely understood :(Robin, 1980) .

ensure' that more is not:_promised than can be delivered
- -- 4Thompson,4 1980)

deVelop activities- for ,meaningful participation (Congreve', 1969)
.. . . . . -.., .

4 The basic approach of interactive planningris to II mak.P-Kit happen."
It is 'the design of a desirable futulre and the invents & of, ways to.
bring it about... it focuses on all- .three..aapecta of .an 'organization' :--. .

die parts (but. not separately) ,---the'whii1e, ,and the* environment.
Ins tead-og ,plan dint away' from a ourient, _state .we -etart Planning
toward a desired ,state.

. , ,
(it-okoff ts 1977)
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.Planning should ,be continuous., or cycligal so that unanticipated
problems can be dealt with at they arise; and improvements' or
modifications can be--made (an adaptive. anning pp r2ach) .

{Firestone, 177: Heather
et al., 1977; Ilbore et al.0
1977)

Three barriers
. ,perspective of

school planners
culminate at a

Planning for- ill

J.

to successful-planning are: (1) the short-term,
school staff, (2) organizational weakness of
, and.(3) failure of the planning process to.
time wlaen.decisions can be Made.

(CoodWin, 1977)..

Cremental implementation reduceS risks.!

et.

C

tt

(Goodwin,. 19774 Heathers* et al.
1977)
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Commitment

vOrganizations do' not move flexibly to- maximize efficiency, but
change slowly to minimize uncertainty.

(Murphy, 1973)

4.

O

I

. .. .
.... reduction of agency' slack... exe,cutives tend., to be chag. ol,

any new invol:.7emenV carrying fringe rather than primary benefits;
(Rubin.. ,1980)

I .'1
Characteristics of successfrel collaboration include:
- investment-dg participants (Rath & Flagons, 108)
- commitment beyond individual tasks (Pasmore et al., 1978)

commitment of -individuals to the task at hand and understanding
of its relation, to the organizational mission (Crandall, 1977)
commitment, to the collaborative organization (Pasmore ex al. ,

1978)
- priority status for the project (Gross & Mojkowski, 1977)

- s\
The otgani zational

.
management and the. operational staff must' bath

..

be persuaded tha4 collaboiation is advantageous, so operating
conditions include: cadre' of highly committed people to contribute
time and energy; sustained support of powerful indiy.iduals; steps
taken to establish credibility; motivation of active interest.

(Rubin, 1980) NA.

Encourage commitment -by:-
;

._, .

0---,,-. ditablishing.an n "al. uccess (Greve, 1969)s
-- giving voice to advota es in the organization supportiqg -'

collaboration -' (Crandall, 1977)
organizing advocaiy catipaigns; publicizing .exemplary or
innovative practices relating toothe alliance's goals, and-

. working at achieving a positiVe-image (Rub-in, 1980)
. ,

A A 4".The organization should provide
involved in the cpllaborative e

a

clear rewards for in divichials
ffort.

-- ('Gross & .Mo j.liciw ski , 1977?
.Rubin, 1980)

, -

Ai The-Rand study indicates that effective Support r- from district
staff and school 'principals .;--:includes moral support illustrated
byacceptance and apprOval of the" project, reinforcement and
enthusiast toward. 4sochers putting classroom impraVements,,into
practice, and establishment of good working relationShips between
and among individuals and, groups involved in the project. Prac'tical
supportis illu-strated by'real commitment of resources, provisions
for training and on-going Assistance; and classroom visite followed
by constructive feedback.'

(Seerermap. et a-1., 1977)

-4-
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Chaiacteristics,of Participating
_,Organizations

C
Organizations rarely collaborate as total entiti es

(Rubin, 1980)

There is. a greater-degree of complexity, i.., more occupational
diversity and greater professionalism of staff in those organiza-
tions with theost joint'pregrame

(Aiken &,Hage, 1064)

. Organizations .planning to become involved.in collaborating need
to have: an organizational' rale .defiiiition, flexibility, a focus
on external issues, and ajevel of stability which entourakes a ,

freedom.to risk °.

(Gtoss & itoj kowsk , 1977;

. Crandall, 1977)

s' In staffing a collaborative projeet,ihe organization should
aEgign individuals who:, ".

. -S
,

- are competent, have strong negotiating skills, and
. , who are not already suffering role' overload' '

,

(prose & Mojkowski, 1977)..

_L.. , . -
.

..- have a reaervior of personal energy to sustamprogress
during setbaCks and conflicts, and who have-a-wide-re---
pertoire ofsystematic problem-solving.skills (Crandall, 1977)

A .

.I An organization with no surplus reserves available.cou14-hardly
afford joint program6 . . . there must be some slack in the re-'
source base . . ;.before any cooperative venture is likely

. . , (Aiken & Hage, 1968).
#

e . . ....

Failure in collaboration is.-probable for organiiations in which.
. -standard operating pr%edures dominate, role chariges are avoided,,
. 'and customary rituals ioirern

. - -

(Rubin, 1980)

41
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t--- Power and. t ...... :
U.

4. .
. . '

.

fa- If,we are-to understand -organizations-we_musk_understand the nature__ ._
..of power anb Influence for-they'are'the means by which othe people

.

of the organization are pinked to its.purpose ., . . TlistinguTsh
a- . - .

.

,petween influence (an active protess).andthe ability to influence, ,..:*
,.,..Nor power (a resource) t ' . k,' ,

'.?. . ..'01

--, (Handy, 1978) .

. -
.c-- .

4 1

'
-41

Power is lalpfunction'of the dependence of one party -on another.t To the
.

.. .
' _4extent tha, power interferes with mutual spoperation.i should be re- 4--

'aistributect . '' en . ,,-
--.

. . ,...,, .. 7t%.,-'
(Pasmore, et al.; 1278) -

,..
. . .. .

.<.

In today's large -and complex organizations tga.effective'performance
of most managerial jobs require one to be ekillej'at the acquisitiOn .

and use of power - , .
,. ,..:.

. (Kotter; 1977)
4.

. , ) 0
. ,

Sbmeone Rust takdrthe initiftiveafo ensure that

k

members are brought
togetherttecolf01 relationshiPs-are formed, thaPpiformaticin
...

is-exchange nd so foith . . The,strong leader in thisinstance
wil) behave as an idea broker and consultant raiheir than a source
of firm and, final deiisiohs

,
,

' W(Louis & Sieber, 1979)
,--

- The high autonomy. need of professional educators interferes with ',

effectille coir-abora%on and innovation, as does the..relatively -

: high level of indue deice in performing the work
,

....

.

(Derr,,l970,
4 ,a:

... 1

..i
,.. "

!' n4
Many groups will 'fight. Integration because ii may mean a loss of ,

,.

organizational °autonomy and program visibility. :.. .
,

' '(Kielty, 1976),
a -

..., .-

*
- - " . It

I

_ ..

0-
Suggestrons that. they shate their sacred doAains with other groups % ,

not,only4evii5e noncooperation, but OutrightLtomkativeness
1

(Rubin, 1980) ..
JP .

Realisti administrators may insist on dealing *with petsons (from_
anotheroo ency) of their -own rank .

..
,

. (Litwak, 1970)
!

.

.4, ^A .
- .

IVIcteffeet ve collaboration ds to occur . . .

.1

..q the or anization needsto be socioeducational ratheXthan
i

-. ..
____,

buree ratic -< '(Trist, 1978),

litima.

- compe ent and effective leadership is necessary (Rath Eajlagans,
1978; Gross & Mtdkowsk/6, 1977) -

- the oncepc, of contrprshould Change from superviiion to,_
boun ary maintenance /(Trist, 1978)

t.

lo

. ... .., ... . . 1

.
.

/
;
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over and influence...2

Coordination la 'Inhibited_ when there is a
and 'whet: those involved have insufficient'

deeisiOns and actions

"-

lack Of strong leadership,
authority to influence

,

(Rath. & Hagans, 1978)

Collaboration- calls for .individuals and groups to share mutually in
the decision making process and to negOtiate solutions to issues
of,,Mutual concern .

' .

Decisions.'should be Madeby

Coertion and dominance are barriers to

.4

(itathA liagans, 1978)

-not 'coercion .

-_.(T.bompson,- 19v)

calaborati on
(Trist; 1978)

'. Aluntary -involvement should be elicited when possible
0 (Rubin, 1980)

,.
, .

.
,,

Propositions for eOgaboration include: effective advisory groups
are .cruciall actions cannot be imposed from the.f oreown; there
ym**.'1:::e a, recognition- that local' needs are bping 'Met.

! ::(NI.IREL4 1941)

charactertstics_for-collaboTative projects are: governing
, dtructure bad egalitarian controls;; Clients served participate"

n .pia rain -

/ '(Rubin, 1980)

Failure to establish. operating procedures that ensure equal power
'and ,participation will .inhibiecoildbOrition'

. -
(Thompson, 1980)

Characteristics of effective ,collabOration include: each party's
decision to become involved .in the joint venture results from chOice;
ail,:partiei have an equal stake in'activities, utually'in46iing

. ., .

-;,contributions- of -equaliamountsof money,ltime and:effort: all have
,;.eqbai. StakeitCconsequences (goOd pi,'1.13.) . r.

,
-,

-'4 3f- i!'-A.-7- ':-'''---" ;77 --%77. '' ' ''',:':'7' '- (4ath7E.'llagins, 1978)
-. .

-teadership-within,,action sets will be;assumed by the most perful
Or-l.nfluential organization, -and the greater the concentration of
. . , . , ...

poser itt the;.hands of one_organization's authoritieSt, the eaiier the
_

4410 .set coOrdiiiitii6 will bee -% , - . .
... __,

. . aldrith,.19-79) -

-.77
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Interdependence

.When effective collaboration occurs, members act on the following

assumptions:

- participants share resources (Rubin, 1980)

- each is deperident on other(s) for accomplishment of.work that
each. alone coul4 not accomplish '(Rath &- Hagans, 1978)

there is a willingness to align own purposes with those of
others, and to negotiate mutually acceptible compromises

;(Trist, 1978)
- there is a common understanding of roles and responsibilities-

(Rath & Hagans, 1978)
- mutual adaptations in a number of different areas villbecoge

. necessary (Aiken & Hage, 1968) .

-. there are: -1) active-working partnership g individuals
and'organizationsp/2), shared responsibility and authority for
polic making; equal investment and benefit#for participants;
4) common understanding of expectations, responsibilities and-
constraints; 5) interdependence in carrying out activities.
(Thompson, 19sco

_ _,_ ....
..

.
r,

As implementation of the collaborative effort gets underway the

followingmay become apparent:
- 'organizations- attempt to ,maximize their_gailis'And_minimiie_i___

their losses .:. they want..p lose as little powei.and autonomy
as possible in `heir exchange for other resources (Aiken &
Hage., -1968) , ,

- the key elements are equity `and dependability: MeMbe s experien6I
balanced outcomes in terms.of,reward for effort, de nd on one >

low
.._____:zino.the.r_to_pxosi_de_goods_and_sa_vtoes re_quired1 tfo__fulfill the

contract On a regular basis (Pasmore,et al., 1978)

-. political conflicts over' interorg'anizational And intraorganization- -
.

al "turf" may develop (Rubin, 1980) .

- leaders,sacrifice a small amount of autonomy for gains in staff,
--funds,:etce (Aiken-&41age, 1968). -,, -- .

,

-. cooperation = exchange. ][10exchange .takes place and if agreements

reached are, perceived to be equitable, a cooperative system Will
develop (Pesmore et al., 1978) -

- some, groups. may be unwilling to in decision making (and the
'releted-reePonsibility) (Rath` &,Hagans,' 1978)

imbalance results inthe more dependable group demanding greater

.

..,

.rewards or offering less effort than the reliable group (Pasmore e-
et al.-, 1978).

. ,
5
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Collaboration requires work restruCtuling, 13nntinual task ve-

: -definitioris\,- , .
.

,,
. .-.

Tasks

o

..4Pasmbre it al., 1978;

-Rubin, 1980; Trist, 1978)

A serious barrier is the difficulty of coordination when tasks are
not clearly pregcribed (and they cannot be in the early stages)

(Pasmore et al., 1978)

, 'Collaboration works most easily when tasks gre straightforward
.(C?ndall, 1977)

I, When collaboration is effective,-the4e is a common understanding of
expectations of what each is'to do, including knowledge of
constraints under which each is working

(Rath & liagens, 1978)

There should be careful sequencing of tasks and specific division
of leor

AtteMpti
° visib ity o
participants,

((Gross &,MoSlcoilski: 1977)

s that wild. ,substantially reduce the independence or
any

-
single organization will indriase resistance by

(Trist,"-1978)

Iii Coordination, effartsrequiredoncentration
nature of tasks. .

O

on the contributive

.

(rasmore et 1978)

0

0'
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. . Communication

More highly differentiated organizations, which are characterized by
decentralization and autonomy-between departments, r9quire greater
efforts and a larger number of formal mechanisms to achieve. in-
tegration - .

`4Lawrence Lorsch, 1967)

The dispersed client - centered organization appears to require an
organizational structure that maximizes the flow of information between
the various member's rather than relying on rules and standard procedures

,(Louis & Sieber, 1979)

Incollaborative efforts, communication should emphasize informatioq
'sharing rather than direction giving and strive fora network structure
of control

(Pasmore et al., 1978)

to It would appear that it is more important for the manager to get
information quickly and efficciently than than to get it formally

(Mintzberg, 1973)

. ,Social networks are extremely important in the trav4smission of
-'inforMation 9

-(Louis & Sieber, 1979)

The support and influende of peers might be of equal or greater
importance than communication with a supervisor

(Louis & Sieber, 1979)
. . .

' .

,

Encouragement of literal communication will'rjaduce the burden on.
supervisOrs'andexpand tie problem-solving resources available to . 4

the organization .
A

, e
. (Louis Sieber, 1979; .

Pasmore, et al.,, 1978)
4

'While'inforMal communication is very impotiant, it is also essential
to maintain-formal structures tokpromote,collegial decision making
and exchange of information. Where there are few or no formal

.

,--/ .-

structdres that prdhote collegial decision making and exchange of
lnformation,,thesinformal structures will becomeattenuated or
weakened , .. %

,*
(Louis & Sieber, 1979)

.
.

A prerequisite of formal rationalization isA!ffective communication,
a condition that.cannot be taken for granted-in a.dispersAd At

..;organization A. . ,-

(Louii Sieber, 1979)-

4



communication...2

Under circu ances of imperfect knowledge, some decision5 trill un
doubtediebe ikratAffti

(Aiken & Nage, 1968)

r

When field staff do not communicate with senior'man*rs (for whatever
reason) organizational intelligence and decision making may suffer

Louis & Sieber, 1979)

a
1 .
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Innovation

When coordination or interorganization collaboration is a new area
of activity, the research on implementation of innovation is relevant.
A-syneheses of,that research, in terms of the processes to be employed
by those involved, results in three clusters of factors: general
(which includes the dimeaions of resources, focusoof change, planning,

. and support), communication, and training and assistance. Barriers
and facilitators are identified in many studies for each cluster of

``factors (see three related table,$).

In planning and implementing a, new effort, such as intergroup
coordination., phases of activity are likely tloop, spiral, qr
run in port of another at the same time. /hese phases are:

Identify dill? Constraints/opportu
4 1 Mobilize support

- Engage'in'planning ,
,

,

.-' Provide training and assistance
- Implement incrementably by topic, s

populatipn, or organizational unit
7 Design and conduct monitoring

nities.
A

1
Evolutionary stages of..a collaborative effort are:

With provision for
' , appropriate:

ir

ite, communication Part dipa-°
tion motivation .

(Roberts, 1978)

- forTUlation = determination of common interests, commitment,
leadership by "d few dedjcated.people"

- maturation = issues of purpose are resolved, policies develop
a

- permanence proven recore of success leads to high credibility
and long-term success

(Rubin, 1980)

People generally ccept innovationsiore readily if they understand
them, regard them as relevant to their particUlar situation, and
also help to -plan them

CD

(Morrishi, 1976)'
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Tible 11

Processes General ',
t

s; .

.,1 .t i to o
:

--
.

4.,

'.

Barrier

iiionrce-cArdination*,' -. .

Optimal' use of, tithe. 6 other resources* .

_Resource commitment' .

'ACcesa,iiiresonrces* ,

flexibleicoordinate4 .use of funds.,-
, ..-.

User nied.fod06*. ..

-School altefocus
-

..
-, , .. .

External/internal collaboration* .

ReciProcal-feedbaCk* , . .J

Consistency of policy, commitment-
External/internal simulation*

Ongoing planning* .

,GOal consistency* 4 -
-

iieLningful goals defined*

Operational objective* strUctured
',planning:capability
'Agreement en needs/problems*

Requirebent'for, task-relevant decisions*

iiebilization of,support*
-'-commitment; -:appreVal . . :.' '

.1- problem,solying. motivation* ..
,--'recogpition of need*.:
- CoalitInhs,buil,for;improvement .
-use of:adMinistrative InfluenCe*,
-community'support*
-='rebOViii.-Of regulatory les
-',1,botioM-up" input ,-

/

-

Insufficient resources* -, .

Inefficient use of time*-
- Rescp-ce rationing, ,

Unavailable xesources*
LaCk'nf guaranteed funds*
- -----------

Mandated = change*

District focus . .

.. , ,

.

Conflicting external/internal interests*
Change ih external policies .040.

-Inefficientlinflexible-external.policies
Poor external/internal communication*

.
. __

.

ort-term PerspeCtive
.

.

'.7 Conceptualconfusinn
Goal ambiguity .- . ,

, Confusing/overly ambitious goals
. ,

Lack of-planning-capability* .

:Conflicting interests .

tv,

Uncertainty

. .

',
_

- opportunistic -motivation* ..,..
.

2,=. - stability* -

- vulnerability*
..

-.inertia .

..

.. - ineffective cemmunity'support*
4 .1r.

.top down " imposition*

.
.

.
-_._...........mrw (411MM.Elm:WOM

(Roberts, 1978)



Table 12

Processes -.Communication

. ecilitators =

ZiAIPARFAVANIWAS.4171.

Barriers '

.

,

Participation by.all involved* % =I

.

o

.

,

.

'

.

Cross -level conflict*
.

Impact of. rank & status

Teachers:ldck of knowledge, skill
,

. Teachers' lack of-influence*
.

.

\

,

.

. ( .

.

.
.

-

.
.

--- : . ,

.
.

A

-----,

..
-Use, of informal

'

networks
, .

In eractive decision making*

P rceived influence in decisions*
*

Tas -re1,41Ttdecisions*A

.

Fa e-to-face communieation4

se of "belonging"-

Role'clarJty* ,

Functi'onal leadership . ......

.

Democratic leadership .I ,1
. -

-Use of task and maintenance skills*
, .

.

-Capability in conflict resolutizon
V -. .

(Roberts, 1978)
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Tible 1.3

, ,

, ;`,4,. ,

ProCesses - Training and Assistance
. M . ... .

.
. ,,z :Feel itators

.
Barriers

.
Use of syne55rgy . %

,-, demontcration*. ,

.
, "- ,,,,:

Bole .confusion, e; P -

Role bv-erloatt?"';-4 `a
,Vulnerability* '. .

.,,...- A

g-1"c: of comprehension**a
0

. ., ..:
. .

Isolation* .
,

-Early/threatening. evaluation
Invisibility .

. ,

, . .- .
s,. ......,

,- -,--.- ' 5'.

1-..Thrdirtt- or -punishment =_ -__ . _ .
.... ,-- ......-,

5 ..,, .-. ...
.

.,..,

.

_

- experiential learning*,-
.--.,psychological .reiniorceMent*

-,face-to -face communication*.

quality, mattrialsicl:ear inkcirmetion*
-, 'cbncrete5activitieyaksignmenis*
- feedbask mechanisitit ... '' .--d

5t. . ,,,,,,,,,,,,; '
57- regirlaVfrequent , in school meetings*
7. cross - school meetings *v . . '''-D' -

--- iiktialliiigreed -assessment measures*
- ongoing assessment* .

t .. . .

'`5%,:f'';. 0°Use of incentives'
- -recognition for accomplishpent*
-,inservice- credit* , , _. ',.,____,

, ___. . .- perceived5.achievementl ,5 ''-

- opportunity.- -for professional growth*
increased 'responsibility :--, ) ', '- 151 ce-for--indivittter:Itiffeiencelr

ante sfor release' tinte . - ii". ,

. ...;
.

Via riabilitr
Teacherit:lac Of time

. `1,

* "strong" items
..(Roberts, 1978)
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RESOURCES FOR THE COLLABORATIVE PROCESS

Jon Fersavich

Octoberl 1980

ft

4

P

These rererences were compiled from the data bank of the Resource.an71 Referral
Servi#e-(RRS)'," Which 1,s part of a nationwide Research and Development Exchange
(RDi)''Sistem SponsOred by Itie National Institute of Education. RRS Is located
'at:',the:Natfonal Center for,Research Vocational Education, 1900 Kenny Road,
tolumbur4,,OhiO'43210. Telephoner_ (800)-8484813; in Ohio (614)_486,--3055.

s
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IPTITDUCTiON

There exists in the educational literature conbiderable entopragtent,for
the'concept of collaboration: In 1%77 David P. Cr4014/ provided a definitioh

0of collaboration thatis still applicable-today:

Collaboration is the 'process ,of working/together. to solve problems
and act on the solution-under_circumstiaes where all- parties
believe that a mutuaily.agreea6le,solution is possible and thg
the quality of its implementation, as well as the level of
satisfaction they will experience, wi.11,be improved by virtue of'
engaging in the process.

In order-for collaboration to be successful., there are eertainyiliables
'that must be consider-M-7-

1. Each party's d4ision
collaboration results

2. All parties must have
usually involving the
an4 effort.

to becAe involved, in the joint venture of
from choice; participation is voluntary.

an equal stake in the activities undertaken,
contribution of equal amounts of money, time,

3. All parties must have an _equal stake in the consequences of
collaborative process, whether good or Mad.

4. 'Within the process of collaboration, decision making Ls shared;each
party has veto power over what is undertaken.

S. Each party'is dependent upon the others for the accomplishment of the
work--that elih, on its own, could not accomplish. n

6: There is a common understanding of expectations of what each party is
to do, including knowledge of the constraintsandiimitations under

riciEral each party is operating.

'S1
7. Collaboration must involve an organized AlfZrt. with clearly defined

.--' 'plans for. substantiveaction which elicit mutual involvement from all
.....participants.

.

., 4 , IP ..0

Collaboration also calls for a willingness amonginstitaions to-.
. submerge some of their own selfrinterests to accomplish larger goals,
4s well as a mutual belief that collaboration will result in benefits

. to individual organizations'as well as the group as a whole.
.

._..c.' ., . ....

To be successful, collaboration' ca ,is for highly competent leadership and : f '
for participants that are not already xperiencing role overload and who have
the ability to give the"coliaborative- prbcess prioritY status'withinthe,

context pethe Orgafilzation.
. ,

The organizations that are.listed in'this document 'are examples of
successful educational collaboratives. It is hoped that yoU will find them
interesting and helpful..

.
.

ii
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-,CAREEVEDUCATIOf PROJECT-- 7.-
'EduCation Comm of the States, Suite 300
1860.-Lincoit-Striet'.

:Denvei'Colorad.O.'80295
.-1,.Telephoner -(363) 830-3600

Contact: '''Carol 'Anderson

a

The ,emphasis .On career, education,and on the need for a collaborative
approach, originate4 at 'OIL federal level, but the response at the local andstate leVels has be01-41.4e-!ipread and diversified. Tflie, approach has lead to
;tie .development new and innovative appinaChes-in the" Planning and 'implemen-
tation of 'career.edUCatio'd:' This pitiject ,affers 'the following pUblications:

(1)C011aboratiOn.'in State Career Education Policy Development: The Role of
Business Industry and.'Labor, Repot No 177, 66' pagesanuary 1979.

)Career Education .Policies and Priorities of
Agencies, :RePort NO. 120, 25 pages, January

'

) leg ilatink For Career Educatidnis, Handbook
Report 'Ni.. 118, :76" pages', January 197.9.-

Business Organigations and
1979.;:

For State Policy Hikers,

(4) Overview of State Caree5.Education'Laws, Report No. 119, 34 pages, January
1979.

Thia ,praject was completed- in December 1979. Suppliei Uf the-above
publications: -are limited', `but still may be obtained from ,the:above ;address.

. tl

NATIONAL NETWORK. FOR CURIICItt,UM COORDINATION .IN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL
EDUCATION l(NNCCVTE)

" . ,
.

lfhelNNCCVTE was deVeldpe hy, the United States, Office of Education for the
P4r0Ose prividink cditirdlled 'sYstem through wh4chvocational and tech-

eduCa4*Ctirricilli!:eon.a be developed' and **Ad 0 Avoid duplication 4
.0;,,effort'ai!kfo-411sOki' that-. ft t,andads'aie,",411eId'. There are six' autonomous
:regionicenteielhat designated catchment areas to serve the
needs the member- states. Each Center publishes, a resource'
-to'-regional and federal 'Priciiities." In addAinn tdjegional newsletters aliof these, documents 'C'an be ''obaitied through the aPpieprlaie .State LiaiSon
'Rep*efientitilie: inajOr7tiiinst"_of, the' network and the regional center concept
ill 'tC4iint:i3Ogerbe*-10ft' each state thoSe persons wi0i'curriculun responsi-'

preVideS 'informational workshops,
inserviEe -6*-tederallY-funded ,curricuiiii:piOudta and Selected other topics,
as 'Well.' other 'related to curriculum. development and

6



aWrefice Director
Weitern turriculiii_ Coordination Center

,..College -of Education.
DniverSity-L-Of
1476...UniiiersitY Avenue-, West '216
Heine HaWaii'96822
.felephOne:., (898) 948-783.4,,, . . ,

RebecCar.DOUglaas, Director- -
,:dentral.,Curriculum Coordination Center

..auttiCuIum, Development Unit
epartMent*,AdUit yecationik=Technical

'00*ni*kirst Street
Springfield,., Illinois} 62777

,,(2-17):782407

-; Hinrichs, Director
Southeast Cutriehlum'cboidination Center
,MiiiissiP0k,itate,DniVersitY

''.-Hese.irrcti and Curriculum Alnit
.DraWer,DX4,:. .

Mi0,s4sOWStittee 391627
:-TelePhone'yOOI5:<125-2510.

Joseph: Kelly'" Director-
NOrtheast'z'CUrrichlum Coordination Center.
:Eureeh of Occhpitional 'anti': Career
Reseatch:)5eVeloPtient,.,

-.,;tlivision:ofiyOcational ,Education
225' West . State Street-
Trenthh,"`NeW. Jersey' 08625

292-5850:':
. , ,"'

Boh.Pittan,-Direator-
t 0#iinnlnsr Coordination Center..

'fate Department Hof VoCational-Technical

t
ti(ii4atet ;;i0klahOigi7/407,4'

:3174000'9

Asxt. 252,

41.114i11..,Parii4s,;=;:DitqPt4.
1044414.04e4im1P990*Pation Center
nnoluiiintiloriyo00Onai,g4cetion:

.g4

9

B0170.437:7'
-

Air'dustrial'`Park
taitiOn4Peihinktnn.,945b4:
.Talephene206).:7537.079

"' 6..-,

-Area Served

AmeriCan Samoa,.:Arizona,
California, Guam-, Hawaii,

'Nevada,-3tustTerritory,
Government of Northern
Marianas

r

Delaware., District of
Columbia', Indiana, Illinois,
Matyland,,.Michigan,
Minnesota, 'Ohio, . ,

Fennlylvania,.Virginia ,
,West Virginia, Wisconsin'

Alabama, Florida,_
Georgia, oKentucky,
Mississippi, ,North
Caralina9"SOuta.Carolina
Tennesiee '1"

O

ConnectiCut Maine,
Massichusetts New
Hampshire., New Jersey,
Neit'York,':Ftierto
Rhode-Island, , Vermont,

Islands

Arkansas , :Iowa Kansas,
Louisiana ,
Nebraska, New Mexico,
44Iahoma,

r-- .

Alaska, Colorado
Montana+. North Dakota,

70,r,eionYiSoutti Dakota,
'Utati -Washington,
WYOMing"

,
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE DIRECTORS .OF SPECIAL EDUCATION (NASDSE)
1201 -Sixteenth Street, N.W. A

Su 1.4 610E4 ,.. .

, Washingtoti D.C. 20036 0 , .
Telephone: (202) 831-4193
Contact: Elaine Breslow, PublicatiOns Department'

40

NASDSt's membership is composed of personnel from the4nation's state educationagencies who have responsibility for the adininittration of programs for excep-tional children: In its prOmotion of special education programs, the NASDSE
'staff members 'monitor legisration and governmental regulations and mai ain aclose' liaison with state, local, ,national, private and professional adincies,
and organizations working with and for exceptional individuals. .

-

This collaborative Offers' the following publidations. Which outline theirprograms:, ,

v*:(1)SEA's and Large"Urban LEA's: An Approach to Colfoboration and Technical
Assistance, 43 Niges, June 1980, $4.007copy..

(2) Bimonthly newsletter,

(3) Bulletin of the Special
this office and changes

_,'education, $36.00/year.

=titled...The LIAISON, $40.00/year.

Education Office which outlines the activities-pf
in federal. guidelines, as related to special

-

,NORTHWE ST RECIONAI, EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY (NWREL)
DiaseMinatiOn- Services Program
Lindsay
7,1.0":,SonthWeat Second Avenue'-,s
PortIitd,:,Oregoti97204

::Telephone:. (503).248-6840
Contact : :Tom. Olson .

..

..

-The;missitirrof NWREL'is to help imProye educational practice. The laboratory: assists educationgoyernineni, ,comMenity a.gencies,, business, and labor to
improve 'the' Clualit-yiEtild. equal k edUcationitkiprograma and process by:.

--','--f':.---; -..;°' ::::$ 14-'4- ''''".. -E, ", .s: . ?.' ,; '. , - "..,e.,:.' ;.,,, ,.,.';'. :..--",...:' ,
(.. 1.

.:,

) .bii 4oPineaAd" diiseMinatidg `effective eduCerfC41ircaCts'. and'
;;propedureas"" 4 . '. .. ' '`:' .f..:

, 3.

3 ,

"2) ; COndUC9pg: research .related to edUcationAi''Problems. *

,;0-,., .- --

roviding TteChnicatlaselitance.'"*`

.t

OrivaIsating'the afectivenesi of eduCatiOnal programs and projects in- _ .
,,relationship to. problem-solving; **, 2., . ..

, t
).PrOl*cliiig training'in'ed4iaional planning, management, and ineAruction.

. 4

, . ,

14
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(6) Serving as an information resource on effective' educational progrms and
process.

In February.4980, the Dissemination Program of NWREL- published a, five book
series entitled Interorganizational Arrangements, for Collaborative Efforts.
Thisseries includes the following yolumes4

\ ,--'

(1) Seminar Proceedings outlines the results of two,seminars'thatowere.held to
explore, the issues related to organizational collaboration for practice,'-,

improvement. '. .

.

.' . s -..:
, 0.

.

(2) Commissioned Papers and (3) Literature Review are'. a. result of work doge to
4 provide, a basis' from research'and from other literature to further.

conaideratiOn of regional program issues.
, .

. ., , - % 4.,
A!.."

(4) Project Studies represents a compilation of information regarding- existing;'
interorganizational arrangements for improving educational practice. .

(5) Final Report drives and pulls togethe
all of these activities outlined above.

implications 'and conclusions from

Tillkse documents will soon be available from the ERIC Systet..

NATIONAL.DIEPUSION NETWORK .(NDN)

Division'of Educational Replication
. U.S.-Office of Education'
RooM 3616,Seventh and D Streets; S.W.
Washington, D.C.,20201:
Teleplione:' (202) 245-2243-
Contact; Drew Lebby

NDN is a nationwide system established to help 'those involved uin education
acquire the materials and assistance they need to incorporate exemplary.
practices into their own programs. The NDN operates through two kindsof
projects -- Developer /Demonstrators (D/D's) and State Facilitatori _(SF's).

D /D's are exemplary projects that receive, federal funds to provide training,
materials, and technical assistance to those who adopt their programs.. State
,Facilitators are the 'principle link between ND's andtthose,sepking new pro
grams. SF's help to identify -suitable NDN programs and then assist with their
adoption, training, and operation. Many State Facilitators also help local
school.districti with ogler planning. 7

NDN'offers a publication entitled Educational Programs That Work which
exemplary programs on a nationwide basis. The Seventh Edition,.'

-Fall-I980, of Education Programs That Work is available for $5,.50 (prepaid)(
from: Order Departmenr,.Far West Laboratory fOr 'Educational Researth and
JosVelopement; 1855' Folsom Street, San Francisco, California 94103

9

141,
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NATIONAL 'INSTITUTE OF EDUCATI "(NIE)
',1200. Nineteenth Streett'NA: . . . c

, .

Washington, D.C. 20208 ,

Telepholik,' (202)'254-5400 - 4
- . . .

.
.

ofThe National Institute of Education (NIE)
.

is part of the U.S. Department ef
Education. HIE was created.by the Congress in 1972 as the primaiy feddral
egenCy-for edUdalional research ind7development.

,
.'_ fl'N'' . '1

- Thejnitituteqi'miSsion i's two7fold: to promoteAducational equityand.ro.
improve the quality of educational practice. To this end,.NIE supports
research' d dissemination activities that will. elp individualsregardless
of race, se age, economic status, ethnib origin, or pandicapping condition- -
realize th r full potential through education. :. .

ft

a

jrpeInstitute'S program initiatives grow out a variety of activities which
. are planned to stimulate an exchapgd of views among educators,Iblicysakers,'

parents, and other citizens.on,nationally significant educational issues.
ommiSeventeen regional laboratories acid research and development ters, which

receive much of their-support frc*NIE,allow for both and national
iddfinition of educational,problemt and priorities.

NIE policy is established'by the National Cbuncil on.Educational. Research,
whose'ls members- are appointed 'by the President and- confirmed by the Senate.

NATIONAL-GOVERNORS' .ASSOCI&p.
Senter.Or.goliCyjlesearch
44,Neit h _;Capitol Street, N.4:"

Washing On; C;. 20003 .

Teleirro202) 624-5394 T,

CbfitaCtL:Catherine. ark,',Coniortium Director

4

The'U. S. Department' of 1.1404; Office of,Youth,Prograis, has funded a study on
"TheStates,ROle,,,in:CoOrdinating Edupition',Employment.and Training Programs
-:ftr',YoUh:''liiidighteen,10Shth,project,ts,belmg undertaken by a consortium of
SdYen,organiiarionSA_TheiAmeribandouncil on Educatien,-TiieAieriban Yoca-
tiOn4_Assbeiatio4.The'Counc11,4ChiWf±State SchObibfficers:The.Educarion
140*SSiOn'bf*StateiThe'National Association of8tate-Bbaras of Educa7
41014;11101itinal; Oigeirenee.0,0tate_Ifegi:Slatuide,:indjhe National

the_prime--
COiribifOr'thisbbilabotative.effort.. '

64.

-
db

-The prOject dOeloped out o Concerktbrtbe weak=linkages between Compre-
:411Iduc tionraP4 Train,4 Act (CETA) and public education. The CETA

`' Louth "Emplo ntXn(FTrallai, SO.ITrogram,(Y8TP):encourages.schoolsto inetease
their capacity to provide disadvantaged. students with marketable skills by ,

Setting:aside 22 Percent of each prime spOnSors_funas_for in-school,programs.

eribnsinterested,:in;par this" project areeinvitedeto indicsre
heir'iPtireseby-WririPC,Or calling the CETA/#04tiOn Consortium Director at- - . .

he4b06:aiidiega:drytelephOhel:numberi::



:PUBLIC.SCHOOLSFOR COOPERATIVE RESEARCH (PSCR)
'School'StudY Council
College. of Education

University. of Tennessee.
KnoxVille,Jennessee 37916
Telephohei ,. (615) 974-2272
Contact: Charles Achilles

O

PSCR is a member of the National School Development Council (NSDC) which is a
nationwide organization designed to improve educational practice. For further
information regarding NSDC, please contact:

John Sullivan .

85 Speen Strqet
Framingham,'Massachusetts 01701
Telephone: (617) 879-7624

The purpose of PSCR is to improve educational leadershipaptivities in East
Tennessee by: defining new techniques, providing greater access to money,
materials,'and practices, motivating and stimulating action, creating a sense
of community among superintendents, and sharing experiences and learnings of
"what works." The cooperative also provides a bridge between the university.
and the fispl.d.

' 453

INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON TEACHING. (IRT) 1.

.

.

,
-'4

, .

College of Education
.- 252 Erickton Hall '

.

u. v ,

Michigan State University
East Lansing,'Michigan 48824 -

.

Telepp.one:' (517).,355-1778 , ...r ., .

..,;4 ,Cos act: Lee-Shulman ' i .. : -
.4...

.
.

. ..4...

Jilt serves as a center for research on teaching with studieS emphasizing
teaphing as clinical information ,processing, to addition to providinga "forum .4,

for communication among' researchers, teacher educators, and-practitioners.
.IRT -also provides a trainingoprogram for future researcers.

4

IRT offers a publication entitled Teachers Attaining New Roles in Research: A
Challenge to the Education Community (Conference Series Ns. 4) by, L.-D.
Shaliway & J. E. Lanier, 41 Aulges,_1,978,-$3.50. the major thrust#of,this
cement is -that collaborationsbetween practitioners4knd researchers is vita .

e'prodess of collaboration is discussed fit four', .evelv .. ,-
,

. .

"-.(t) Teachers as co-- investigators on the rehearch staff.

(2) Teachers is resear.ch :tub-Jetts,

..

oa"

:



(3) Teachers is 'research policy makers.

(4) Teachers sharing in research application and dissemination:

In addition, IRT publishes a newsletter, Communication Quarterly, which is
directed at practitioners and includes a publication listing. This newsletter
is free of charge.

THE NETWORK
290,South Main Street
Andover, Massachusetts 01810'
Telephone: '(800) 225-0686
Contact: Elsa Martz

.0

The NETWORK is'a'nonprofit educational ervice and research organization
serving schools and other educational c its in New England and throughout
the nation. The NETWORK offers a wide range of direct service and consulta-
tisie programs in such areas as policy planning and research, educational man-
agement training, staff development, progratrand staff evaluation, curriculum
developmeni and resource utilization, as well, as in such content areas as
special and. vocational education. NETWORK services focus on the total client
organization and emphasize knowledge_ dissemination and utilization as ways of
improving education practice. NETWORK service programs are research-based and
emphasize needs assessthent, systematic problem-solving, and long-range plan-
ning forprogram improvement. The NETWORK also develops and distributes a
wide range of products and publications.tO seve as management resources fdT.
educational'administrators, to train teachers in instructional, techniques, and
to'highlight impoirant educational issues.

The gETWdRKoalso offers the following publications from the CONSORTIUM "REPORT
.

SERIES:

Case Studies.in Peogram Improvement,
external researchers'to develop case
afe published in,00thrd volume with an
identified across the .six cases.

... 0

(2)The "Inside" Outsiders: 4 Study pf Three.Consortium Linking Agents,..
moo. In this publication, studies analyze three project linking agents

'.experiences,document their work, and eXplain how Consortiui linking
agents became impoitanrpartnerain.school improvement.

$10.00. The'Cansor 1.um employed
studie4 of six sabois. These cases
analysis of the common.themes-

(3) eflectiona'onhe Ex erience of Edddational Linkin A ents;$10.00. This .

bliCation Contains

work
4variety of aspects of the linking

ag nild:rolePnom the beginning. ork with a school or district through
projem_identification and.planning.to eventual.disengagement. Tapers.
were written by linking agents and their supervisors;

;

p



'(4) Linking Agent's Tool Kit, $35.00. The'1161 KW is a set of readings and
tools that linking agents can use when consulting with schools. It is

intended as a resource for linkers, but could be useful for.school -based
plannets who are contemplating working with a finking agent or thosg who'
would like to follow a,rational 'problem-solving process on their own.

CHARLOTTE DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM- -DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
1416 East Morehead Street
-Charlotte, North Carolina. 28204,
Telephone: (704) 374-3211

Contact: Steve Newman

The major activity of this call borative is t4 help prevent drug and alcohol
abuse. The.program is targeted at the community. Two service delivery'
teams--one in the schools and'one in the community at large--are used to
implement preventative drug and alcohol abuse programs. program straltegie
include: engaging in information sharing; inventing new solutions and
replicating solutions already derived.

Major educational progr
entitled:

that have evolved from this colNborative are

(1 I'm Special targeted at the 4th grade level,
plus $0.65 postage and handling.
r

(2) Ombudsman targeted at the grade levels, January 1980,
plus $0.75 post4e and handling.

Januiry ,1980,
. R.

ALASKA NATIVE FOUNDATION
411 West 4th Avenue, Suite 314
Anchorage, Alaska 99501'
Telephone: (907) 274-2541
Contact: Roger Lang or Beatrice Halkett

$6.50/.manual

$7.50/marival

The Alaska Native Fandation was form .toosupply information, training, and
technical assistance to the newly org nized regional and village corpprations
which were, in the process of settling heir long standing land claims. 'The

dation has since produced a native land claims curriculum. The_Foundation
now fers educational programs and technical assistance to village'corpori-
tions'and provides similar assistance to school districts on matters related
to 4race/S learners.ex equal opportunity for leaers. The Foundation performs research,
onIthe relationship of Alaska Natives to the federal government in addition to
conducting a survey of historic native organization records.

f -

mof r r 8.

1,4
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Major projects of the Foundation include:
t

. .

(1) Village Management Assistance e-

f
.

,

(2) Fisheries

Fr'a full description of the Foundation's activities an annual report to be
published October 1980 can be obtained free of charge ftom "the above address.

e

'N -

COOPERATIVE ORGANIZATION NEBRASKA EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.UNITS' (CONESU)
RR .#2, P.0.- Bo* 36 c

' teatrice,-Neby,iska--6834.0.,_-- ,

.

Telef3hOne: (402) 223-527'7 ..
_

Contact: . Dan }look

. .
.

CONESU was formed in 1978 by the Nebraska Association of Ed tionalService.
Units (ESU). The purpose of CONESU is to promote and prOte e educational
opportunities of all chAldren'in Nebraska through intermgdi to

promote supplementary education services to-local school districts. ..

Major projects of this collaborative include:

.

0.)'Med# Center) a videotape duplication consortium whickuses 16mm
'. "educationaldu films. ''.'.

f ,
f- . .-

.. . ".
'':i '-'''',A-:' : -. ,' ,*A. . l?' * ; .

. '(-2), Copperativepnchasing for the biocurement of_eduCational materials, 4

;. .itiOlies, and equipment. r A',,,,.r- ` - . 4 ..,..1,0 , b as .. 4 0.

1:4. 0 4 ' '5 k411. 90 . A.
; q ., 0- ,II i '''' .."

,Bbrrtf:fffeat poects ,,a0 condnctedinil a'state4de basis. -

. ,

:
, 7.-,,f;,:;-:' -

.. '-v - , , s, ,. ,
s . --' '

I :

''''. -.S.?. , 9. t.da a at. . ... n 'A;
For a Felietittat,L4Kgvivi4es-of.thi collaborative, the publication "Nebraska
Educatinial'Service,Unte01.I'Decidinf-Pr4tess71967-1977, 31 pages, can be _
cbtained'f r oa t he aboyeaidresiki4- f , o harge,

, . 'e IV 0.4 A* ;^. I', ,
. , A A . , 4,,, Af 9 .,.. ,
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RATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS lr°9..:'
.
7..

1.730 7K" Si'reet, N..14. . .° :,-

Washington;'. D.0: 20006'
,G. As. A

Telephone:' (202) 457=0040 t's `if

contact: Esther Friedman'orEllen BnYera ;t
. ,.

.ThgoNatidnal Alliance of Btminess has 13011otal offices which-iacus-on'the
-following areas:

,
s..'

. '

a

- . , :

(1),Youth motivation task)force (a speakers imrtau).
k. % i: .
., .. A

(2)'Youth employment (especially fOithe disadvantaged):'



(3)- College/IndUstry rel ation! program (qttem*ing to help graduate's of
''nonmainstreamed" colleges compete in the labor Aarket).

(4) An inservice program for t eachers and counselors-(career guidance
institutes):-

Brochures related to the speakers bureau and college directories can be
obtained free:of charge upon request.

In addition, thia.collaborative offers a monthly newsletter, Show Case, which
outlines the Alliance's programs. A bimonthly program service which serves
as a database and clearinghouse for employment within the industrial setting
ii also offered. .Both of these docuthents can be obtained free of charge from
the above address.

)

LITTLE TENNESSEE VALLEY EDUCATIONAL COOPERATIVE
400 Everett High Road eo

Maryville, Tenpessee 37801
Telephone: (615) 984-5010 '

Contact: Jerry Mofton '\

N
The major activity Of this cooperative is the developmen t of 'educational
delivery systems and networking. Act'i'vities include:

(1) Teacher Inservice Prograis.

(2) Psychological Servicei within

(3) Cooperative Purchasing within

-
(4) Bicycle Safety Programs.

Schools.

Seven School Systems.

(5) Special Education (Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy) On -side Visits.- . ,

°,:

(6) eommunitYillergy and Awareness Program

(7) Gifted Education Programs.

STAFF DEVELOPMENTOF EDUCATION/kJ..PERSONNEL: THE WEST VIRGINIA PLAN
Building 6 /Room B-309 -, ,

Capitol Complex
.

1900 Washingtoq Street East . %
. I

7---;---Charieston,-1.1est Virtiniav25305
, %Telephone: (304) 348-7017

Contact: ,Jerry Moore

The major activity of
program of continuing

\_

this collaborative was to develop d systematic statewide
education for improving performance of school personnV.

a

>



®.

,

inWest Virginia. The plan was designed to develop training programs to
\improve the performance tif teachers and learners at the local level.

This project offers the following documents from the Systematic Program of
Continuing Education for Public School Personnel in West Virginia series:

(l) Guidelines tor the Preparation of the Three-Year Cnty Continuing
Education Plan, 7 pages, March 1979.

(2) Design for Implementation, 27 pages, December 197.9.

(3) Guidelines fog,Conducting Local Needs Assessment; 8 pages, May 1978.

These documents can be obtained free of charge from the above address.

(4) Designing County Continuing Educ on Training Frograms for Middle
Childhood Educators, 57 pages, ne 1980.

This document will soon be available through the ERIC System.

ft.

INTERAGENCY WORKSHOP: ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
United States Forest Servicef
319 Southwest Pine
Portland, Oregon 97208
Telephone:. (503) 221-2971
Contact: Ernie McDonald .

f

The collaborative of is ofth s'workshoplwere directed toward: defining new
techniques; providing greater a cess to materials and practices, motivating
and stimulating actionincreasing flow and amount of resources; sharing
experiences and learnings of "what works;" and bringing together individuals'
with skills intbe process forthe development of curriculum units related to
enviro ental education,

,

.
,

This co laborative offers lesson plans entitled Investigating Your Environment
;Mich outline their curriculum'development activities. These free lesson
plans canlbe ordered from the above address. im

. THE EXCHANGE
The Exchange atthe Teacher C
University of Minnesota
166 Piek Hall

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 376-5297
Contact: Diane Lassman -.

. The Exchange is the dissemination agency of .the teacher center tat the
University. of Minnesota. Its major goal is to link public and on-public,

.0%

A 4

k

,41



educational agencies with successful educational programs and to increase the
flow and amount of human and material resources to those historically isolaCed
from them. The Exchange also provides technical assistance to disseminators,
conducts dissemination related research and evaluation, and delops products
to support thpse activities.

FOUR STATE PROJECT pN INSERVICE
Crew State Department of Education
7004Fringle, Parkway, S.E. -

Salem, Oregon 97310
Telephone: (503) 378-8525
Contacr:- Don Egge

Tire ,purpose of this one year'project was to provide greater - access to mate-
rialt, models, Ind practices in inservice education, and to share experiences
and learnings of "what works." As a result of the joint collaboration between
Oregon Michigan, New York, and West Virginia, an informal network has
emerged. State models are now being implemented. Strategies used in this
project were: information sharing, laciliitating common interests, joint

.

problem-solving, and inventory of new solutions.
Or

EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION
Far West Laboratory
.1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, California

'

Telephone: '(415) 565-3000
Contact: Ralph Baker j

The target group
is secondary and
tion of youth to
reapnrcA.

for this collaborative on Experience-Ba ed Career Education
post-secondary students. Its major acti ty is the orienta-
careers for academic study and the utili tion of community

Th collaboratf4e offers a publication entitled Communit is the Teacher, 35
pages, 11977, which can be obtained free of charge from the bove address.

INSTITUTE FOR LEARNING AND ,TEACHING
University of Massachusetts/Boston
Boston, Massachusetts 02125
Telephone: (017) 287-1900
Contact:' Leonard Brown

Organized in 1970, the Institute's purpose is to increase the flow and amount
of resources to schools, pitovide services to'the community,.through the public4.

, IF
)schools, encourage teachers' particivation in staff and curriculum

..-
,

...,,,

'
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development, and provide greater access to materials, money and practices.
Emphasis ie placed on both urban and suburban schools. Programs include:

(1) Rultidultural educatidn.

(2) Teacher exchange on a bilingual basis between San Juan, Puerto
Boston, Massachusettel-----

..

(3) Citizenship education. `-
r .

0

.

(4) On-site ins.ervice.
s . -r'

(5) Desegration within the Boston Public,Schools since 1974
, e,

. I, . .
(6) Teacher training. t- .

t
4,-

,
/.

444

Rico, and

4

STATEWIDE BOARDS OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NETWORK (BOCES)
Weld BOCES -

P.O. Box 578
La Salle, Colorado ..9645

Telephone: (303) 839-232 e1'

Contact: Bob Ewy 1
k

. e
' , .7 11

, The primary purpose of BOCES is to.increase.the flow and amouht,of resources
to local school districts. The primary focus is on`children with special
needs.' Mast activities deal with special education. This is.accOmplished by
the administration of such prograai as Title I, bilingual-education, migrant,
education, etc. The networkris now expandiAg to other instructional and non-

.,
instructional support service areas,, with the general goal of economy and
efficiency of service delivery. .

.-,
4--.-

PBOJECTOPEN MOORS
,20West, 'Fortieth Street.

.

NOwYorkOfew York-10018'
Telephone: (212) 573-9514

-;4.

'Cohtact: Frances Low
.

;

Project Open .Doori is a se:dal/Industry service sponsored primarily by the
Economic Development, Coducil of the city of New ork and thenNational Alliance
of'Business,_ The'project provide ng services ,

, ,

,

(1) Speakers in the classroom Bureau.

. .,

(-2)- Urban Career Resource Center with materials re17044O the New York.. . -..,

:City economy. -. r. lc .

,

.,

6

s .

i

O
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.

-(3) Wdrkshops to'elp teachers learn about industry.

In addition; this collaborative offers guides to the New York,City economy
which era,ditected,at the secondary sChool level., .

4 -

...

1

THEE DOOR: NE4'HORIZON PROGRAM 1* ,-\ z

100 West Columbia Street -4, to

Or2.aide-," Florida 328o4

Telephon:' (305)420-3:82
ContahL Jerry Fneiner

-,-IN - ,

A

Thee Door began in'1971 as part of the Orange County Health Department.wheif
. the community alas experiencing a drug epidemic. This program created a system

:in'the community where the school provided two teachers, a part time occupa-
tional'apegialist, and educational materials to the Youth-Development Center
for a_residential and day care program. ,This_prograin was initiated to provide
substance 'abuse counselors' to a large high school of approximately 3,000
students. The New Horizons Program grew out of a need Within the'schools for
specialized programs.

'
No,

-

RESEARCH AND NDEVELOPMENT EXCHANG"(

This Program was initiated in 1976 as a network of regional educational labo-
#atories and a.uniyersity-based R&D Center working to improV;the quality and
utilization of school improvement resources available in Iftrious regions of
.the nation. 'The RDx fs composed of seven regional exchanges serving 4-12
. states each and four central sUpport_services. RDx works with 43 StateEduca-
lion41-Agencies'(SEA) to reach-the staffs of ,education service agencies,' pro-

fessional organizations, and, whenever possible, local education agencies.

The fogowini-four central support services cut across the regional boundaries
. of the exchanges and Support all of them in their efforts to serve SEes and
practitioners: (1) The R&D Interpretation Serii (RDIS') at CEMREL transforms
R&D based, knowledge into forths readily.usable by educational practitioners;
(p the Resourcees.,i.iteferralService (RES)-atkphfo-State-,-University-,estab-L

fishes a database of available information resou rces (including organizations.
and people).on R&D ouicothes; (3) the Dissemination Support Service (pss) at,
Northwest Regional Education Lablifatory provides workshop training find related.

,support for individuals responsible for dissemination activities in their
states o'' districts; (4) .the System Support Services '(SSS)-at Far lest Labork-
tary.facilitates the operation of the total R&D Exchange, including coordi-
natfng efforts to inform the R &D common' a
needs.. .. .

Activities of the. RDx include:. CI) individualized technical assistance to-SEA
Staffs; (2) regional and state workshops on topics such as reading, maehe
macids,'infarthation resources, prOgram implementation, school improvement

. strategies,:etc.; (3) RDIS syntheaislicurrent research findings on'teadhing\..

;

14
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reading and mathematics which are', published in Research Within Reath, and
distributed to SEA stagf, curriculum specialists and professidnal organiza-
tions; (4) regional dissemination forums for dissemination staff and service
providers to establish collaborative activities on school improvement needs...

The addresses of the seven regional exchanges are:

Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc. (AEL)
P.O. Box 1348

/.
Charledton, West Virginia 25325
Telephone: (304) 344-8371
Contact: 'Jack Sanders

CEMREL,. Inc. ,

3120 59th Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63139
Telephone: (314) 781-2900
Contact: Dane Manis

40.

Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL)
4709 Bellview Avenue.
Kansas Citly, Missouri 64112
Telephone: (816) 756-2401
Contact: Susan Everson

. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NREL)
710 S.'W. Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
Telephone: (503) 248-6869
Contact: Joe Pascarelli

.

Research for Better Schools, _Inc. (RBS)
444 North Third Street
Philadelphia, Pepnsylvania 19123
Telephone: (215) 574-9300
ConeOct: Richaid McCann

Southwest Educational DeVelopment Laboratory (SEDL)
211 East Seventh Street

(... '-Austin,-TeXas 78701
v

Telephone:- (512) 476-6861
Contaci: Preston-Kronkosky

Southwest Regional Laboratory (SWRL)
4665 Lampson Avenue
Los Algditod., California 90720
Telephone: ,(213) 598-7661, Ext. 367
'Contact: Roger Scott

15

152 )
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, DISSEMINATIO,NAND OTILIWICKFOR.VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (DO)
NAtional Center.for Research in Vocational ,Education
The Ohio State University 1.

,

1960 -Kenny Road

Columbud . Ohio, 40210

,'Telephone:- (614)336-3655;
Contact:. Norman K. Singl, program Director .

. .. ...

O

..;_
.

.- Ihe palls 'function at the National Center forResearcli in_VOcational Education
. _ .

adis to dress the problems,and voidd'in vocational education dissemination ad.
° identified by the Committee on Vocational Education Research and Development

IT' (MERU). Using a: simple paradigm. derived from, -he COVERD report,' several DO
projects were initiated during 1977 to improVenationwidedisseminatiOn by:

Wanaging,the spread of information and materials which could be useful 1,m_
vocational education program improvement nationwide.

.(2) promoting the exchange of_information and resources among national, state,
, regional and local agenbies and individuald:

4 y

(3) capacitating and eliciting choice of suitable information and resources by
'practitioners and researchers in'theirproblem solving and program
'development work..

. ,
°

.(4).i.facflitating.the orientation and-raining needed -to insure effective`vse.
tif disseminated, .information and' resources.

Ddring1978 and '1979 several of the 'D &U projects were organized With more
prpgrammati e5ds in view. The integration and cross-currenteffects amonk
projects were given-increased emphasis ind_the D &U Program'continuedto,

A

camdission,the development of.state-of - the -art' eiearch gapers and
synthesfs,documents regarding major:RtD issues ih vocatfsnal education.
_ .

(2), developassorted products which
into-practical, palatable forms
policy-makers.

(5)''

transformed state-of- the -art knowledge
for researchers, practitioners and

. . , .
.

compressistate.of-the-art knowledge into
knowledge, easily,disseminable2and usabl'

.. ,, , .
. ,

(4,) ideht0y worthy program improvement products which 'could 'be publicized
-., natiopwides that potential users could'get in touch' with developers/.

-proprietors. . "
'If

.
.

7 ,

.. .

'(5) select best available program improvkment resources and disseminate them
'nationwide,

S

.

"briefs"which rendered critical

. 4

(6).facWitate or provide technical assistance to:users/adopters in theforms
ofmplimentary, introductory produCts and direct technical assistance
with 'orientation and.training.endeavord.



s

4
.(7) enable the exchange of information among national, state, regional andlocal agencies and,actors regarding how to get the best from vocationaleducation through improved distOminaiion.

\
.

A,(8) offer the D&U Progr'am Tentative Product Selection Criteria for use inother produe
seletioactivities and program' management tasks nationwide.

1

f '
MINNESOTA EDUCATIONAL 'COMPUTING CONSORTIUM (MECC)2520 Broadway Drive '.

f(Highway 280 & Broadway)

: .
Telephone: -01.?) 376-1122

St..Paul, Minnesota 551'13

,
.

he
.. .

MECC was founded in 1.973 at an organization'treated by the public edu ational.'systems.in Minnesota to coordinate and provide computer services to tudents,
teachers and educational administrators throughout the state. The m tubersystems of the.

Consortium include:. the Minnesota State Department f Educa-tion, the University of Minnesota; the Minnesota State University S stem, theMinnesota Community College System, and the Minnesota State Depareent ofAdminittration. , .,
c

-

Theprimary purpbse of MECC.it-to assist member systems in the coordinatioand utilization of computer resources through a coopeiative planning anddecision-mak.ing structure. The two major goal related to this purpose are:
e To coordinate

and assist in planning the educational computing activitiesOf the. member systems throughthe maintenance.of a long-range master plan
, for educational computing! the developmest'of shortrterm,or biennial plans,

and the on-going review of proposals for specific fatilities and services.
0 To.serve.the member systeisly

meeting'their_needs in the areas of themanagement and operatidn of computer facilities,
system design andidevelop-ment, fiscal management dr ''brokering" of specific computer services from

provider to user,. consultation
and-training; a -the cotduct of specialprOjects involving the application of the compu in eattation.

TwO bi-monthl news
E,'ar-n-iluarterly "MECC Publica-

----

ons-and Program Price List" are available fiee by writing ,to MECC Publica-tions'at the abd've address'or by calling (4`12) 376- 1118.'
.

,a
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MST OF PARTICIPANTS

DISSEMINATION PROCESSES SEMINAR VI
,San FranciscoOctober.21-23, 1980

PARTICIPANTS

Dr. Hermanin. Aizawa
Apartment of Education
'Office ofInstructional ServCces
1270 QueenEmma St., Room 1206
Honolulu, Hawaii .96813

Francine Belkind.
Vallejo Dominican Teacher Corps

Project
-t 1

321 Wallace P -

Vallejo, California 94599

Kareh Benson
MoREL 6

Olorado Women's College
Curtis Hall
Denver, Colorado 80220

Robert Blanc
Student Learning' Center
Aiveraity of Missouri at

Kansas City
5310 Harrison
Kansas City, Missouri 64063

4.

aim irk

Department-of Basic Instructional
Services. '

Office 'of Public Instruction
'1300 Eleventh Avenue .

Helena, Montana 59601

'"

0

Charles Clark
.Superintendent .

r Department Of Education
.P. 0. Box 2360
HOnoluld, Hawaii 96804

James Connett
Kansas State Department of Education

ana LINK
%1847 N. Chautauqua
Wichita, Kansas 67214

.Marcia Douglas.

Education and Wok
Northwest Regional Educational

Laborhtory
i, 710:S* Second Street

,Portland, Oregon 97204

a Mark Driscoll 00
R&D Interpretation Service

1_. tTYMEL, Inc. ,

. . 3,120 59th Street

St. Louis, Miasouti 63139

Carolyn'Cates ,-
FarL-West.--Laboratory_for ,Edwational

Research and Development
1855 Folsom Stieetik , .$

San Frandisco, California 414103
ap

4psap Toft Everson
McREL
.4/09 Belleview Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri- 6411/

*

.ft

Stanley Chow
Far West Laboratory for Educational'

Research and Development
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, California 94103

Mercedes Fitzmaurice
Research for Better Schools, Inc:
444 North Third Street--
,PhIladelp a, Pennsylvania 3M.23

Nancy Flott

Kansas State Department Of Education
and IlMe

.1847 N. Chautauqua
Wichita, Kansas. 67214

Nancy Hargis
Qregon Departrilentof Education
700 Pringle Parkway, SE
Salem, dreT 973.0 '

'915q



.Dolores Heiainger
acting Project Director
Multicultural:InserviCe-Training

Project
Northwest .Regional Educatidnal

Laboratory
710 SW Sedond Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204

Marshall Herron
Department of Edudation
700 Pringle Parkway, SE
Salem, Oregon 9738.0

David HOlgicom -

Appalachia Educational
"'Laboratory, Inc.

. P. Q. Box 1346'
Charleston, Weqyirginia 45325

Paul Hood
Far West Laboratory for Edudational

Researc and'Developkent-
1855 Folsol, Street
San Francizco, Ca foinia '94103-

Cakolyn W o Huff
tLiBrary ,Information Center
DelawareJ.State-Department

of Public ..Instruction

P. 0. Box 1402 . -

'Dover Delaware 19901

Anna kundley
Southwest Educational Development

'Laboratory
211 E. Seventh Street

pAustin, Texas 78701

Amy Isobe
HEDDS
Hawaii Department of Education
P O. Box 2360
Honolulu,Hawaii 96644
L.

Lynn Jenks .

Far West' Laboratory for Educational
Research arid Development

1855 Folsom Street .

SanVrancisco, California 94103

Q.'Michael,Kuhn
Florida bepariment of Education-
Knott Building -
.Tallahassee,,Florida 32301

--S'

fl
y

'Az

-David Mack ,y,
r i't

National Institute of EducatiOn
1200 19th Street NW
Washington, D. .C. Q,?0208

Deanna C. Martin
Student Learning Center
University of Missouri at
5310 Harrison
Kansas City; Missouri 64063',

-4

Kansas City'

.

Richard McCann ,
Research for Better Schools, Inc',
444 N. Third Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania '19123

Linda McNeely ' III

Kansas State D6partment 'cif Eduoa4/ri
v

and LINK
1847 N. thimitaugua,

Wichita, Kansas 67.214
,

Tom 61so1.1%,

Director
Division o

Coordination
Northwest Regional Educational-

.4' LAboratory,
,10. SW Second. Avenue
Portland, Oregon, 97204r, ,

.14

Planning and

Sandra brleVsky
Appalachia Educational LaboratOry
P040.Bok 1348
Charfiston;'Xest .Virginia 25325

Ed Patri,3*,..-

-Research-for-Better-Schools, Inc.

t

x"'

'444 N. Third' Street

Philadelphia, 'Pannsylvadia 49123

Robert R. Rath
Executive Director
Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory
710 SW Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204

Marilyn J. Rieff
Instructional Films Project
Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory
710 SW Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204

a
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Jane Roberts
Research for Better Schools, Inc.
444 N. Third, Street

Philadelphia; Pennsylvania 19123

Linda Sikorski...

McREL
Colorado Women's, College
Curtis Hall
Denver, ColorSdo 8020

-Norm S et
Nati 1 Center for kesearch

in Nocational Education
1960 ken.* Road
'Columbus, Ohio 43210

BavidSguires
la-ebearch for Better Schools, Inc.
444 N. Third Street
Philad.plphia,, Pennsylvania 19123.

Dr. Marren R. Tapp.in
' Director' ,

Division of Educational,
Dissemination

Region IX Room 207
50, United.°Nations Plaza le A

San%Fralig4eco, California 94102

Carol Thomas .

Fat'West Laboratory-for Educational'
Research and Development

.1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco,.California 94103

9

. Phil Thomas
' `Kansas State.Department of Education

. 1,1 . and LINK ,

I- :/ 1847 N: Chautauqua ° °.

': WiChitaiKansas, 67214
. ... .

4'PatTuPper
.___

MInnesotq-Department-of-Education
401 Capitol- Square Building
St% Paul, Minnesota 55101%,

Nona Verloo
Vocatiorial Education.

California State Department .
of Education

721 Capitol Mall ,-

Sacramento, California 05814
t

1 1.

r
,

Beverlylheeler
Arizona -State Department of Education
1535 W. Jefferson Street
Phoenix, Arizona. 85007...

CONSULTANTS AND COLLABORATORS

Caroline Gil/in
Commissioner of Education
'Region IX - Room 207

50 United Nations Plaza
San'Ffancisco, California 94102

Sue McKibbin
Far West Laboratory foie Educational

Research and Development
1.855'Folsom Street /

San Francisco, California 94103

Dr.°J.filIiam Paisley

Department of Communication
Stanford University- ,

Palo Alto, California -.9450

. ;

Dr. Sheila Walker
ASRAlt

5607. Tolman *all
I

...School of Education

Uniyersity of Californit.,
Berkeley, California '94720,

Nellie, Harrison

Agsociate Director
-*Urban Education Program
..CEMREL; Inc. .

43120',59th'Street
St; tbuis, Missouri 63139,,

Diane Lassman
The EXCHANGE
University of Minnesota

,

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

P

Pat Martin -
Council of Chief State School

Officers

400 N./Capitol, NW
Washington, D. C. 20001

l5
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'Ernest MaDonald
environmental Education boniultant

S.,; Forest SerVice

319 Pine SW
Portland, Oregon 97208

Marlys OlsOn
3545 Locust Avenue*st
Tacoma, Washington. 98466

Dennen Reilley
Director'of Field Services
School and Society. Programs
Edubation DeVelopment.Oenter, Inc.
Newton,:Massachusetts 02160.

Anthony Vega'
California State UniVersity
.RoonL230

,

800 N. State College Blvd.
Fullertgn, California 92634

,

3

SEMINAR DESIGN AND COORDINATION

Joe Pascarelli
Assistant Director

. Dissemination Field Services
Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory.,
710 SW Second Avenue
Portland, Oregbn 97204

Linda'Grupp
Technical Assistant
Dissemiriatiori Field Services
Northwest Region,- Educational

Laboopettory

710 SW Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon .97204
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